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Abstract 

 

Radiation therapy (RT) is often offered as the primary treatment for the head and neck 

cancer. Quantitative analysis and volumetric measurements in RT require 

segmentation of a tumour (gross tumour volume (GTV)) and other anatomical 

structures (organs at risk). The current tumour segmentation technique, manual 

segmentation, using medical imaging is subject to high observer variability. Thus, this 

thesis describes new image processing methods for oropharynx and larynx tumours 

(segmentation and quantification) analysis from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). 

An integrated approach has been developed, including data size and MRI artefacts 

reduction, throat region detection, extraction and segmentation of tumour (GTV) 

region with 3D reconstruction and quantification.  

 Initially, a novel 2D automatic pharyngeal and laryngeal cancer segmentation 

framework (PLCSF) is proposed for oropharynx and larynx tumours segmentation 

from contrast enhanced T1-weighted axial MRI slices. In PLCSF, prior to 

segmentation, local entropy minimisation technique is employed to reduce intensity 

inhomogeneity and new fuzzy rules based method is used for the throat region 

detection. Moreover a novel modified fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm is 

presented that is shown to robustly extract a tumour region compared to standard FCM 

clustering. Then a tumour segmentation boundary (outline) is obtained using region-

based level set method after noise removal using non-linear filtering. The advantage 

of the proposed PLCSF lies in its ability to obtain a comparable tumour outlines even 

in presence of artefacts, heterogeneous tumour profile and fuzzy boundaries.  

 Further an approach for three dimensional (3D) reconstruction and 

quantification of a tumour is presented. In this approach tumour outlines obtained from 

contiguous 2D slices are reconstructed in 3D using interpolation and rectangular mesh 

generation technique and volume is calculated using slice profile. Experimental results 

of PLCSF with volumetric measurements for oropharynx and larynx tumours on 

synthetic and real MRI data demonstrate that this tool may help reduce observer 

variations and can assist clinical oncologists with time-consuming, complex 
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radiotherapy treatment planning. Finally, a novel automatic 3D throat region 

segmentation algorithm is presented. This algorithm efficiently combines Fourier 

interpolation and 3D level set segmentation technique to improve the accuracy of the 

segmentation results.  
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Chapter 1                                             

Introduction  

 

1.1 Preface 

According to the World Health Organisation, cancer is a leading cause of death 

worldwide, with approximately 14 million new cases and 8.2 million cancer related 

deaths in 2012 [1]. Advancement in diagnostic imaging technologies, such as 

computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), have enabled the 

visualisation, characterisation and quantification of cancer regions at cellular levels. 

However, manually identifying and delineating (segmenting) cancer regions from this 

large medical imaging data which is a main step in treating the cancer, using treatment 

options such as Radiotherapy (RT) and Surgery, is time consuming and usually depend 

on clinical oncologists (CO) expertise and available facilities. Thus, these difficulties 

in manual interpretation of the medical images has led to the need for the development 

of automated cancer analysis tools [2-3]. With automated tools, the goal is to precisely 

identify and delineate cancer regions so that the treatment will remove the cancer 

region, while preserving the functions of the neighbouring healthy anatomical 

structures. However, no general automated (computer-aided) framework is available 

to characterise and quantify all cancer regions from the human anatomy because cancer 

areas vary considerably across patients in terms of size, shape, extension and 

localisation.  

 Applying a range of image processing techniques to assist the interpretation of 

magnetic resonance (MR) images in presence of head and neck cancers (HNC) is 

considered in this research. In particular, this research aims to develop the system for 

automatic segmentation and quantification for the oropharynx and larynx tumours 

from MR images. This system could be used to improve the characterisation and 

quantification of cancer regions and therefore the treatment of cancer with ultimate 

goal to improve patient care and quality of life. It can be noted that this system is not 

intended to replace an expert (CO), but would provide a reliable assistance to CO to 

reduce the work load and improve the RT treatment plan.                                                                           
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1.2 Research motivation  

Over the past decade, HNC RT treatment has quickly shifted from two-dimensional 

(2D) radiotherapy to Intensity-Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT), resulting in better 

organs at risk (OAR) sparing and organ preservation [4]. IMRT planning basically 

produces steep dose gradients, particularly at the border between target volumes [5] 

and OAR. Thus, accurate target volume delineation (segmentation) from medical 

imaging such as MRI is of the utmost importance to ensure the improved therapeutic 

ratio of this technique [4]. However, in a current clinical routine, as well as in clinical 

studies, a common approach to delineate the target volumes, predominantly gross 

tumour volume (GTV), involves CO manually drawing the boundary of the tumour on 

every MRI slice for a patient. This segmentation process is time-consuming, [6], [7] 

mostly in the complex head and neck region such as oropharynx and larynx. Further, 

delineation is also prone to large inter- and intra- observer variations [8], [9]. Thus, 

there is a need to replace the current delineation process with highly automatic, 

accurate and reproducible delineation algorithms.  

 Image processing techniques that can automatically segment and quantify head 

and neck tumours from MRI would be of enormous potential value for improved 

diagnosis, treatment planning, and follow-up of individual patients because to the best 

of our knowledge no known (commercially available) system exist to automatically 

delineate (segment) the GTV of HNC from MRI.  

1.3 Research hypothesis and objectives  

The hypothesis of this research is that, an automatic (computer-aided) MR-based 

segmentation and quantification tool, developed using image processing techniques, 

for the oropharynx and larynx tumours can obtain similar results when compared to 

the current manual approach defined by an expert CO but in time-efficient and 

reproducible manner with application to improve RT treatment plan. 

To assess the above stated hypothesis, the objectives of this research were to: 

1. Develop novel image processing algorithms to reduce MRI artefacts such as 

intensity inhomogeneity (IIH) [10], to extract geometrically variable tumour 

regions and to obtain appropriate outlines of the extracted tumour regions from 2D 

MRI slices.  
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2. Integrate newly-developed image processing algorithms into a novel framework for 

automatic segmentation and quantification of the oropharynx and larynx tumours 

from real MRI data.  

3. Assess the clinical feasibility (accuracy, time-saving and reproducibility) of the 

automatic framework by comparing automatic tumour segmentation and 

quantification results to the manual approach defined by different expert CO and 

consensus manual outline agreed by different CO on real (clinical) MRI dataset.  

1.4 Summary of original contributions  

The main research contributions of the thesis are described below:  

1.1. A novel pharyngeal and laryngeal cancer segmentation framework (PLCSF) for 

automatic segmentation and quantitative analysis for oropharyngeal and laryngeal 

tumours from 2D MRI slices is developed (Chapter 5). The PLCSF encompasses 

pre-processing techniques to reduce MRI artefacts such as noise and IIH, detection 

of anatomical structure (throat region) close to the expected tumour location, 

extraction of tumour region using modified fuzzy c-mean (MFCM) clustering and 

refinement of detected tumour boundary using non-linear filtering and localised 

region based LSM. Further, 3D reconstruction and volume calculation of a tumour 

region is presented to gain additional information of a tumour region. To the best 

of our knowledge this is the first automatic tool developed and validated against 

manual approach for the segmentation of oropharyngeal and laryngeal GTV using 

gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted (T1+Gd) MRI slices.  

1.2. A novel method to determine knot spacing/spline distance for IIH estimation using 

bicubic spline from a MRI slice is proposed (Chapter 6). The spacing between 

consecutive knots (spline distance) is determined using derivative and filtering 

method for each MRI slice as opposed to a single value of knot spacing for all 

MRI slices [10]. The results of the algorithm on real MRI dataset affected with 

IIH confirm that the determination of spline distance for each MRI slice reduces 

the coefficient of variation (CoV) of a region of interest (ROI) compared to a 

single value for all MRI slices.  

1.3. A novel throat region detection algorithm (ThDA) which combines thresholding  
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with fuzzy rules based system is presented (Chapter 6). The positional information 

of the throat region is embedded in terms of two fuzzy rules to robustly detect the 

desired region. The detected region is used as supplementary information for the 

extraction of the tumour region from a MRI slice. Comparison of the proposed 

ThDA algorithm with other existing techniques (hessian analysis [11], fuzzy 

connectedness (FC) [12]) on real MRI dataset demonstrates superior results. 

1.4. A novel modified fuzzy c-means (MFCM) clustering technique is proposed to 

separate different tissue types in different clusters and subsequently to extract 

expected tumour regions (Chapter 6) from MRI slices. In MFCM, standard fuzzy 

c-means (FCM) clustering [13] algorithm is modified to include the spatial prior 

knowledge of the expected tumour regions. Robustness of MFCM to extract a 

tumour region is demonstrated by comparing it with the standard FCM [13].  

2. A validation that the automatic framework (PLCSF) can produce segmentations 

results comparable to manual contouring in the context of RT planning on real 

MRI data is provided (Chapter 7).  For validation, automatic segmentation results 

are compared with manual segmentation from expert CO using different 

quantitative metrics on synthetic and real MRI datasets.  

3. A novel algorithm (I+3DLSM) for three-dimensional (3D) throat region 

segmentation from a MRI volume is proposed (Chapter 8). A Fourier interpolation 

(FI) that scales to any dimensionality is described. The proposed algorithm is a 

generalised approach that performs FI followed by 3D LSM segmentation. The 

significance of an interpolation prior to 3D LSM segmentation is illustrated. 

Experimental results authenticate the accuracy of the algorithm in presence of 

pathology near the desired region and change of topology. 

 

1.5 Author’s publications 
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software tool for gross tumour delineation in head and neck cancer radiotherapy 
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1.6   Thesis organisation  

The reminder of this thesis is organised as follows:  

Chapter 2 provides fundamental information about the anatomy, physiology 

and common pathologic conditions (tumour) of the human head and neck region. It is 

then followed by the introduction of RT and its treatment planning procedure. Further, 

information on MRI such as principle behind image reconstruction and some MRI 

artefacts is presented. 

Chapter 3 reviews image processing techniques in various stages of the 

automatic segmentation and quantification of a tumour (GTV) region from a human 

anatomy. Artefacts reduction is required at the initial stage of tumour segmentation 

and the related techniques are therefore reviewed. An overview of segmentation 

techniques for the throat region, useful information in tumours extraction, is presented. 

MRI tumour segmentation techniques are discussed, which inspired us to propose a 

novel framework of oropharynx and larynx tumours segmentation (Chapter 5 and 

Chapter 6). Finally, the chapter finishes with a brief review of 3D reconstruction and 

volume calculation that motivates our work on 3D visualisation and quantification of 

a tumour region. 

Chapter 4 introduces the real (clinical) MRI data collection from the Beatson 

West of Scotland Cancer Centre, Gartnavel Hospital, Glasgow. As the evaluation of 

developed algorithms in controlled circumstances is useful, generation of the Synthetic 

MRI data is also presented in this chapter. The chapter concludes with a description of 

the evaluation parameters used to assess the performance of the proposed algorithms. 

Chapter 5 introduces the PLCSF for oropharynx and larynx tumours 

segmentation from T1+Gd MRI slices. The three steps of the PLCSF which includes 

pre-processing, separation of expected tumourous tissues from other tissue types and 

obtaining outline of expected tumour region are introduced. 3D reconstruction and 

volume calculation algorithm for quantification of a tumour is presented. 
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Chapter 6 presents the novel methodology for the extraction of oropharynx and 

larynx tumours from T1+Gd MRI. Initially, the estimation of IIH using bicubic spline 

with adaptive knot spacing and reduction using entropy minimisation technique is 

presented. Further, fuzzy rules based throat region detection (ThDA) and extraction of 

cancer region using MFCM clustering is discussed. The efficiency and robustness of 

proposed algorithms is validated by comparing the algorithms with the existing 

techniques.  

Chapter 7 presents an experimental evaluation of the proposed framework on 

synthetic and real MRI data. This includes qualitative and quantitative comparison of 

the PLCSF results with manual outlines and state-of-the art algorithms. Chapter 8 

describes a novel approach (I+3DLSM) for the segmentation of 3D throat region from 

a MRI volume. It focuses on the description of N-dimensional Fourier interpolation, 

reconstruction of a MRI volume, and segmentation using 3D LSM. The chapter 

finishes with the illustration of experimental results on 12 patients.  Chapter 9 presents 

discussion of the thesis reflecting on research objectives, key contributions and 

findings, generalisation and limitations of the PLCSF. Overall conclusions for this 

thesis are reported in Chapter 10, along with suggestions for possible future work. 
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Chapter 2                                                        

Head and neck cancers (HNC) and magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) 

 

2.1 Introduction  

The head and neck region is one of the most complicated anatomical regions and 

functionally important structures of the human body. It contains vital organs and major 

pathways of the nervous, respiratory, digestive, vascular, lymphatic, and endocrine 

systems. Cancer also referred as a tumour/neoplasm/pathology/lesion in head and neck 

part has a significant impact on respiration, speech, swallowing and quality of life [14]. 

The importance of studying cancer regions is to differentiate between normal and 

cancer cells with aim to eradicate cancer cells.  

 Different treatment options to eradicate cancer cells are employed with one of 

the major treatment being RT [15], which kill cancer cells via ionising radiation. RT 

(currently referred as Radiation Oncology) treatment was first introduced by Dr Emil 

Grubbe [16] for a cancer region in the expectation of favourable therapeutic effects. 

Radiotherapy treatment planning (RTP) required for RT treatment involves working a 

lot of steps, with medical imaging to its core, from a detection of cancer regions to the 

delivery of a radiation dose.  

 MRI is a non-invasive medical imaging technique that creates detailed images 

of organs with specific tissue characterisation and thus provides a good assessment of 

cancer tissues. The earliest study on the use of MR imaging to produce images of body 

was conducted by Dr Paul Lauterbug [17]. This was followed by mathematical 

reconstruction algorithms by Sir Peter Mansfield [18].  

 In the remainder of this chapter, anatomy and physiology of head and neck 

regions are introduced in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 describes HNC, medical imaging 

and treatment options available for HNC. RTP is presented in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 

explains basic principle of MRI with its acquisition process. MR image artefacts and 

artefacts sources are described in Section 2.6. Section 2.7 describes MR imaging in 

oropharynx and larynx tumours. Section 2.8 concludes the chapter.  
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2.2 Anatomy and physiology of the head and neck region 

Head and neck region for appropriate cancer (TNM (Tumour-Node-Metastasis)) 

staging [14] is anatomically divided into three major sites [19]; 1. Lip and Oral cavity, 

2. Pharynx and 3. Larynx (Fig. 2.1). The pharynx is the region that connects the nasal 

and oral cavities with the larynx and oesophagus. The pharynx is anatomically adapted 

to various functions: swallowing, maintenance of the pharyngeal airway, and 

participation in speech and other respiratory performances. The pharynx region is 

divided into three regions: nasopharynx, oropharynx and hypopharynx. Each of these 

regions is further divided into specific sub-sites (Fig. 2.1). Oropharynx is a middle part 

of the pharynx with complex anatomy that includes the base of tongue (BoT), the 

tonsils, the soft palate, and the walls of the pharynx. The larynx is located directly 

above trachea and in front of the pharynx. The principal function of the larynx is to 

protect the lower respiratory tract. Larynx also acts as a passageway for air and 

respiratory tract; produces sound; protects trachea from foreign objects. 

 

Fig. 2.1: Anatomic sites and sub-sites of the head and neck region. Head and neck region for 

cancer staging is anatomically divided into three major sites; 1. Oral cavity, 2. Pharynx and 3. 

Larynx. Cancers of pharynx and larynx regions are of interest in this thesis.               Figure 

adapted from [20]. 
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 The throat region contains pharynx and larynx. The term ‘throat region’ in this 

thesis is reserved for the respiratory passageway that provides communication between 

oral cavity and oesophagus and term ‘pharynx’ and ‘larynx’ are reserved for a cancer 

region part. 

2.3 Head and neck cancers (HNC) 

Abnormal growth of cells in the human body is known as cancer. Cancer of head and 

neck are mostly (about 90%) squamous cell carcinomas arising from mucosa, or lining, 

of the upper aero digestive tract. Approximately 13000 new cases for HNC are 

reported each year in the United Kingdom with over 3,300 deaths per year [21]. The 

most common HNC in the United Kingdom is of the oral cavity followed by the larynx 

and then the oropharynx [21] (Fig. 2.2).  

 

Fig. 2.2: Statistics of head and neck cancers in the United Kingdom (13000 new cases/year) 

(the approximate distribution is, oral cavity - 40%; larynx - 36%; and pharynx - 22%; 

(oropharynx - 10%; hypopharynx - 9%; and nasopharynx - 3%)) (Statistics taken from [21]). 

 The main aetiology for these types of cancer includes cigarette smoking and 

excessive alcohol consumption, genetic susceptibility, poor diet and recently human 

papillomavirus. Most HNC present with symptoms from the primary site, for example, 

hoarseness, difficulty in swallowing, or pain in the ear. In other cases, with primary 

asymptomatic, lymph node/s cause swelling which is noted by the patient. Initial 

diagnosis of HNC will normally include clinical examination by an experienced 

clinician using fibre optic endoscopy, which may be followed by fine needle 

aspiration/core biopsy of any neck masses. Patients with confirmed cancer further 

undergo radiological staging by CT or MRI [22]. HNC are staged by the Union for 

International Cancer Control: TNM classification of malignant tumours, which 
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describes the anatomical extent of a disease based on an assessment of the extent of 

the primary tumour, the absence or presence and extent of regional lymph nodes 

metastasis and the absence or presence of distant metastasis [22]. These individual 

TNM classifications are assembled into four stage groups (stages I–IV). 

2.3.1 Medical imaging in diagnosis and staging of HNC 

Medical imaging is a technique of creating detail images of internal organs at tissue 

(cellular) level in different planes (Fig. 2.3(a)). The main advantages of medical 

imaging are their ability to show in detail the normal anatomy and the exact extent of 

a low-lying tumour with deep sub-mucosal structures and spaces. Detection 

(delineation) of cancer regions and relevant structures (lymph nodes and OAR) from 

medical imaging is a fundamental task for TNM staging, for quantification of 

cancerous regions, to decide appropriate cancer treatment and post treatment follow-

up [14]. Various imaging techniques are used to asses HNC including ultrasound, 

positron emission tomography (PET), PET-CT, CT and MRI [14] (Fig. 2.3(b)-(e)).  

  

        (a)                  (b) Ultrasound       (c) PET-CT           (d) CT                (e) MRI 

Fig. 2.3: (a) anatomical planes (sagittal, coronal and axial) used to obtain medical images; (b)-

(e) different imaging modalities (Ultrasound, PET-CT, CT and MRI) in axial plane used in 

diagnosis, staging and treatment of head and neck cancers. ((b), (c), (d) and (e): Courtesy of 

The Beatson West of Scotland Cancer Centre, Glasgow) 

 Ultrasound (Fig. 2.3(b)) is usually combined with fine needle aspiration 

cytology for staging of (small) lymph nodes than assessment of primary tumours 

(which is the main aim of this thesis) as it provides detail information of the internal 

architecture and vascular pattern of lymph nodes for accurate staging [14]. PET is a 

functional imaging technique that depicts tissue metabolic activity and uses short-lived 

radioisotopes that contain protons that decay emitting positrons. PET is normally 

utilised to detect small secondary deposit of cancer after curative treatment, distant 

Sagittal 
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metastasis or unknown primary tumour. The main limitation of PET is the tumour 

localisation due to poor anatomical information (resolution). PET scanning can be 

combined with CT (Fig. 2.3(c)) to provide more accurate anatomical localisation. 

Compared to PET-CT, MRI gives greatly enhanced soft-tissue contrast and resolution 

that is particularly valuable in delineating the primary tumours [14]. 

CT (Fig. 2.3(d)) and MRI (Fig. 2.3(e)) are anatomical imaging modalities 

which primarily rely on differences in either electron density (CT) or water hydrogen 

density (MRI) to obtain images. In terms of sensitivity and specificity, CT and MRI 

are equal to detect tumour regions [23]. CT images demonstrate good bone-tissue 

contrast and are commonly used for staging HNC as images are obtained rapidly 

decreasing movement and respiratory artefacts and chest and liver can be imaged at 

the same time as the neck for distant metastases. Compared to MRI, the main 

disadvantages of CT includes the use of ionising radiation, artefacts from dental 

amalgam and swallowing and low contrast between soft tissues. Further, for staging 

of primary oropharyngeal tumours, MRI (77%) is more accurate than CT (67%) [23] 

particularly for BoT tumours [24]. For laryngeal tumours, MRI is used in assessing 

laryngeal cartilage invasion [14] as it decides the outcome of RT treatment. 

Furthermore, the combination of clinical information with MRI is demonstrated to be 

more accurate (87%) than with CT (80%) for staging of a laryngeal tumours [25].  

2.3.2 Treatment options for HNC 

Selection of a treatment modality for HNC is usually based on the size and location of 

the primary tumour, the status of the regional lymph nodes (TNM stage) and the 

general condition of the patient. The primary goal of treatment of HNC is to eliminate 

the cancer while preserving the function of the nearby nerves, organs, and tissues. The 

main treatment options for HNC are surgery, RT and chemotherapy [14]. For early 

disease, HNC can be treated with single treatment - either surgery or RT. However, 

advanced disease may require combination of these treatments. Surgery is an operation 

with an aim to remove cancerous tumour and some surrounding healthy tissues. 

Chemotherapy use drugs to destroy cancer cells, usually by stopping the cancer cells’ 

ability to grow and divide. Although HNC are sensitive to chemotherapy (they shrink 

in size), chemotherapy is not a curative treatment. RT uses high-energy x-rays or other 
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particles to destroy cancer cells [15]. It can be the main treatment for HNC, or it can 

be used after surgery to destroy small areas of cancer that cannot be removed 

surgically.  

 Currently the preferred treatment modality is RT compared to surgery, in an 

effort to preserve an organ [26]. Approximately 60% of HNC patient receive some 

form of radiotherapy as a component of their treatment [26]. For example, in data for 

head and neck oncology and radiotherapy dataset [27], of the 6443 head and neck 

tumours, 3976 tumours or 61.7% had RT treatment with highest for oropharynx 

tumours (Fig. 2.4). The RTP process required for RT treatment is described in next 

section (Section 2.4). 

 

Fig.2.4: Proportion of head and neck tumours, recorded by data for head and neck oncology 

(DAHNO) and radiotherapy dataset (RTDS) report for England, having radiotherapy 

treatment, by tumour site group (Statistics taken from [27]).  

2.4 Radiotherapy treatment planning (RTP)  

The aim of RT is to deliver a precisely measured dose of irradiation to a defined tumour 

volume with as minimal damage as possible to the surrounding healthy tissues, 

resulting in eradication of a tumour [28]. New radiotherapy techniques such as IMRT 

and image guided RT greatly enhances the ability to precisely treat the defined target 

volumes and limit the radiation to critical normal structures. However, this requires 

precise treatment plan for accurate treatment delivery. RTP (Fig. 2.5(a)) process 

involves determination of patient position, construction of immobilisation devices, 

calculation of optimal treatment parameters such as target volumes (Fig. 2.5(b)), dose 

planning (dose distribution and dose fractionation using a computerised RTP system 

(Fig. 2.6)), plan verification before treatment delivery [5].  
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                               (a)                                                                           (b) 

Fig. 2.5: (a) Steps of radiotherapy treatment planning (RTP). Precise target volumes and 

organs at risk (OAR) delineation is essential in RTP to deliver a high dose to the tumour while 

limiting the dose to healthy tissues. (b) Axial MRI slice demonstrating target volumes and 

OAR delineation (different colour outlines).  
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Fig.2.6 : Screen shot of radiation treatment plan on axial and sagittal CT for radiotherapy 

treatment of base of tongue (BoT) tumour on Eclipse treatment planning software (Courtesy 

of The Beatson West of Scotland Cancer Centre, Glasgow) 

 Use of medical imaging data in RTP allows improved tumour characterisation, 

delineation and treatment verification. Of all these parameters, the determination of 

target volumes is the most important and highly uncertain parameter [28]. Information 

of geometry of a tumour and its relation to surrounding tissues and organs from clinical 

examination and a range of imaging modalities (CT, MRI, PET-CT) are used to define 

target volumes and critical structures (OAR) (Fig. 2.5(b)) on treatment planning 

imaging modality. Definition of target volumes and current procedure used in RT for 

target volume delineation is described in next Section (Section 2.4.1).  

 CT is presently a treatment planning imaging modality used from initial 

delineation of the tumour volumes to the creation of digitally reconstructed 

radiographs for patient treatment setup and treatment verification. CT allows tumour 

visualisation and reconstruction of patient model in three-dimension (3D) with 

anatomical and geometrical data and has intrinsic information on the relative electron 

density of the various tissues used for the dose calculation algorithms. However, in 

recent years, dedicated MRI scanners [29], that can completely eliminate the use of 

CT, are being developed to smoothly integrate MRI in radiotherapy workflow. This is 

because MRI reduces the risk of healthy tissue involvement as it yields superb soft-

tissue visualisation and provides several imaging modalities such as T1, T2, FLAIR 

for the identification of movements, function and physiology. 

2.4.1 Target volumes and organs at risk (OAR) delineation in RTP 

The target volumes consists of a volumes that includes the tumour demonstrated 

through imaging or other means and its spread to the surrounding tissues or 

lymphatic’s. The International Committee of Radiation Units and Measurements 

(ICRU) have developed nomenclature and procedures for defining tumour volumes 

and normal tissue structures in RT [28]. There are three main volumes in RTP; gross 

tumour volume (GTV) that denotes demonstrable tumour (which can be imaged), 

clinical tumour volume (CTV) denotes GTV with volume of tissue with suspected 

tumour and affected lymph nodes and planning tumour volume (PTV) includes CTV 

plus margins for organ motion and geometric uncertainties (Fig. 2.7). Besides defining 
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target volumes, OAR have to be defined. OAR are any organs which might be 

significantly impacted by the radiation dose delivered. In the head and neck, the spinal 

cord, brainstem and salivary glands such as the parotid glands are OAR. 

   

 

Term Definition 

Gross tumour  

volume (GTV) 

Macroscopic tumour volume as detected by clinical 

examination and medical imaging (ultrasound, CT, 

MRI, PET) 

Clinical target 

volume (CTV) 

GTV with margin for subclinical microscopic 

spread and affected lymph nodes 

Planning target 

volume (PTV) 

CTV with margin added for organ motion and set 

up inaccuracy (usually CTV+3mm) 

Fig.2.7: Definitions of target volumes (GTV, CTV and PTV) used in RTP (radiation treatment 

planning). In this thesis GTV is the volume of interest.   

 Current delineation methods 

Although there have been significant improvements in RT delivery techniques over 

the past years, the target delineation method has changed little. GTV delineation is 

central for RTP. In the present day clinic this volume is manually contoured on medical 

images by a CO (Fig. 2.8). This manual contouring process is subjective that usually 

depends on expertise and experience of CO. Also, manual delineation from large 

medical image dataset is time-consuming process. The target volumes and OAR 

manual delineation can take from 45 minutes to 3 hours per patient depending on 

complexity of cancer regions and information availability [6], [7], [30]. 

 

                                     (a)                                                                (b) 

Fig.2.8: (a) intra- and (b) inter-variability in manual delineation (white and black outline) in 

GTV of base of tongue (BoT) and larynx tumours from MRI (Courtesy of  The Beatson West 

of Scotland Cancer Centre, Glasgow) 
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 Further, the presence of a tumour often distorts local anatomy, making 

definition of the tumour boundary more challenging. This distortion, combined with 

factors such as necrosis (death tissues), inflammation, and uncertainty in mucosal 

spread, lead to high intra- and inter-observer variability in manual target volume 

delineation. As an example, Fig. 2.8 shows qualitative results of intra-observer 

variability in two contour volumes from same CO (Fig. 2.8(a)) and inter-variability 

among two COs (Fig. 2.8(b)) in defining BoT and larynx tumour on MR images 

obtained from the Beatson West of Scotland Cancer Centre, Glasgow. As for 

quantitative results, [31] demonstrated mean intra-observer error of 13% for a 

pharyngeal cancer, [8] demonstrated coefficient of variation of 12.9% for an 

oropharyngeal tumours and 13.8% for a laryngeal tumours respectively in manual 

delineation of GTV from MRI. Thus, to reduce this manual bias (human subjectivity), 

the method to determine the gold standard for target volumes and OAR followed in 

the current clinical practice in the Beatson West of Scotland Cancer Centre, Glasgow 

is: 

1. CO, subspecialising in head and neck malignancy, delineate target volumes (GTV, 

CTV and PTV) and OAR manually in slice-by-slice fashion on medical imaging 

using the guidelines described in [32], [33]. 

2. Target volumes and OAR outlined by CO are discussed in head-and-neck weekly 

team meeting (which consist of COs, radiologists, surgeons and radiation 

oncologists) and consensus manual outline is obtained. This consensus manual 

outline is considered as a gold standard for RT treatment in a current clinical 

practice and is also considered as a gold standard to validate the automatic 

delineation results obtained in this thesis. Thus, a major goal of current RT 

procedures and systems is to reduce the uncertainty and delineation time in target 

volumes and OAR by developing automatic systems for delineation [9].  

  Software tools (Table 2.1) are developed and validated for automatic 

delineation of OAR and/or lymph nodes of HNC from CT images and are used in a 

current clinical practice. This software tools have allowed time saving in range of 30% 

to 40 % [6], [7], [30] with agreement (dice similarity coefficient) ranging from 

0.68±0.25 to 0.97±0.03 (1 indicates perfect agreement) when compared with manual 

delineation. Most segmentation results obtained from software tools, however, require 
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careful reviewing and editing by an expert. Further, this tools utilise atlas-based 

techniques [6], [7], [30] for delineation. In atlas-based methods (described in more 

detail in Chapter 3), a reference or atlas is created from manual segmentation of the 

region of interest. The image-based deformable registration is used to transfer this 

segmentation to the target image. These atlas-based methods are suitable for 

contouring anatomical structures on CT that do not exhibit extensive geometric and 

texture variations, such as OAR. For GTV with extensive geometric, anatomic and 

texture variations, these atlas based methods demonstrate significant variation when 

compared to reference segmentation results [34].   

Table 2.1: Few commercially available systems for automatic atlas based segmentation of 

OAR and/or lymph nodes of HNC from CT images (For full list please refer [9], Table 2) 

Systems References Description 

Atlas-based automatic 

segmentation (ABAS) by 

Elekta 

[30] Atlas-based technique: hierarchical 

approach for non-rigid registration 

to transform atlas contours to new 

subject. Fusion of multiple atlas to 

increase accuracy.  

SPICE (Smart 

Probabilistic Image 

Contouring Engine) by 

Philips Healthcare 

[6] Atlas-based technique: deformable 

registration to transfer contours from 

atlas to the target image, model 

based segmentation and 

probabilistic refinement results. 

Varian smart segmentation 

knowledge based 

contouring by Varian 

Medical Systems 

[7] Atlas-based technique: deformable 

registration combined with multi-

resolution approach and modified to 

include active forces. 

  Few PET, PET-CT or MRI based techniques [35]–[37] for semi-automatic or 

automatic delineation of OAR or lymph nodes of HNC are described in this section. 

Researchers in [35] validated ten PET segmentation tools developed using different 

thresholding techniques for lymph node metastases and concluded that PET can be 

useful for the detection, but has no added value for segmentation of lymph node 

metastases compared to CT. Texture classification was performed in [37] on co-

registered PET-CT to discriminate normal and abnormal tissues and established that 
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this generates better discrimination results than using textural features from a single 

modality. However, this requires further extension for the segmentation of a target 

structures for use in HNC treatment. Semi-automatic probabilistic approach developed 

in [36] for the segmentation of RT related anatomical structures utilised seven MRI 

sequences with overall accuracy of 80% when compared with manually segmented 

structures. Obtaining multi-sequence (T1, T2, FLAIR) MRI, however, is not always 

feasible. These algorithms [35]–[37] for GTV segmentation demonstrate initial results 

and are not utilised in a current clinical practice.   

Table 2.2: Few semi-automatic or automatic delineation (segmentation) algorithms for GTV 

of HNC from CT, PET or PET-CT  

Imaging modality References Limitations 

CT [38] Require user-defined region of interest or 

information from different imaging modality 

to segment GTV as low contrast between 

GTV and surrounding tissues 

PET  [39] Most threshold based algorithms, thus GTV 

sensitive to the  selected threshold value, low 

anatomical information and may 

underestimate GTV compared to CT 

PET-CT [40] In some cases PET/CT-based GTV can be 

significantly smaller than CT 

  Automatic or semi-automatic delineation (segmentation) tools are also 

developed for GTV of HNC from CT, PET and PET-CT (Table 2.2). Algorithms 

developed for GTV segmentation from CT normally rely on user defined region of 

interest [38] or information from different imaging modality due to limiting contrast 

between different tissue types on CT. For PET, algorithms [39] mostly utilise threshold 

based techniques as metabolic activity of a tumour region is high and is clearly 

demonstrated on PET as high intensity region. PET normally underestimates the GTV 

compared to CT and segmentation results are often sensitive to the selected threshold 

value (for example 5% change in threshold contour level can lead to 200% increase in 

volume [39]). This limitation is reduced by registering PET with CT and segmenting 
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GTV on registered image [40]. However, in some cases PET/CT-based GTV can be 

significantly smaller than CT. Algorithms developed for semi-automatic 

or automatic GTV segmentation from axial MR images are described in Chapter 3.  

2.5 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

MRI is a non-invasive imaging technique used in radiology to investigate, in detail, 

the anatomy and physiology of the body in both health and disease. Clinical MRI uses 

the magnetic properties of hydrogen atoms present in the human body and its 

interaction with both a large external magnetic field and a radio frequency (RF) field 

to produce highly detailed images of region of interest.   

2.5.1 Basic principle of MR imaging 

The basic principle of MR imaging rely on the spinning motion of a specific nuclei in 

biological tissues, known as MR active nuclei. The hydrogen nucleus (with one proton 

and no neutrons) (1H) is the MR active nucleus used in clinical MRI because it is 

abundant in the human body (in fat and water; 70% of the body is made up of water). 

Due to the presence of only one proton (positive charge), the hydrogen atom has 

angular momentum or spin. Any electrically charged particles which moves, creates a 

magnetic field called magnetic moment.  In general, the random orientation of 

millions of these spins (Fig. 2.9(a)) results in no net magnetic field. However, when a 

human body is placed in a large external magnetic field oB , many of the free hydrogen 

nuclei (1H) align themselves with the direction of the magnetic field (z-axis) (Fig. 

2.9(b)).  

 

                 (a)                                                  (b)                                                     (c) 

Fig. 2.9: Behaviour of hydrogen nuclei (a) with no external magnetic field 0B , spins has 

random orientations  (b) external 0B  produce net magnetisation 0M  (c) The magnetisation 

vector 0M  precesses about the z-axis 0M [41]. Copyright © 2006 Pearson Education, Inc.       
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 Further, the angular momentum of hydrogen nuclei causes the spins to precess 

at a certain frequency. This characteristic frequency ( 0 ) is given by the Larmor 

equation [42]: 

00 B=
                                                      2.1 

where 0  is the resonance frequency, 0B is the magnetic field strength in Tesla, is 

the gyromagnetic ratio and has a unit of radians per second per tesla (T). The 

gyromagnetic ratio of hydrogen is 2.68x108 radians/s/T (or 42.57MHz/T) [41] . 

In normal room temperature there are few more spins in the direction to the 

magnetic field 0B  than in opposite direction. This slight majority produces a small net 

magnetic field, the net magnetisation 0M (Fig. 2.9(b)), in the direction of 0B . To 

observe this net effect ( 0M ), the second field called 1B  is introduced in the direction 

perpendicular to 0B . This field 1B  is applied at the resonant frequency of the spins, 

which for the proton is in the radio-frequency (RF) range. Thus, is also known as RF 

field. As a result of this 1B , the spins move out of alignment into transverse (x-y) plane, 

so that they can be measured. The angle  (Fig. 2.9(c)) at which spins moves out of 

alignment from z-axis and into x-y plane is often referred as ‘flip angle’. The oM  now 

has two components the transverse magnetisation component xyM
 

and the 

longitudinal magnetisation component zM (Fig. 2.9(c)). 

A receiver coil is situated in the transverse plane. The spins rotate around the 

transverse plane, as a result of resonance magnetisation component xyM  passes across 

the receiver coil, inducing a voltage in it according to Faraday's law. This voltage is 

the MR signal. Once the RF pulse is removed, the energy of the spins given by the RF 

pulse starts to decrease because the spins try to realign with 0B . The amplitude of the 

MR signal consequently decreases. This is called free induction decay (FID).  

The process of decreasing the spin energy is called relaxation. This relaxation 

causes the loss of phase coherence in the transverse (x-y) plane which is called 

transverse relaxation time T2 and the exponential recovery of longitudinal 

magnetisation which is called longitudinal relaxation time T1. The received signal 

actually decays more rapidly than T2 and that time is known as T2*. The time allowed 
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for the recovery of longitudinal magnetisation is called the repetition time (TR) and is 

measured in milliseconds (ms).  

The FID decays faster, with time constant T2* due to the fixed perturbations in 

the magnetic field. These perturbations cause the precession of some spins to speed up 

and others to slow down. A short duration 180o (RF) pulse is applied that turns the 

spins 180° so that the phases are reversed. Now, faster spins lag and slow spins lead 

forming a spin-echo (Fig. 2.10(a)). The time interval from initial 90o pulse to the 

formation of spin-echo is called echo time (TE) and given in milliseconds (ms). This 

use of a 90° excitation pulse followed by a 180° RF pulse is known as a spin-echo 

sequence (SE) (Fig. 2.10(b)). This sequence is repeated to produce an image. For 

instance, to produce an image with a resolution of 128x128 pixels, the entire procedure 

for excitation and signal acquisition must be repeated at least 128 times. 

 

                                  (a)                                                             (b) 

Fig. 2.10: MR sequence (a) formation of spin-echo  (b) spin-echo MR pulse sequence [41] 

Copyright © 2006 Pearson Education, Inc.        

2.5.2 Contrast mechanism 

One of the main advantages of MRI is its excellent soft-tissue contrast, which can be 

widely manipulated. The signal measured will depend on the number of spins present 

(the proton density, PD), as well as their T1 and T2 relaxation times. By altering the 

sequence timings (TE and TR) and sometimes the flip angles too, the image contrast 

can be weighted so that one of these effects predominates, although all maintain a 

contribution [43]. For example, to acquire T1-weighting in the image, a short TE will 

reduce the effects of T2-weighting, whereas a long TR will enhance the differences in 

T1 relaxation times.  
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 The different tissue signals within an image can be further manipulated by 

using exogenous contrast agents. The most common are the gadolinium-based agents. 

Gadolinium (Gd) is a paramagnetic ion, with a high relaxivity; that is, it disturbs the 

local magnetic field of nearby protons and results in a shortening of T1 and T2 

relaxation times. In a T1-weighted image with Gd, referred as T1+Gd, produces an 

increase in signal intensity. They are often used in cancer, as the increased blood 

supply to rapidly growing tumours preferentially takes up the agent and thus tumours 

can be easily noticed. Fig. 2.11 shows T2, T1 and T1+Gd weighted images with 

contrast in different tissue types demonstrated by different grey levels. These different 

weighted images (T1, T2, T1+Gd) can be considered together for the assessment of 

cancer regions and are sometimes referred as multi-spectral, multi-channel or multi-

sequence MRI. 

 

                               (a)                              (b)                                (c)       

Fig. 2.11: MR images with different contrast mechanisms (a) T2 (b) T1 and (c) T1+Gd. T1+Gd 

are often used to identify tumour as tumourous tissues on T1+Gd MRI slice appear bright 

(higher grey level) compared to healthy tissues and thus can be easily noticed. 

2.5.3 MRI data acquisition 

MRI use both Larmor frequency and the phase of the transverse magnetisation to 

encode spatial position [43]. In this section, frequency and phase encoding of spatial 

position and fundamental of MR image formation is discussed. Although MRI can 

obtain images at arbitrary location and orientation, MR images are normally obtained 

in axial, coronal and sagittal planes (Fig. 2.3(a)).   

 Slice selection  
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The MR signal recorded thus far has been from the entire sensitive volume of the (RF) 

receiver coil. In order to form an image, the signal must be spatially localised. This is 

achieved using a method known as slice selection [44], whereby only a finite section 

of spins (the image slice) is excited into the transverse plane. First, a gradient, or a 

linear change in the 0B
 
field, is created along the slice direction causing the frequency 

of the spins to change in this direction. A specially shaped RF pulse, called a sinc 

pulse, containing a bandwidth of frequencies will then excite only the spins at 

corresponding resonance. The width (slice thickness) and location of the slice can be 

altered by changing the gradient and the bandwidth. Due to practical constraints the 

sinc pulse has to be truncated so that the profile is no longer a perfect square, leading 

to cross-excitation of adjacent spins. To improve imaging coverage without adding 

slices or increasing thickness, the slice gap (spacing in between slices) is increased. 

 Frequency and phase encoding  

Two additional gradients are required to spatially encode the image in the two 

dimensions (x and y) [43]. The first gradient is applied at the time of signal 

measurement, called the readout or frequency-encoding gradient. This changes the 

frequency along the direction of the gradient so that the frequency differences in the 

final signal correspond linearly with spatial location. For the remaining direction, the 

signal is encoded by changes of phase. This is done by applying the gradient at the 

start of the sequence and repeating it many times, each with a different increment of 

the gradient amplitude. The number of pixels (image matrix) in this direction 

determines the number of phase-encoding steps required. 

  2D and 3D imaging  

Multiple slice imaging is achieved by utilising the period between the echo collection 

and before the next excitation pulse (TR–TE) to excite adjacent slices. To account for 

imperfect excitation profiles, slices are usually acquired with an inter-slice gap. In 3D 

imaging, phase encoding is also utilised in the through-plane direction. This improves 

the spatial resolution in this dimension, with slice-selection (typically 2-5mm), to that 

of the in-plane (x-y) dimensions (<1mm). As a result the imaging voxels (pixels) are 

more isotropic and the three-dimensional visualisation and reconstruction of the data 

are much better. The scan time increases by a factor equal to the number of phase 
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encodings in the third dimension but the increased number of signal measurements 

means that signal-to-noise is better. However, to reduce scan time, MRI slices are 

normally obtained with large spacing in between slices thus, producing anisotropic 

voxels with slice spacing of 4-6 mm and in-plane (x-y) resolution of 0.43x0.43-

0.94x0.94 mm2. 

Fig. 2.12 demonstrate a MRI slice and its associated terms such a pixel, voxel, 

slice thickness (in mm), in-plane resolution (Fig. 2.12(a)) and sequence of MRI slices 

(MRI volume) with spacing in between slices (in mm) (Fig. 2.12(b)).  

                                             

                                  (a)                                                                          (b) 

Fig. 2.12: (a) MRI slice and its associated terms such as resolution and slice thickness in mm 

(millimetre), pixel and voxel (b) MRI volume (sequential MRI slices from a single patient) 

demonstrating large spacing in between slices in mm. 

2.5.4 Image reconstruction  

As the data acquired from 2-D MR imaging pulse sequence can be interpreted as a 

scans of Fourier space, the image reconstruction algorithm in MRI is the inverse 

Fourier transform (FT) [44]. FT is used in MRI to decode the detected signal and 

spatially assign each pixel, a row and column in the final image. 

k-space 

k-space is an array of numbers representing spatial frequencies in the MR image. It is 

often represented as a diagram (Fig. 2.13) with the x- and y-axis to illustrate the 

acquisition of MR data, although elements between the image-space and k-space do 

not correspond one-to-one. Each data point in k-space contains information about 

every pixel in the image. A row of k-space corresponds to the echo data collected with 

each application of the phase-encoding gradient. To produce an image, the full area of 
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k-space must be traversed. Data near the centre of k-space correspond to small 

amplitudes of the phase encoding gradient, and the bulk of the image signal. Towards 

the edges of k-space, data are acquired with high phase encoding amplitudes, 

corresponding to low signal but high spatial detail. The inverse Fourier transform is 

directly applied on the collected k-space data for image reconstruction.  

                                              
                   

                  (a)                                         (b)                                                   (c) 

Fig.2.13: Acquisition of MR image (a) and (b) k-space, the data from each measurement fills 

a different horizontal line (c) spatial domain representation of an acquired MR image.  

2.6 MR image artefacts  

Artefacts can be defined as an unintended, unexpected features [45] seen on MRI slices 

which can lead to inaccurate diagnosis, affect quality of image or may be confused 

with pathology. These artefacts are caused due to various reasons such as the 

underlying physics of the energy-tissue interaction, data acquisition errors (such as 

patient motion), or image reconstruction algorithm's. Examples of different artefacts 

in MR image include noise, aliasing, motion artefacts, chemical shift, metal artefact, 

partial volume, Gibbs phenomenon (ringing artefact), and intensity inhomogeneity. 

This section introduces the artefacts observed in MR images used in this thesis (Fig 

2.14) with detail description in [45]. For automatic MR image analysis, ignoring these 

artefacts can introduce significant errors in quantitative measurements, such as 

estimations of the tumour volumes. 

2.6.1 Noise 

In MRI, noise can refer to the physiological and respiratory distortions occurred due 

to patient’s breathing or eddy currents produced due to changing magnetic fields or 

many other distortions. The dominant noise in MRI, however, is the thermal (Johnson) 

noise [41]. The principal source of this noise in most MRI scans is the subject (patient) 

Inverse Fourier 

Transform xk  

yk  
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to be imaged, followed by receiver coil and electronics attached to it. Usually all the 

sources of thermal noise are considered in one additive component  

)y,x( given as: 

)y,x()y,x(o)y,x(I +=                                         2.2 

where, ),( yxI  is the image rendered by MRI system, ),( yxo is the original signal 

and )y,x(  is the noisy component of the reconstructed signal. These noise 

components generate unusual observations, or statistical outliers, on MR image that 

differ significantly from most MR images that do not contain those noisy components. 

For instance, neck MRI image (Fig 2.14(a)) normally comprises some pixels without 

signal (normally referred as background); hence the output signal acquired in such 

regions must be uniformly zero. However, due to noise the output signal in such 

regions having varying (intensity) values (Fig. 2.14(a)).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

  
 

 Noise 
MRI slice  Bias field (IIH) 

 

Area between two white lines 

demonstrate partial volume voxels 
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(d) 

Fig.2.14: Main artefacts observed on MRI slices used in this thesis (a) noise (b) intensity 

inhomogeneity (IIH) (c) partial volume (d) Gibbs ringing.  

2.6.2 Intensity inhomogeneity (non-uniformity) 

Intensity inhomogeneity (IIH) [46] is the low frequency smooth intensity variation 

often seen in MRI slices (Fig. 2.14(b)). IIH is also often known as bias field or shading 

artefact. IIH is caused by factors such as RF excitation field inhomogeneity, use of 

phased array coils, non-uniform reception coil sensitivity, eddy currents driven by field 

gradients, as well as electro-dynamic interactions with the object often described as 

RF penetration and standing wave effect [47]. In modern MRI scanners these 

variations are often low enough that they are difficult to detect visually, however, they 

affect the automated image analysis techniques, particularly segmentation techniques 

that assume homogeneity of intensity within each tissue class. A widely used way to 

represent IIH [46], for image analysis, is to consider all sources in one multiplicative 

factor )y,x( . Image obtained from MRI scanner can thus be modelled as: 

)y,x()y,x(o)y,x(I =                                           2.3 

2.6.3 Partial volume  

The partial volume effect (PVE) [48] is the loss of contrast between two adjacent 

tissues in an image caused by insufficient resolution so that more than one tissue type 

occupies the same voxel (or pixel). That may induce a partial volume artefact, 

dependent on the size of the image voxel. For example, if air and tissue signal occupy 

the same voxel (Fig. 2.14(c)), the intensity of that voxel depends not only on the 

imaging sequence and tissue properties, but also on the proportions of air ( bgS ) and 

Gibbs 

ringing  
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tissue ( fgS ) signal present in the voxel [48]. Thus, MR signal (intensity) from the 

entire voxel )y,x(o will then reflect the weighted average of signals bgS  and fgS
 
 

from the two components and can be given as: 

)y,x(Sw)y,x(Sw)y,x(o fgfgbgbg +=
                                  2.4

 

The partial volume effect is minimal with thin slice thickness and sufficiently high 

resolution, so that fat and water or other different structures are unlikely to occupy the 

same voxel. 

2.6.4 Gibbs phenomenon (ringing artefact) 

The MR image is reconstructed in spatial domain from k-space, which is a finite 

sampling of the continuous signal, using inverse Fourier transform. At high-contrast 

boundaries (jump discontinuity in mathematical terms) the Fourier transform 

corresponds to an infinite number of frequencies, and since sampling is finite, the 

discrepancy appears in the image in the form of a series of lines. These spurious 

oscillations (lines) are called the Gibbs ringing artefact in MRI [49] and are prevalent 

particularly at the tissue boundaries. Fig. 2.14(d) shows prominent light and dark line 

along the sides that fade as they approach the sides of the image. This problem can 

only be resolved by smoothing filters or with a higher acquisition matrix, to smooth 

the object.  

 Some image processing solutions to reduce the effect of these artefacts for 

quantitative MR image analysis are discussed in Chapter 3.  

2.7 MR imaging in HNC 

MRI slices for the assessment of HNC are normally acquired with the patient in 

horizontal (supine) position, and during quiet respiration using dedicated head and 

neck receiver coil [50]. To increase signal to noise ratio and to speed up MR image 

acquisition process, small phased-array surface coils are used inside the head or neck 

coil. However these phase array coils can induce IIH. MR images are obtained in three 

orthogonal planes (axial, sagittal, and coronal) (Fig. 2.3(a)). Common MR sequences 

used for HNC assessment and staging include T2, T1 and T1+Gd. Depending on the 

investigated region, axial slices are normally obtained in sequential fashion from 
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superior (head) to inferior (feet) direction with optimal slice thickness of 3–4 mm, 

spacing in between slices of 0%–50% [50]. The imaging matrix is at least 256x256. 

For assessment of oropharynx and larynx tumours, according to the head and 

neck MR imaging protocol defined by [51], require obtaining axial T1+Gd sequence 

for both tumours. Advantages of T1+Gd include improvement of soft tissue contrast 

and cancer margin definition due to administration of contrast agent (gadolinium), as 

blood vessels and part of cancer region appear hyper-intense (bright/high intensity) 

area as compared to the normal regions and is often helpful in delineating primary 

tumours (GTV). Axial MRI slices of oropharynx and larynx region in presence of 

tumour (GTV) in Fig. 2.15 demonstrate different tissue types observed. There are five 

main tissue types indicated by five different grey levels: 1. bright intensity level 

include Fatty tissues and blood vessels, 2. high intensity region include tumourous 

tissues, 3. mid intensity region include healthy oropharynx or larynx region, 4. low 

intensity level include muscles and 5. no signal level include background or air region. 

Further, from Fig. 2.15 it can be noted that oropharynx particularly BoT and larynx 

tumour are close (adjacent/near) to the throat region and in the upper middle part of 

the MRI slice. This information is useful in automatic delineation (segmentation) of 

oropharynx and larynx tumours.  

     

   (a)                                                                   (b) 

Fig.2.15: Five main tissue types (labelled) observed on axial MRI slice of (a) larynx and (b) 

oropharynx (BoT) in presence of a primary tumour (GTV).             

2.8 Conclusion 

The anatomy and physiology of the head and neck region along with the common 

HNC, with particular emphasis on oropharynx and larynx cancer, were presented in 
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this chapter. Medical imaging (ultrasound, CT, PET, MRI) and treatment options 

(surgery, chemotherapy and RT) available for HNC were introduced. This chapter, 

further, discussed RT, which is currently a preferred treatment modality in an effort to 

preserve organ, and planning (RTP) required for RT treatment. The importance of 

automated (computer-aided) techniques for the delineation (segmentation) of target 

volumes in RTP was also illustrated. Finally, this chapter presented the MR imaging 

technology including the basic principle of magnetic resonance, data acquisition and 

image reconstruction. In next chapter (Chapter 3) various image processing techniques 

applied to MRI data for segmentation and quantification of a tumour are presented. 
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Chapter 3                                                                                 

MRI cancer segmentation and quantification 

techniques 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter (Chapter 2) introduced HNC and available treatment options for 

HNC particularly the RT treatment. The main step in RT treatment is the delineation 

(segmentation) of tumour regions (GTV) from medical imaging. Some computer-

aided algorithms developed for the segmentation of tumours of HNC from medical 

imaging such as CT, PET-CT were also discussed in the previous chapter. The purpose 

of this chapter is to give the review of image processing techniques developed for the 

tumour (GTV) segmentation, 3D reconstruction and volume calculation 

(quantification) from MRI.  

 The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.2 introduces 

general MRI cancer segmentation and quantification framework. Section 3.3 gives the 

overview of pre-processing techniques from MRI slices. Spatial interpolation 

techniques are presented in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 gives overview of medical image 

segmentation techniques. Section 3.6 reviews throat region segmentation methods 

with review of cancer segmentation methods in Section 3.7. 3D reconstruction and 

volume calculation techniques are presented in Section 3.8 with conclusion of this 

chapter in Section 3.9. 

3.2 MRI cancer segmentation framework  

As stated in Section 2.5.3, for a single patient, MRI scan near the cancer regions is 

obtained as a sequential MRI slices with a slice spacing of few millimetres (mm). From 

image processing point of view, two approaches [52] (Fig. 3.1) are considered for 

cancer regions segmentation and quantification from these MRI slices:  

1. Each slice is considered as a separate 2D image and cancer region (GTV) is   

segmented separately from each slice (Fig. 3.1 Method 1) (2D segmentation) to 

obtain contours (outlines) of the region. Further interpolation (to add contours in 
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between real contours) and 3D reconstruction of the obtained contours is performed 

for the quantification and 3D visualisation (Fig. 3.1 Method 1).  

2. All sequential slices are considered together as one volume. Initially, interpolation 

is performed to add slices in between real MRI slices and volume is reconstructed 

from real and interpolated slices. Cancer region is segmented from the 

reconstructed MRI volume (Fig. 3.1 Method 2) (3D segmentation) for further 

quantification and 3D visualisation.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1: General framework for MRI cancer segmentation and quantification 

3.3 Image pre-processing techniques 

Pre-processing of MRI slices is an important task before applying segmentation 

algorithms because of the challenges of automatically segmenting a cancer region. 

Cancer regions on MRI slices are not well-defined structures with weak edges and 

poor contrast and are degraded due to presence of artefacts. Thus, the principle 

objectives of image pre-processing techniques [53] are to enhance the quality of 

required features such as edges and contrast between different tissue types and to 

reduce the effect of unwanted features (artefacts) such as noise and intensity variation 

from an image to make image suitable for the segmentation algorithms. This section 

reviews such image enhancement and artefacts reduction techniques.  
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3.3.1 Image enhancement techniques 

Histogram equalisation (HE) [54] is widely used technique to improve tissue contrast 

in MRI slice [55], [56]. Histogram of grayscale (intensity) image is a graph showing 

number of pixels at each intensity value found in that image and HE is a technique 

which stretches the histogram of the image, to make use of the entire intensity range 

of the image. The traditional HE [54], however, over-enhances the image background. 

Thus, non-linear HE technique was proposed in [57], which equalises background and 

foreground histogram separately, thus preserving background brightness while 

improving the contrast in the foreground regions.  

 Other techniques for image enhancement and noise suppression include the 

extended neighbourhood filter [58] or the edge preserving smoothing filter [59] to 

improve the contrast of brain MR images. In [58], enhanced image intensity at a given 

pixel was calculated as a weighted summation of extended neighbourhood intensities. 

The weights of the neighbourhood were expressed as a function of distance and 

intensity gradient. It was shown that this filter works better for unconnected regions 

with small spatial extent (for example: small lesions). In [59], edge map was obtained 

through fuzzy edge estimate and intensity information. This map, which separates 

noise and prominent edges, was thresholded to reconstruct image with optimal contrast 

and smoothness. The threshold was determined based on objective function that 

maximises contrast between small lesions and other brain tissues. Thus these 

techniques [58], [59] are suitable for brain MR images particularly in presence of small 

lesions. Other techniques, which consider frequency or wavelet domain for image 

enhancement, can be found in [53]. 

3.3.2 Artefacts reduction techniques 

Table 3.1 gives an overview of the methods that have been proposed to reduce the 

artefacts from MRI slices. 

Noise                                                                                                                           The 

main methods applied to reduce noise from a MRI slice are based on non-linear 

filtering and morphological filtering [60]. Non-linear filtering such as SUSAN 

(Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus) technique [61] acts like Gaussian 

smoothing but reduces the strength of diffusion near edge pixels, and thus acts as an 
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edge-preserving smoothing filter. Yan et al. [62] combined non-local means filter and 

SUSAN technique to reduce noise while preserving fine anatomical structures with 

enhanced edges. Morphological filtering which is based on mathematical morphology 

uses a structuring element to remove small regions while preserving topology of large 

regions. In [63], a 3D morphological closing operation (with disk shape structuring 

element) was applied to brain MRI volume to remove vessels and nerves to simplify 

cerebrospinal fluid volume segmentation. Residual (background) noise was removed 

in [64] by adding the original image to the difference between morphological open and 

close (morphological filter) transformed image. A two stage iterative morphological 

filter using a variable structuring elements was used in [64]. 

Table 3.1: Summary of MR artefacts reduction techniques 

Artefact References Techniques 

Noise [62] 

 

[63][64] 

Non-linear filtering – non-local means and 

SUSAN technique 

Morphological filtering – closing and 

opening operations using a structuring 

element  

Intensity 

inhomogeneity 

(IIH)/Bias field 

[65], [66] 

 

[10], [67], [68] 

Low pass filtering – in spatial domain [65] 

or in log domain [66] 

Polynomial and/or spline model estimation 

and entropy minimisation technique 

Gibbs ringing [69] 

 

[70] 

Matlab toolbox - Filtering and 

reconstruction techniques 

Addition of Gaussian shaped slopes  

Intensity inhomogeneity (IIH) 

Most IIH (bias field) (Fig. 2.14(b)) reduction techniques [10], [65]–[68] rely on the 

assumption that IIH is a low frequency smooth spatially varying function. Thus, low-

pass filtering methods were employed in [65], [66] to reduce IIH. In [65], regions of 

small intensity variation were extracted using averaging filter. These extracted regions 

were then smoothed using Gaussian filter. This smooth data was further combined with 

original data to estimate the bias field. In homomorphic filtering [66], log transformed 

input image ( )),(log( yxI ) was subtracted from its low-pass filtered (LPF) version (
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))),((log( yxILPF ). Normalisation constant Nor was added to preserve the mean or 

maximum intensity of the corrected image )y,x(o  as:  

Nor)))y,x(I(log(LPF))y,x(Ilog())y,x(olog( +−=                  3.1  

Finally the corrected image )y,x(o  was obtained by exponentiation as:  

)))y,x(oexp(log()y,x(o =                                              3.2 

However, low frequency assumption is valid only if the anatomical structures in MRI 

slices are small and thus contain no low frequencies that may be filtered by a low-pass 

filter. For most MRI slices with large structures (such as neck muscles) this does not 

hold, which result in overlap frequencies of anatomical structures and bias field. 

Furthermore, edge artefacts can result from low-pass filtering.  

 Other techniques [10], [67], [68] estimated the smooth variation bias field 

using polynomials or spline techniques. Further, it was also observed that bias field 

increase the entropy (information) content of the IIH free image [10], [67], [68]. Thus, 

in [67] the estimation of bias field was modelled as energy minimisation approach. 

The bias field was estimated using polynomials. The coefficients of polynomials were 

determined by optimisation based on a special valley function, which was shaped by 

the a priori given mean intensities and standard deviations of the main tissue classes. 

However, the polynomial functions are insufficient to express the complex bias field 

observed, when MR images are obtained using phased array coils. In [68], spline 

model was used to estimate the bias field. The optimisation was done using stochastic 

annealing method such that the information of the corrected image was minimised 

while the global intensity statistic of the image was preserved. However, in [68] 

optimisation was performed on entire dataset, regardless of SNR (signal to noise ratio) 

variation. Thus, the estimated bias field was corrupted by low SNR regions. To avoid 

this corruption, local entropy minimisation technique was proposed in [10]. The 

review of IIH reduction techniques can be found in [46].  

 In [10], the initial bias field )y,x(  (Eq. 2.3) was calculated by fitting a fourth 

order polynomial function to tissue pixels excluding background (near zero intensity) 

pixels. The polynomial function was fitted to tissue pixels using least square 

approximation. This initial field was then refined using bicubic spline defined by grid 
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of knots evenly spread out across the image by taking into account the value of the 

bias field at knot locations. The bicubic spline estimate of the bias field was optimised 

so as to minimise the entropy of the image [10]. The technique used a piecewise, 

optimise and merge algorithm. The optimisation started by identifying the knot 1  in 

the area of the highest SNR (highest )y,x(  value) and minimising the entropy of 

the corrected image )y,x(o . Then knot 2  with the next highest SNR was recognised 

and the entropy of the area under 1  and 2  was minimised. This was repeated until 

all knots are optimised. Additional passes were performed starting again from the area 

of the highest SNR. Optimisation process stopped when there was no significant 

different between either the amplitude of knots and image entropy.  

 In this method [10], parameter knot spacing (spline distance) (Fig. 3.2) is 

important for the correct estimation of the bias field. In [10], this distance was set to a 

constant value of 21 mm for all MRI dataset. Boyes et al. [71] evaluated the 

performance of bias field correction algorithm for 3.0T brain MRI data with variation 

in the spline distance, i.e., the distance between the knots defining the B-spline mesh. 

Authors in [71] concluded that greater field strength (3.0 Tesla) generate high bias 

field. Thus, decreasing the spline distance from 200 mm to the range 50–100 mm (Fig. 

3.2) led to improved results. However, authors in [72] showed that much smaller spline 

distances can cause algorithm to fail. 

 

                (a)                                 (b)                                (c)                                 (d) 

Fig. 3.2: Illustration of knot spacing (distance between consecutive knots) to estimate bias 

field using spline technique from a MRI slice. Knot spacing of (a) 150 mm, (b) 100 mm, (c) 

50 mm, and (d) 30 mm  

Gibbs ringing 

 A Matlab toolbox developed by Sarra [69] includes a range of techniques from 

filtering to reconstruction to reduce Gibbs ringing from MRI data. One of the main 
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reasons for Gibbs ringing is that expansion (Fourier) coefficients decay slowly due to 

their global nature. Filtering techniques alter these coefficients so that they decay faster 

and reduce the effect of discontinuity. However, filtering does not completely remove 

the Gibbs phenomenon and gives blurring artefact. Reconstruction methods, which 

recover the image inside its different regions of smoothness, can completely remove 

Gibbs ringing. However they require the knowledge of the exact location of all 

discontinuities. Gaussian-shaped slopes at the beginning and end of the MRI volume 

were added to avoid unwanted Gibbs ringing in [70], while performing sinc-based 

interpolation to add slices in-between real slices in MRI volume.   

3.4 Spatial interpolation techniques 

Interpolation [73] is a technique to add new data points within the range of a discrete 

set of known data points. Interpolation in medical imaging is normally employed for 

resampling the data [73]. Soleimanifard et al. [74] used sinc interpolation [75] to 

resample MRI volume so that voxel size in all three spatial dimensions (x, y, z) is 

similar. However, sinc interpolation involves convolution with sinc kernel which is 

computationally expensive. Different standard interpolation options to resample MRI 

data were provided in [76]. Standard techniques [73] such as nearest neighbour provide 

jagged artefacts, linear and spline based techniques involves inherent blurring and 

distorted edges [70]. 

 A different sinc interpolation technique (Fourier interpolation) which includes 

transitioning to the frequency domain from spatial domain and its inverse was utilised 

in  [70], [77], [78]. In this interpolation technique [79], the original data is transformed 

to Fourier domain using the Fast Fourier transform (FFT). Zeros are appended to centre 

of the data, with the Nyquist criterion being satisfied in the case of an even sized 

dimension, and the inverse FFT is performed. This interpolation technique for one 

dimension can be represented mathematically as: 
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where )k(O is the FFT of the input signal )n(o of length N  and )k(O0  is the zero-

padded FFT of )k(O  of length NL , with L  denoting the interpolation factor. The 

interpolated signal )n(o0  is obtained by taking the NL-point inverse FFT of )k(O0 . 

The L/1  amplitude loss made by interpolation is compensated by multiplying signal 

)n(o0  by L  [79]. Defining )k(O0  as in (Eq. 3.3) maintains the complex-conjugate 

circular symmetry which characterises the FFT of real-valued signals. Fourier 

interpolation [79] has number of advantages including its accuracy compared to cubic 

spline and linear interpolation and the relative ease with which it can be extended to 

encompass multiple dimensions [80].    

3.5 Overview of image segmentation techniques  

Image segmentation methods [52] based on the underlying methodology can be 

divided into four broad categories: (1) Intensity-based, (2) Clustering and 

Classification, (3) Model based, and (4) Atlas-based techniques. For medical image 

segmentation, a slice from a medical volume, for example an MRI slice, can be seen 

as a 2D discrete image ),( yxI  with ],[ 10 − xNx and ],[ 10 − yNy . xN and yN  

are the number of pixels in x  and y  dimension respectively and ),( yxI  present 

feature value (such as intensity, texture) at ),( yx  spatial location. In this thesis, these 

segmentation techniques are explained using 2D image ),( yxI , however, these 

techniques can be easily extended into 3- or more dimensions.  

3.5.1 Intensity based techniques 

In intensity based methods, intensity (grey-levels) is the primary feature used to 

separate the region of interest.   

Thresholding 

Thresholding technique [54] convert a given grey scale image ),( yxI  into binary 

mask )y,x(K  by assigning value either 0 or 1 to the pixel depending on pixel value, 

whether value is smaller or greater than certain threshold Th , and can be given as: 



 

=
otherwise,0

Th)y,x(Iif,1
)y,x(K

                                            

3.4

                                             

 

Threshold value Th  can be determined interactively or using automated techniques.  
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Region growing  

Region growing [54] is another intensity based method in which, given an initial region 

or seed, at each iteration the neighbouring pixels (4-connected component), are 

compared to the seed or region with respect to their similarity. If there is a high 

similarity, region R  grows to include similar neighbouring pixels for next iteration or 

else the process stops. Usually, the difference between a pixel intensity value ),( yxI  

and the region mean R
 
is used as a measure of similarity )y,x(  (Eq. 3.5). The 

pixels with similarity value )y,x(   less than threshold Th  are assimilated in the 

region R  (Eq. 3.6).  

R)y,x(I)y,x(  −=
                                           3.5 








=

otherwise,R

Th)y,x(if,R
)y,x(I



                               

3.6 

  Fuzzy analogies (fuzzy connectedness) to region growing, have also been 

developed [52]. In fuzzy connectedness (FC) [81], along with intensity difference, 

spatial distance between region and pixel (fuzzy adjacency) is also considered in terms 

of membership value (fuzzy affinity) for image segmentation.  

3.5.2 Clustering and Classification techniques 

In clustering and classification techniques, images are partitioned into regions or 

classes, composed of pixels that have close features values either using data directly 

provided from an image (clustering) or using known data labels (classification). 

  Clustering techniques  

In clustering methods, images are clustered without the use of training data. Thus, they 

are termed as unsupervised methods. Common clustering algorithms are k-means and 

FCM. Mean-shift (MS) and spectral clustering are also employed for image 

segmentation. 
 

k-means clustering  

The k-means clustering algorithm [52] clusters data by iteratively computing a mean 

intensity for each class and segmenting the image by classifying each pixel in the class 

with the closest mean. In k-means, pixels in an image can belong to only one cluster.  

Fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering 
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The FCM algorithm [13] generalises the k-means algorithm, allowing for soft 

segmentations (pixels in an image to belong to more than one cluster) based on fuzzy 

set theory. The FCM [13] method is an iterative process that produces optimal C  

clusters of the greyscale image N
kkI 1=}{  where N is number of pixels, by minimising 

the following objective function: 

∑ ∑
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where 
C
iiv 1=}{  is the cluster centre of cluster i . Here C  is the number of tissue types 

in the image. ],[ 10ik  is the membership degree of 
thk  pixel to 

thi  cluster. m (> 

1) controls the fuzziness of membership function ik . ),( ki Ivd  is the Euclidean 
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The membership functions ik
 
and cluster centres iv  are updated iteratively as 

follows:  
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The FCM is optimised when high membership values are assigned to the pixels close 

to their centroid and low membership values to the pixels away from the centroid. The 

objective function of FCM (Eq. 3.7) is modified to include additional information to 

make it robust against noise and intensity variations. 
 

Mean-shift (MS) clustering  

MS clustering [82] is a non-parametric algorithm that does not require prior knowledge 

on the number of clusters or cluster positions. This is an iterative method which start 

with an initial estimate and determines the weight of nearby points for re-estimation 

of the mean. The method basically uses a gradient ascent technique to detect local 
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maxima of data density in feature space. The data points associated with same local 

maxima are considered as a member of the same cluster.  
 

Spectral clustering 

Spectral clustering clusters points based on eigenvectors of similarity matrices. These 

similarity matrices are derived from input data. Normalised cut (Ncut) [83], is a 

popular spectral clustering method. Ncut view an image as a graph, where image pixels 

represent nodes and edges between nodes are weighted according to the similarity 

between pixels. The aim of Ncut is to find a partition of a graph that minimises the 

normalised cut between two parts. The normalised cut avoids bias for partition of small 

set of points normally observed in graph-cut approach [83]. The partition of the image 

is obtained by thresholding the resultant eigenvectors. 

 Classification 

Classification (supervised) techniques differ from clustering methods through the use 

of labelled training data. These techniques involves both a training phase that uses 

labelled data to learn a model that maps from features (such as intensity) to labels, and 

a testing phase that is used to assign labels to target image based on the measured 

features. Few classification techniques include support vector machines (SVM) [84] 

and markov random fields (MRF) [85]. 

Support vector machines (SVM) 

SVM [84] is a binary classifier in which training examples are labelled to one of the 

two categories. Based on training algorithm a model is built that assigns new examples 

into one category or the other. In SVM, separate categories are divided by a clear gap 

(hyperplane) that is as wide as possible.  
 

Markov random fields (MRF)  

In MRF [85], image is modelled as an undirected graph where all pixels are 

represented as vertices and the neighbourhood interactions are modelled using edges 

between these vertices. The spatial interactions between neighbouring or nearby pixels 

are obtained in terms of joint probability distribution. These local correlations make 

MRF robust to noise and intensity variation. The segmentation is then obtained by 

maximising a posteriori probability of the segmentation given the image data using 

iterative methods such as iterated conditional modes or simulated annealing. 
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3.5.3 Model based techniques 

In model-based segmentation, a model is built for a specific anatomic structure by 

incorporating a priori knowledge of the object such as shape, location, and orientation. 

Common model based techniques are deformable and statistical models.  

 Deformable models 

Deformable models [86] delineate the region boundaries using closed parametric 

curves or 3D surfaces placed on image that deform under the influence of internal and 

external energy [86]. Internal energy is computed from the curve or surface geometry 

to keep it smooth throughout the deformation. External energy is usually derived from 

the image information such as gradient or region statistics to drive the curve or surface 

towards the desired feature of interest. Active contour model (ACM) and LSM are 

widely employed deformable models. 
 

Active contour models (ACM) (snakes) 

ACM also known as snakes introduced by Kass et al [87] represents a closed curve v  

in a parametric form: ]1,0[s)),s(y),s(x()s( = . This curve is then deformed 

through the spatial domain of an image to minimise the following energy functional: 

  +==
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where ))s((Eint  is the internal energy of the contour with respect to elastic 

deformation and bending of a contour and is given as:  
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where )s(' , the first derivative, makes model act like elastic string and )s('' , the 

second derivative makes model act like a rigid rod. )s(w1 and )s(w2  are weighting 

parameters and are often chosen to be constant. The ))s((Eimage  term is the external 

energy that pulls ACM towards the desired features in the image such as image 

intensity gradient [87]. 

2
),( yxIEimage −=                                                       3.12 

During the optimisation process, the active contour is deformed with respect to the 

features to be located.  
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Level set methods (LSM)  

LSM [88] evolves a curve using geometric measures, resulting in an evolution that is 

independent of the parameterisation. In LSM, the closed curve v , propagating with a 

speed F  in its normal direction, is represented implicitly by a zero level set 

}0)y,x,t(|)y,x{()t( ==  of higher dimensional function, known as level set 

function   (Fig. 3.3). This implicit representation allows change of topology and is 

useful for shape recovery of complex anatomical structures.  

 

                                                                        

                                (a)                                                                (b)                            

Fig. 3.3 : Example of embedding curve as a level set of higher dimensional function (a) a 

closed curve (b) the level set function (signed distance function) of a curve in (a) 

  Instead of tracking a curve through time, the LSM evolves a curve by updating 

the level set function at fixed coordinates through time t . Normally signed distance 

function, based on Euclidean distance, is utilised as the level set function .
 

  dyxt =),,(                                                             3.13 

where d  is the signed distance (Fig. 3.3) between position ),( yx  and zero level set  

at time t . An initial value partial differential equation can be obtained for the evolution 

of   as [88]: 




=



V

t                                                        
3.14  

 

where V is a speed function and like snake energy contains internal term that act as 

smoothness regulator and image information (data term) that drive   to desired object 

boundaries.  
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  In the implementation of LSM for segmentation the smoothness regulator does 

not change much and is often curvature based. The contribution comes from data 

driven term. Based on data driven term used in V  two main categories exist for LSM: 

edge-based and region-based. Edge-based LSM use image gradients in order to 

identify object boundaries. Due to this highly localised information, edge based LSM 

has been found to be very sensitive to image noise and highly dependent on initial 

curve placement. Region based LSM model use the foreground and background 

regions statistics to segment the foreground. Advantages of region-based approaches 

compared to edge-based methods include robustness against initial curve placement 

and insensitivity to image noise. 

 Statistical models 

Statistical models incorporate prior statistical information drawn from a population of 

training datasets. The statistical parameterisation provides global constraints and 

allows the model to deform only in ways implied by the training sets. 

Active shape models (ASM) and active appearance models (AAM) 

ASM [89] is a deformable model which uses 2D or 3D shape variation from training 

dataset and iteratively deforms to fit the new image using statistical information from 

training dataset. The constraint is based on point distribution model which is obtained 

by principal component analysis that provides number of constraint parameters that 

controls the variation found in training dataset.  

  In AAM [90], instead of only shape modelling as in ASM, the image intensity 

values of the structures and surroundings are taken into account to build the complete 

model. AAM has better convergence than ASM but are much slower. 

3.5.4 Atlas-based techniques 

In atlas-based segmentation methods, image segmentation is regarded as a registration 

problem. The methods rely on the existence of a reference image (or the atlas) in which 

the structure of interest is labelled manually, segmenting an actual image. It is then 

used to find the transformation that maps the pre-segmented atlas to the study image. 

Therefore the key to the atlas based segmentation is to design registration method 

capable of computing the transformation between atlas and the image to be segmented 

(target image). 
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3.6 Throat region segmentation techniques 

Segmentation of a throat region (Fig. 3.4(a)), also known as pharynx or upper airway 

region, is important in assessing speech production analysis [91]–[93], sleep related 

disorders [94]–[97], or as the guidance for computer-aided segmentation of HNC in 

RTP [11]. The trachea (Fig. 3.4(b)) and the vocal tract (Fig. 3.4(c)) have same 

characteristics, such as low intensity region, as the throat region on the MRI slices.  

    

                           (a)                                            (b)                                      (c) 

Fig. 3.4: MR image showing segmented (a) throat region (white region) [11] © 2014 IEEE (b) 

trachea region (green region) [95] © 2011 IEEE (c) vocal tract outline (yellow outline) [93] © 

2009 IEEE. 

 Algorithms developed for the throat or the trachea or the vocal tract 

segmentation from MR images are indicated in Table 3.2. Some techniques utilised 

the knowledge that the throat region is the region with low intensity values present in 

the centre part of the image for the segmentation from 2D MRI slices. For instance, in 

[11] only the centre part of the image was considered. In this part, the hole filling 

operation was performed to make region homogenous and then the Hessian matrix of 

the low intensity pixels was analysed for the pixels of the throat region. The region 

with largest repeated eigenvalues was categorised as the throat region. This technique 

[11] can efficiently detect multiple throat regions on an MRI slice. However, a 

drawback of this technique is the detection of small throat regions (area<50mm2) due 

to rapid intensity change in or near the region and thus the region, failing to satisfy 

the homogeneity criteria. 

Semi-automatic pipeline developed in [96] utilised operator marked locations 

and k-means clustering algorithm for initial segmentation of a slice. Further, a rule 

based system was applied to the connected components of the darkest (lowest 

intensity) class for detection of a pharynx region. Similar approach was applied by the 
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same authors in [95] for trachea segmentation with further graph-cut technique to 

obtain the final boundary. However, k-means algorithm does not consider the partial 

volumes observed particularly in the boundary pixels in MRI slices and thus, 

underestimate the throat region. Further, these techniques [95]-[96] makes few 

assumptions about roundness (circularity) and area of trachea which cannot be 

assumed for the throat regions of various shapes and sizes.  

Table 3.2: Summary of the techniques for the throat or trachea or vocal tract segmentation 

from MR images 

Techniques References Description 

Hessian based analysis [11] Analysis of low intensity pixels. Region 

with largest repeated eigenvalues is 

categorised as the throat region.   

k-means clustering [95], [96] Image is divided into 3 classes. A rule 

based system is used for the analysis of 

connected component of the darkest class.  

Region growing  [12], [94], [97] Volume of interest or seed points 

specified by the operator. Region growing 

according to the specified similarity 

features.  

Deformable models [91]–[93],  

 
 

[77],[98] 

Segmentation is modelled as a tracking of 

deformable objects. Live wire or ASM or 

AAM methods to tract the object. 

LSM to segment the region.  

Part of complex organ 

system  

[99] Knowledge of neighbouring structure for 

initialisation of snake in 2D and ASM 

model to extract surface in 3D  

System for upper airway segmentation using fuzzy connectedness was 

described in [12]. This technique utilised both T1- and T2- weighted MR images to 

generate fuzzy affinity map for airway. An initial 3D region growing operation was 

performed in [97] to highlight the approximate location of the trachea. The cost 

function image created from this approximate information was transformed to 

cylindrical coordinates and graph based method was used to find the least cost surface. 

Another 3D region growing approach was utilised in [94] for the segmentation of 
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airway for assessment of obstruction during sleep from dynamic MRI. These region 

growing techniques can appropriately segment geometrically variable upper airway 

[12], [100] and trachea [97] regions with few tuning parameters, however they often 

generates irregular boundaries and small holes due it’s sensitivity to noise. 

Deformable models, due to their robustness in presence of noise and handling 

of topological changes, were also utilised for the upper airway or trachea segmentation. 

In [98] region based LSM was used for a trachea segmentation in guinea pig to evaluate 

the effect of drug. The region statistics required for the evolution of LSM was 

estimated from watershed algorithm. LSM was utilised in [77], with manual 

initialisation, for throat region segmentation from MRI volume. For speech analysis, 

upper airway or vocal tract segmentation [91]–[93] was modelled as a tracking of 

deformable objects in real time sagittal MRI sequences. In [93], variables were defined 

to describe the shape of the vocal tract and an unsupervised regional segmentation 

technique was adopted to track  the contours of  the  variables. However this method 

[93] requires considerable supervision to initialise the variables of the vocal tract. Z. 

Raeesy et al. [91] used statistically modelling of shapes (ASM) for the segmentation 

of vocal tract. Initially, in training phase, shape based models of vocal tracts were 

constructed using shape statistics from labelled landmarks. In the testing phase, live 

wire contour tracking approach was employed for the recognition and segmentation of 

vocal tract on target image based on defined shape models. Similarly, AAM model 

was employed in [92] for vocal tract segmentation. Compared to ASM, AAM consider 

all the available data instead of just the landmark neighbourhoods and thus is more 

robust than ASM. However, ASM and AAM techniques are suitable for segmentation 

of a upper airway with known shape or appearance, which is not the case in presence 

of adjacent cancer regions near the airway. 

In other automatic system [99], the trachea was segmented as a part of a 

complex organ system segmentation from sagittal MR image sequence. In, [99] the 

initial landmarks to identify the trachea in 2D were obtained from the neighbouring 

structures. The obtained landmarks were used as an initialisation for active contours 

to identify the borders between the trachea, the spinal column and the spinal cord. This 

information was then propagated to the 3D segmentation module implemented with 

ASMs to efficiently extract the 3D surface contours of the desired regions. This 
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approach efficiently combines segmentation algorithms, object recognition and 

anatomical knowledge to segment and reconstruct structures of cervical spine (trachea, 

the spinal column and the spinal cord).  However, the assumptions made about the 

anatomy in the neighbourhood make this approach infeasible to segment single 

structure such as trachea. 

3.7 Cancer segmentation techniques  

A wide variety of tumour segmentation techniques from MRI has been proposed with 

review in [2], [100]. As described in Section 3.4, cancer segmentation methods can 

also generally be categorised into intensity based, clustering and classification, model 

based and atlas based techniques. Although each technique is described separately, 

multiple techniques are often employed to improve the segmentation results. 

3.7.1 Intensity based techniques for cancer segmentation 

The most common feature used for the cancer region segmentation is the image 

intensities. This is based on the assumption that tumour tissues have different grey-

levels compared to normal tissues. For instance, intensity based thresholding was 

applied to a manually selected region of interest in [101] to obtain initial approximate 

of tumour pixels. This initial estimate was further refined using morphological 

operations and region growing technique to segment brain tumour from T1W post-

contrast MR images. Other intensity based thresholding technique for breast mass 

lesion segmentation from dynamic MRI was proposed in [102]. In this technique, 

threshold was estimated by averaging the image intensity at the boundary candidate 

points which are obtained using ray casting technique. Further, connected component 

analysis and morphological opening operation were performed in [102] to avoid 

leakage through weak boundaries. Generally, intensity based thresholding methods do 

not consider any relationships between the pixels and thus, are unable to exploit all the 

information provided by an image.  

Region growing variants, seed growing and region deformation techniques, 

were used in [103] for tongue cancer segmentation from T2W MRI. In [103], the 

region was grown or deformed from manual initialisation based on the similarity of 

the neighbouring pixels. These techniques correctly segment spatially separated cancer 

regions having the same properties. The manual initialisation in [103] was removed in 
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[104] by automatic seed selection using the characteristics of the cancer region and 

edge image. This seed was used as an initialisation for improved fuzzy connectedness 

to segment brain cancer. The fuzzy connectedness was improved by adding gradient 

information and using substituted pixel intensity in fuzzy affinity to avoid leakage 

through weak boundaries. This technique [104] is independent of cancer pixel 

intensities but has no spatial constraints. Further, thresholding and region growing 

techniques are useful for segmenting clearly defined cancer structures, but these 

algorithms commonly fail on cancer regions with fuzzy boundaries and overlapping 

intensities, as partial voluming and pixels of similar intensity belonging to different 

regions are not considered in algorithms’ mathematics.  

3.7.2 Clustering and classification techniques for cancer segmentation 

Tumour can be considered as an additional cluster or class whose features such as 

intensity, textures are different from healthy tissue clusters or classes. Thus, clustering 

and classification segmentation techniques aim to separate this tumour class and 

process it further to obtain the final segmentation results. Table 3.3 shows the summary 

of the clustering and classification techniques for cancer segmentation described in 

this section. 

 Clustering techniques for cancer segmentation 

k-means is simple clustering algorithm with relatively low complexity and the 

application is more practical even with large dataset. Thus, Moftah et al. [105] 

proposed the use of k-means algorithm to segment MR image with tumour. After 

separate cluster regions were found using k-means, the tumour was recognised as the 

brightest and circular object from the cluster regions. Compared to k-means, FCM 

clustering techniques are prevalent for the cancer segmentation task, due to their 

robustness and efficiency. FCM clustering also considers PVE in terms of membership 

function in a segmentation task and the objective function of FCM clustering can be 

modified [107]-[108] to include any suitable information or prior information can be 

considered [109]-[110] in FCM to increase the robustness of the technique for cancer 

segmentation with fuzzy boundaries in presence of noise and IIH. Further, FCM can 

be easily combined with other techniques such as knowledge based techniques [106] 

or ACM [111] to obtain the final segmentation boundary. 
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Table 3.3: Summary of clustering and classification techniques for tumour segmentation 
 

 
 

References 
 

Description  

 

Clustering techniques 

1) k-means 
 

 

 

 

2) fuzzy c-means (FCM) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) mean-shift  

 

 

4) spectral (graph-cut) 

 

 

 

[105] 

 

 

[106] 

 

 

[107],[108] 

 

[109] 

 

[110] 

 

 

[111] 

 

 

[112] 

 

 
 

[113] 

 

[114] 

 
 

Initial k-means clustering. Tumour recognised as 

brightest and circular object from the cluster 

regions 
 

Multi-spectral FCM. Output from FCM to 

knowledge based system. Histogram analysis for 

cancer separation. 
 

Additional neighbourhood information in FCM 

to reduce its sensitivity to noise and IIH 
 

Available prior information from cluster centre 

in FCM to consider variation in data acquisition 
 

Genetic-induced fuzzy clustering for robust 

initialisation of FCM clustering 
 

Combine FCM and possibilistic c-means to 

reduce effect of noise and to avoid detection of 

overlapping clusters 
 

Initial multi-spectral mean-shift clustering. 

Detection of cluster with suspicious lesion using 

graph-cut  
 

Interactive graph-cut. Minimisation of energy 

formed from region statistics using graph-cut. 
 

Tumour-cut – combining tumour segmentation 

with cellular automata  

Classification 

techniques 

Support vector machines 

(SVM) 

 
 

Markov random fields 

(MRF) 

 
 

[115] 

 
 

[116] 

 

 

[117] 

 

  

 

Two class (tumour and non-tumour) SVM 

trained on intensity feature. 
 

One class (tumour) SVM trained on intensity 

feature. 
   

Multi-channel MRF reduced to single channel 

MRF and trained using kinematic features.  

  

 Clark et al. [106] used multispectral (T1W, T2W, Proton Density) FCM 

clustering to obtain initial clusters from MR image with glioblastoma-multiforme 

tumours. The clustered image along with class centre was further given to a rule-based 
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system. Multispectral histogram analysis was exploited to separate suspected cancer 

region from the rest of the region. Additional power and flexibility for the system was 

achieved with use of knowledge of nearby anatomical  structures and few (17 slices) 

training examples. This system can, however, only process axial slices starting  from  

an  initial  slice  7  to  8  cm  from  the  top  of  the brain and upward. 

 FCM clustering was used in [107] to segment brain cancer image. In [107], 

FCM technique was modified by adding neighbourhood spatial information in the 

objective function of FCM to simultaneously correct IIH and segment a brain cancer 

image. This neighbourhood information influence the membership function of pixel 

under consideration, thus obtaining a piecewise homogenous segmentation in presence 

of noise and IIH. FCM technique was also modified in [108] by considering 

neighboured information for the segmentation of brain tumour. The initial clusters for 

FCM were obtained using histogram based technique. The obtained clusters were 

further processed to correctly classify ambiguous pixels and to obtain shaper 

boundaries between different tissue classes. These techniques [107], [108], however, 

works only on MR images corrupted with salt and pepper noise and cannot  

compensate for severe IIH.  

 Prior information on cluster centres was considered in FCM in [109] to 

segment the tumour in the presence of noise and variation in data acquisition. This 

technique [109] is good only if cluster centres information is known prior. Zhou et al. 

[110] proposed algorithm that use FCM for the segmentation of tongue carcinoma and 

then refined results using artificial neural network (ANN). Genetic algorithm based 

automated classification was performed in [110] initially to obtain inputs for FCM 

clustering. Features selected for ANN such as symmetric measure, difference of 

masses, and distance from centre make this technique suitable only for that particular 

type of tumours.  

 The segmentation pipeline (Fig. 3.5) which combines clustering and 

deformable model for a tumour segmentation was proposed in [111]. The initial 

tumour is detected using a clustering technique which combines FCM and possibilistic 

c-means algorithms. Thus, this technique is robust to noise and does not detect the 

overlapping clusters. Parametric ACM constrained by edge and spatial information of 

the initial tumour was deformed on the detect cluster to obtain the final result. 
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However, FCM clustering requires initial knowledge on the number of clusters and 

cluster centres as it detect local minima.  

 

Fig. 3.5: Segmentation pipeline for brain tumour proposed in [111]. Segmentation pipeline 

combines clustering and deformable techniques to obtain accurate tumour outline. Copyright 

© 2009 Elsevier (License number: 3831990049366)   

  MS clustering is an alternative clustering technique for cancer segmentation 

that produces spatially contiguous regions and does not require the number of clusters 

be set a priori. This clustering was employed by McClymont et al. [112] as an initial 

step for clustering similar voxels from multi-spectral MRI data (T1W, T2W and 

dynamic). Further, graph-cuts segmentation was applied to the region adjacency graph 

defined on these clusters to identify sets of clusters that are likely to be suspicious 

tissue for breast lesion segmentation. However, MS clustering usually generates a 

greater number of clusters than tissue types and with different number of clusters 

generated for each MRI slice, selecting appropriate cluster with cancer region is 

difficult.  

 Spectral clustering (graph-cut), that require no assumptions on the form of 

clusters, was presented in [113] for tumour segmentation. The region statistics was 

calculated from the user provided initial mask. The energy function created from this 

region statistics was minimised using graph-cut. A variation of graph-cut, tumour-cut, 

was introduced in [114], which combines the tumour segmentation with cellular 

automata. The tumour probability map in [114] was obtained by assigning each voxel 

a tumour label if there was a shorter path from that voxel to a seed (supplied by user) 

than to any background seed, where paths were weighted by image content. The spatial 

smoothness was ensured by evolving level set on the tumour probability map. 
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Although spectral clustering (graph-cut tumour-cut), are robust to detect any arbitrarily 

shape clusters, these methods are computationally expensive for large dataset, can be 

quite unstable under different choices for parameters for neighbourhood graphs and 

does not always guarantee convergence.  

  Classification techniques for cancer segmentation 

Supervised classification approach such as SVM, MRF are often used for tumour 

segmentation when training data is available. SVM is robust for cancer segmentation 

as it does not depend on specific assumptions about the distribution of the data and can 

perform well when applied to data outside training dataset. Zhou et al. [115] trained 

two-class (tumour and non-tumour) SVM on features (intensity) extracted from user 

drawn rectangular boxes and used this training data to segment nasopharyngeal tumour 

from MR images. Further, Zhang et al. [116] from the same group demonstrated that 

one-class (tumour) SVM performs better than two-class SVM for tumour 

segmentation as it removes the assumption of equally balanced data-classes in case of 

severely under sampled data. However, SVM techniques do not consider labels of 

adjacent pixels and assume that each pixel has the same probability distribution as the 

others and is mutually independent. These assumptions are not appropriate for tumour 

segmentation where neighbouring pixels usually belong to same class.  

 MRF technique, that can capture features that are particularly important for 

MR images such as non-parametric distribution of tissue intensities and spatial 

interaction between neighbouring pixels, thus, can overcome spatial inhomogeneity 

and noise, is used in [117] for breast tumour segmentation using kinematic features. In 

this [117], it is demonstrated that any multi-channel MRF can be reduced to a single 

channel MRF provided the features in different channels are conditionally 

independent. The output of MRF model was a probability estimate that the super-pixel 

(group of pixels) belongs to a tumour region. However, a limitation in MRF is the 

selection of the parameters that control the strength of spatial interactions, which can 

result in very soft segmentation and a loss of structural details. Further, MRF needs to 

be combined with other techniques such as Expectation maximisation for the 

segmentation task.  

3.7.3 Model based techniques for cancer segmentation  
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Table 3.4 shows the summary of model (deformable and statistical) based 

segmentation methods. Model based techniques can integrate prior information from 

MRI data in terms of energy, shape or appearance for the segmentation of tumour 

region and thus are robust than intensity based methods.  
  

Table 3.4: Summary of model based tumour segmentation methods 
 

Model based 

techniques 

 

References 
 

Description  

 

Deformable models 

1) active contour 

algorithms (snake) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

2) level set methods 

(LSM) 

 

 

 

[118] 

 

 
 

[119] 

 

[120] 
 

 

[121] 
 

[122] 

 

[123] 

 

 

[124] 

 

[125] 

 
 

Initialisation of snake: thresholding and 

morphological operations. Energy from 

gradient of an image. 
 

Energy is generated dynamically to drive the 

contour evolution. 
 

Energy from both edge and region information 
 
 

Energy from boundary and region information  

Local region information around each point in 

the contour for level set evolution 
 

Level set evolution as region competition. 

Tumour probability map as initialisation for 

LSM 
 

Signed pressure function formulated using local 

statistics in LSM. 
 

Generation of template and atlases using 

appearance of anatomical structures. These 

templates and atlas in variational framework. 

 

Statistical models 

Active shape model 

(ASM) 

 

 
 

[126] 

 
 

Shape boundaries parameterised as radial time 

series. Gaussian process to create model of the 

shape which is used as regularisation in 

dynamic active contours. 

             

 Snakes (ACM), a parametric deformable model, due its ability to independently 

and adaptively search for the object boundary using underlying image information is 

suitable for tumour segmentation with weak and unclear edges. Zhu, et al. [118] used 

an ACM (snakes) to detect a tumour boundary in the brain MRI and applied a Hopfield 
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neural network to speed up computation efficiency. For initialisation of ACM in [118], 

rough estimate of tumour was obtained using thresholding and morphological 

operations on a manually selected slice. The image energy in ACM was dependent on 

the gradient of an image. The tumour boundary obtained on selected slice was 

subsequently interpolated to next slice and used as initialisation to obtain tumour 

boundary on that slice. The main disadvantage of standard snake (ACM) [90] is that 

they cannot deform easily into boundary concavities. Thus, ACM was improved in 

[119] for concave shape brain tumours segmentation. In [119], external (image) energy 

was generated dynamically to drive the contour evolution. ACM was also applied on 

generated parametric eigenvector image for breast lesion segmentation from dynamic 

MRI [120]. Spectral embedding, a nonlinear dimensionality reduction scheme, was 

applied in [120] to the dynamic MRI time series in a voxel wise fashion to reduce 

several time point images to a single parametric image where every voxel is 

characterised by the three dominant eigenvectors. The energy function for ACM in 

[120] was derived from both edge (gradient) and region information (hybrid ACM). 

Constraints of ACM to handle multiple objects and complex geometry limits its 

applicability for the segmentation of tumour regions with varied topology.   

  Thus, to segment multiple tumour regions or tumour regions with oedema from 

MRI slices, LSM technique was used in [121]-[125] for cancer segmentation. As the 

curve is embedded in higher dimensional function for evolution in LSM, LSM 

technique can handle splitting or merging of a cancer region. Further, integration of 

prior information such as gradient and/or region statistics in terms of energy function 

in LSM allow segmentation of inhomogeneous cancer regions with irregular 

boundaries. Xie et al. [121] employed hybrid energy function in level set based 

technique for segmentation of brain tumours. In [121], region information, which was 

based on homogeneity criteria, served as a propagation force, and boundary 

information served as stopping functional. Localised region based LSM [127] which 

used local region information around each point in the contour was used for tongue 

cancer segmentation from MRI in [122]. In both approaches [121], [122], the user 

selected ROI was used as an initial zero level set for level set evolution (Fig. 3.6).  
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                                                    (a)                                       (b) 

Fig. 3.6: Tumour region segmentation using LSM (a) manual initialisation for LSM (ellipse 

with white outline) (b) final tumour boundary obtained after level set evolution of ellipse 

(white outline)  

  Ho et al. [123] associated level set evolution with region competition. The 

algorithm [123] used two images (T1W with and without contrast agents) and 

calculated a tumour probability map using classification, histogram analysis and the 

difference between the two images, and then this map was used as the zero level of the 

level set evolution. Thapaliya at el. [124] introduced a new signed pressure function 

in level set evolution to stop evolution at weak and blurred edges of the tumour. This 

pressure function was formulated using local statistics information from the object. 

This technique [124] works on MR images with good contrast between tumour and 

background. In [125], prior knowledge of the appearance of anatomical structures in 

the normal brain, in the form of templates and atlases was used. These templates and 

atlases were then fully integrated into a level set variational segmentation for the 

tumour. However, the major challenge with the LSM is to find an initial tumour region 

or boundary which is not too far from the desired tumour features, otherwise LSM may 

deform to an incorrect local region. 

  Statistical shape models, which are robust for segmentation of tumour region  

with known shape as the mean shape and variations in shapes are learned from 

available training data, was proposed in [126] for brain tumour segmentation. In [126], 

shape boundaries were parameterised as radial time series. This time series was 

combined with Gaussian process to develop regularisation term which was used in 

dynamic contour models for lesion segmentation. The above work [126] used shape 

information based on the assumption that lesions have similar shapes in different 

images. However, for most of the cancer region, shape assumption does not hold. 

Further, shape modelling requires large training dataset to cover all variation in 
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geometry and robust shape initialisation in a new MRI slice can be challenging even 

with user interaction.   

3.7.4 Atlas-based techniques for cancer segmentation 

In atlas based tumour segmentation techniques, atlas is generally created from healthy 

subjects and tumour segmentation is modelled as a lesion growth [128], [129] or a 

tumour in a target image is either considered as an outlier [130], [131] compared to 

healthy atlas. In [128], [129], the registered image (obtain by registration between atlas 

and target image) was seeded manually by selecting a voxel of tumour regions. Then 

a non-rigid deformation method at seeded voxel was performed with two forces: the 

demons force outside the tumour and a prior model of tumour growth inside it. The 

radial growth model was considered in [128], while, in [129], hierarchical 

displacement model was considered for tumour growth. However, this growth models 

are appropriate for certain types of tumours only (for example circular tumours).  

In [130], an initial registration was used to align the atlas of healthy brain image 

to the target image containing brain tumour. Then robust estimator was employed to 

estimate the tissue probability density functions using healthy samples from atlas. 

Outliers to this estimation were considered as tumour tissues. A similar approach was 

utilised in [131] as shown in Fig. 3.7. However, to increase robustness, multi-atlas 

approach was used instead of single atlas. In multi-atlas label propagation [131], first 

manually annotated atlases were individually aligned with the un-segmented target 

image. The propagated segmentations were then used to calculate per-voxel density 

functions. Next, these per-voxel density functions and the target information were used 

to estimate the observed and expected density functions. These two density functions 

were then used to construct a voxel-wise estimate of the out-of-atlas likelihood. Lastly, 

the background and edge effects were reduced through a post-processing smoothing 

step. In these approaches [130], [131] large variations of brain structures can lead to 

incorrect outlier detections. Furthermore, the deformable registration of the atlas to 

target images with tumour is still an extremely challenging task because of the 

intensity variations around the tumour caused by dead tissue and the deformations of 

healthy tissue morphology caused by the tumour mass effect. 
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 Fig. 3.7: Atlas based segmentation procedure for brain tumour from T1W MR image [131] 

© 2012 IEEE.  

3.8 Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction and volume calculation  

3D reconstructed cancer regions is useful for visualisation of pathological 

characteristics that are not easily visible from 2D slices, to study morphological 

changes in the region and to appreciate spatial relationship of tumour with respect to  

other anatomical structures for RTP and for surgical planning [132].  

 
                         (a)                                       (b)                                        (c) 

Fig. 3.8: 3D reconstruction from 2D contours of pelvic region [133] (a) 2D contours (b) 

reconstructed surface with contours overlaid (c) 3D reconstructed surface. Copyright © by The 

Eurographics Association 2006.  

 3D reconstruction is a process of creating a 3D surface from a set of contours 

that have been manually or automatically extracted from 2D images (Fig. 3.8). 

Common technique for contour-based 3D reconstruction is to connect (stitch) the 

vertices of neighbouring contours into a mesh [134], [135], [136]. In [134], contour 
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reconstruction was performed by stitching successive contours with a triangular mesh. 

A mesh contains straight lines and flat surfaces as it is defined by a set of vertices and 

faces. The resolution of the mesh is limited by the number and density of input points. 

The continuity in generated mesh in [134] was accomplished by smoothing the mesh. 

Marching cubes were employed in [135] for the mesh generation between the contours 

for 3D reconstruction of the brain tumour. The marching cubes algorithm operates on 

logical cube created from eight pixels; four pixels from two adjacent slices. It 

processes one cube at a time and determines how  the  surface  intersects  each  cube  

using  the  isovalue of  the  surface  and  cube-isosurface  intersection  patterns. This 

marching cube algorithm results in a large number of triangles and thus requires mesh 

simplification algorithm [135]. In [136], meshes were reconstructed using Delaunay 

triangulation which generate much less triangles than marching cubes. Further, 

Laplacian smoothing was applied to smooth noisy surface. However, this approach 

fails to deal effectively with some contour meshing problems such as contour pairs 

that are either too different from each other, or that overlap [133].  

 The volumetric approach for surface reconstruction was proposed in [137]. In 

this implicit method, a 2D distance field for each contour was created using a signed-

distance function. These 2D fields were stacked and interpolated in the z-direction with 

cubic B-splines. The reconstructed surface was extracted from the resulting volume as 

the zero isosurface. Other implicit surface reconstruction pipeline was proposed in 

[133]. In [133], initially input binary contours were smooth with multi-level partition 

of unity (MPU) method. In MPU method, a set of overlapping patches is fitted to the 

points and then these patches are combined together in order to produce a smooth 

implicit representation of the contour. A 2D distance field was calculated around the 

smooth contour and then was filtered to remove the medial axis discontinuities. These 

2D fields were then interpolated with splines to produce a 3D field. This spline 

interpolation allows smooth blending between widely spaced input contours. The 

reconstructed surface was the zero level set of the 3D field. The advantage of these 

implicit methods is that they can easily deal with reconstruction of contours even in 

presence of multiple contours on the same slice or in contours that overlap (Fig. 

3.8(a)).  
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 Along with 3D reconstructed cancer region, quantitative value such as tumour 

volume of the reconstructed region is also useful in RTP and surgery planning [138]. 

Diameter-based measurement [139] for tumour volume is an established method in 

current clinical practice as it is easy and fast to perform in a busy clinical practice as 

does not require outline of the tumour region [139]. In this method, three largest 

orthogonal diameters of the tumour are obtained and the volume volT  is calculated 

using ellipsoid volume formula as: 

321vol DDD
6

T


=
                                             

3.15 

where 1D , 2D  and 3D  are three diameters. The disadvantage of this method is that 

the measurement may be less accurate because tumour shape is of irregular 

configurations that deviate from idealised ellipsoid volume.  

 Sorensen et al. [140] proposed a perimeter based method in which a volume is 

calculated by counting the number of voxels in tumour region and multiplying the 

count by the volume of a single voxel and compared this method with diameter-based 

method [139] on MRI slices. In [140] tumour region was outlined manually. The 

correlation analysis between these methods in [140] suggests that diameter method 

underestimate the tumour volume compared to perimeter based method and perimeter 

method reduce inter- and intra- reader volume variation. Diameter method was also 

compared with ROI-based method in [141] for the measurement of primary tumour 

volume for cervical cancer from MRI. In ROI based measurement, volume was 

calculated by summing of all tumour areas in each slice and multiplying area by the 

slice thickness plus spacing in between slices. There preliminary results suggested that, 

for small (< 40 cm3) and large (≥ 100 cm3) tumour size, initial tumour volume can be 

estimated by diameter-based measurement. However for (40-99 cm3) intermediate size 

range, ROI-based method with MRI during RT is needed to quantitatively analyse 

tumour regression rate for the prediction of treatment outcome. 

3.9 Conclusion  

This chapter reviewed the state-of-art MRI based image pre-processing techniques to 

reduce artefacts such as IIH, throat region detection techniques, cancer segmentation, 

3D reconstruction and volume calculation techniques. Based on review in Section 3.3 
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for IIH reduction, technique that estimate IIH using bicubic spline and reduce using 

local entropy minimisation have shown to effectively reduce the complex bias field. 

However the important parameter, knot spacing, in this technique is set to a constant 

value for all MRI slices, which reduce its effectiveness in the presence of geometrically 

variable cancer regions on MRI slices.  

 The review for throat detection techniques in Section 3.6 have revealed that 

region growing and LSM can successfully segment the throat in case of topological 

changes (splitting and merging), but these algorithms require some form of user 

interaction from an expert for its initialisation. Further, statistical models such as ASM 

and AAM can obtain promising results across a wide range of throat shapes. However, 

most statistical methods bias the solution towards a model of shapes and appearances 

learned a priori which is not reliable in presence of adjacent cancer regions. It may 

therefore be advantageous to develop a new throat detection algorithm that does not 

depend on shape, appearance or user interaction.  

  The review of cancer segmentation techniques in Section 3.7 have shown that 

unsupervised methods such as FCM, MS and spectral clustering are preferred com-

pared to supervised methods (SVM and MRF) for the dataset with substantial 

variations in the cancer shape and intensity, as appropriate models of the cancer region 

are hard to learn from a finite training set. Further in clustering techniques, intensity 

or texture based objective measure can handle more complicated cases of fuzzy 

boundaries and overlapping intensities of a cancer region. However, these techniques 

do not obtain accurate outline of a cancer region as they are pixel based as opposed to 

boundary based techniques and do not utilise known spatial extent of the expected 

cancer region for a robust segmentation. Deformable models such as active contours 

(snakes) and LSM have shown to obtain accurate outline of a cancer region by 

incorporating any image information in terms of energy function and geometry 

constraints on the solution. The advantages of LSM over snakes are implicit handling 

of topological changes and easy extension to higher dimension. The major challenge 

with LSM is to find an initial model for correct convergence to the desired boundaries.  

  Further from the review in Section 3.8 it is clear that mesh generation technique 

for 3D reconstruction is appropriate for cancer regions with no overlapping contours 

and ROI-based volume calculation method is suitable to quantitatively analyse cancer 
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region during RT treatment. Finally, integrating these techniques (pre-processing, 

throat detection and cancer segmentation and quantification) into a reliable framework 

to segment and quantify ill-defined oropharynx and larynx cancer regions from MRI 

slices, that are obtained using different imaging protocols from different MRI scanners 

(Chapter 4), with no user interaction, is a non-trivial (difficult) task. However, this 

framework would be a valuable tool for clinicians treating cancer patients to speed up 

and improve RTP.  
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Chapter 4                                                         

MRI dataset and evaluation parameters 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter reviewed the current computer-aided MRI tumour segmentation 

and quantification techniques. The main objective of our research is to develop a 

system to automatically segment and quantify oropharynx and larynx tumours (GTV) 

from MRI dataset which will assist a CO and it is easy to use in clinic. At present there 

exists no publicly available collection of the MRI data that might serve as a suitable 

database for this research. A key factor in the success of this research is the 

development and testing of the algorithms on real MRI data from patients with 

oropharynx or larynx tumour present. This real MRI data were collected at the Beatson 

West of Scotland Cancer Centre, Gartnavel General Hospital, Glasgow. The collection 

and detail analysis of this real data is presented in the first section (Section 4.2) of this 

chapter. The developed algorithms should be compared with the current practice used 

in the clinic (manual segmentation) to validate the success of the algorithms [9]. 

Section 4.3 explains the procedure used in this research to obtain the manual 

segmentation results.  

Synthetic MRI data constitute a valuable tool to find out about the algorithms 

behaviour under the controlled circumstances [142]. The synthetic MRI dataset used 

to analyse the behaviour of the algorithms developed in this research is presented in 

Section 4.4. 

Further, in any algorithm development it is important to assess the capability 

of the proposed algorithm with some standard evaluation testing. Section 4.5 

introduces and justifies quantitative (evaluation) parameters used to assess the 

performance of the proposed algorithms.   

4.2 Real dataset and ethics statement 

T1+Gd MRI data was obtained from The Beatson West of Scotland Cancer Centre. 

The data used in this research is the standard contiguous axial (short axis) MRI slices 

(Fig. 4.1).  
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            Patient 1                                   Patient 1                              Patient 1  

Fig. 4.1: Typical real axial (short-axis) T1+Gd MRI slices from a single patient with 

oropharynx tumour (white outline). Dissimilar intensity (grey-level) values for same tissue 

type (for example: tumourous tissue) can be observed due to non-uniform coil sensitivity.  

 

Ten patients previously treated, from 2010 to 2013, with radical chemo-radiotherapy 

for Stage II/III head-and-neck squamous cell carcinoma (6 oropharynx and 4 larynx) 

were randomly selected and included. Typical information, such as age, imaging 

protocols, number of axial MRI slices with tumour and quality of slices, for each 

patient is shown in Table 4.1. The mean age of patients was 56 years (range 52-72 

years). The MRI scans for these patients were obtained from three different 1.5Tesla 

(1.5T) MRI scanners namely Magnetom Avanto from Siemens, Intera Neuro coils 

from Philips Medical Systems, and Signa HDxt from GE Medical Systems. The MRI 

scans were performed using a dedicated head and neck coils with the patient lying in 

the supine position. The MRI scans were undertaken pre- and post- intravenous 

gadolinium (Gd) contrast and were acquired after 15-20 minutes of intravenous 

injection of 0.1ml/kg. The range of other imaging parameters were 3-5mm slice 

thickness, 3.3-6 mm spacing in between slices, 9.06-20ms echo time, 542-1066ms 

repetition time, 90o-150o flip angle, 0.43x0.43-0.94x0.94mm2 in-plane resolution, 

256x256-512x512 acquisition matrix, 97.65-221 Hz/pixel bandwidth. We note that 

this imaging parameters were not tuned for algorithm development and testing and are 

typical of those used for clinical work. All images were stored in the standard digital 

imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM) format. Only DICOM images 

with visible tumour regions (GTV) were processed by the proposed algorithms. Of the 

10 patients assessed, there was a total of 102 axial slices containing tumours with range 

of 7-17 slices in each patient (Table 4.1).  
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 The quality of MRI slices with tumour for each patient was assessed using 

signal to noise ratio (SNR) and contrast to noise ratio (CNR) (Table 4.1). To calculate 

SNR and CNR, for each patient, a region of interest (ROI) was manually selected 

defining pixels of relatively pure healthy tissues (oropharynx or larynx), tumourous 

tissues (oropharynx or larynx) and background (air). In choosing the background ROI, 

the regions that might contain motion artifacts (ghosting and ringing) were avoided.  

SNR and CNR were calculated as follows [143]: 

bg

HlSNR



=    and    

bg

HlTCNR


 −
=

                                    

4.1 

where Hl  is the mean intensity value of the healthy tissues, T  is the mean intensity 

value of tumorous tissues and bg is the standard deviation value of the background. 

The CNR values for this dataset are wide-ranging (Table 4.1) with lowest value of 9.60 

for Patient 6 and highest value of 33.64 dB for Patient 5. The SNR values for this 

dataset are standard with minimum value of 27.32 dB and maximum value of 37.36 

dB (Table 4.1) even though different imaging parameters are used to obtain MRI 

slices.   

 Typical T1+Gd MRI axial slices from different patients with tumour are shown 

in Fig 4.2. T1+Gd MRI compared to unenhanced (normal) T1, proton-density and T2 

MRI is superior to define tumour spread for BoT and larynx tumours [144], [145], as 

it significantly improves soft tissue contrast and tumour margin definition. However, 

even with T1+Gd MRI (Fig. 4.2), oropharynx and larynx tumours segmentation is a 

challenging task due to variability in its geometry (Patient 6: small tumour region and 

Patient 2: large tumour region), presence of necrotic tissues in the region, overlap of 

feature values of the tumour and non-tumour pixels (Fig. 4.2(a)), no distinct 

boundaries between tumourous and healthy tissues (Fig. 4.2(b)) and the presence of 

MRI artefacts. Further, significant inter- (Fig. 4.2) and intra- (Fig. 4.1) intensity 

variations across the patients with no predictable pattern and low frequency intensity 

variation (IIH) across the slice (Fig. 4.2) complicates the segmentation of a tumour 

region. Furthermore, inconsistency in the throat regions (low intensity region in the 

centre of the slice), with regard to shapes and sizes, between different patients require 

additional processing for detection of the throat regions. 
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Table 4.1: Typical information of the 10 patients used in this research. Patient No. was randomly assigned to the patient for this research project. Different 1.5 

Tesla (T) MRI scanners with different imaging protocols used to obtain MRI slices and low values of CNR, particularly for Patient 4 and 6, can be noted from 

the Table.  

 

M - Male        BoT – Base of Tongue      SMA - Siemens Magnetom Avanto (Erlangen Germany)          TE – Echo Time           CNR – Contrast to noise ratio 

Patient  

No. 

Gender Age 

(years) 

Type 

of 

Cancer 

1.5T 

MRI 

scanner 

No. of 

slices 

with 

tumour  

Slice 

thickness 

(mm) 

Spacing 

between 

slices 

(mm) 

TE/TR 

(seconds) 

Flip 

Angle 

(degree) 

Pixel 

spacing 

(mm)  

Matrix 

size 

(pixels 

x 

pixels) 

Band-

width 

(Hz/pixel) 

CNR 

(dB) 

SNR 

(dB) 

1 M 52 BoT SMA  8 4 4.4 18/995 150 0.94x0.94 256x256 220 26.89 37.36 

2 M 48 BoT Intera  12 5 6 14/640 90 0.43x0.43 512x512 195 23.28 35.43 

3 M 72 BoT GE 7 3 4 9.33/1021 90 0.47x0.47 512x512 97.65 17.24 27.42 

4 M 53 BoT GE 12 3 4 9.33/766 90 0.47x0.47 512x512 97.65 13.24 35.94 

5 F 55 BoT GE 7 3 4 9.33/766 90 0.47x0.47 512x512 97.65 33.64 37.27 

6 M 49 BoT GE 9 3.5 4.5 9.17/640 90 0.47x0.47 512x512 97.65 09.60 37.74 

7 F 66 Larynx Intera  12 3 4 14/640 90 0.43x0.43 512x512 195 19.88 29.75 

8 F 66 Larynx SMA  7 3 3.3 20/750 150 0.63x0.63 384x384 221 29.23 31.33 

9 F 64 Larynx SMA 17 3 3.3 17/542 150 0.78x0.78 256x256 201 21.07 27.64 

10 M 54 Larynx GE 11 3 4 9.06/1066 90 0.47x0.47 512x512 97.65 32.36 30.87 
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F - Female                  Intera Neuro coils – Philips Medical Systems                            TR – Repetition Time  SNR – Signal to noise ratio    

     GE - Signa HDxt 1.5-Tesla scanner - GE Medical Systems 
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 Patient 1 (a) (Oropharynx)      Patient 2 (Oropharynx)        Patient 3 (Oropharynx) 

 

Patient 4 (b) (Oropharynx)        Patient 5 (Oropharynx)         Patient 6 (Oropharynx) 

 

   Patient 7 (Larynx)         Patient 8 (Larynx)        Patient 9 (Larynx)       Patient 10 (Larynx) 

Fig. 4.2: Typical real T1+Gd MRI slices, obtained from different MRI scanners with different 

imaging protocols, with oropharynx and larynx tumours present (white outline), from each of 

10 patients used in this research. Different contrast uptake, shape and size, intensity overlap 

with neighbouring structures of the tumour regions (GTV) can be observed (a) MRI slice with 

tumour that is not fully enhanced. (b) MRI slice with tumour diffused in normal tissues with 

no distinct edge. 

 

Ethics statement  

This research did not require formal ethical approval as all the MR images utilised in 

the research were fully anonymised, archival images obtained from the research 

databases in the Clinical Oncology department of The Beatson West of Scotland 

Cancer Centre, Glasgow.   
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4.3 Procedure to obtain reference segmentation on real data 

Several studies [2], [30], [114] have shown that manual technique can be used to assess 

the performance of any proposed algorithm. Thus, manual segmentation results 

obtained from medical experts was used as reference segmentation in this research to 

validate the automatic segmentation results. The MRI scans of all 10 patients were 

peer reviewed in the oncology centre at the head-and-neck radiotherapy weekly team 

meeting. From that meeting, expert general consensus on the tumour outline on all 2D 

(axial) slices (102 axial slices), which is considered as a gold standard in current 

clinical practice, was obtained. The tumour outline obtained using the developed 

automatic algorithms were qualitatively and quantitatively compared to this consensus 

manual outline (gold standard) on slice-by-slice basis.  

 Further, two independent clinical oncologists’ (C1 and C2) manually traced the 

outline of tumour on all 102 axial MRI slices using a built-in Matlab GUI (Appendix 

A) according to the published guidelines [32], [33]. In order to analyse inter- and intra- 

variability in manual segmentation results, C1 and C2 repeated this procedure on the 

same datasets approximately one month later. C1 and C2 were provided with no prior 

information on patients either clinical or radiological. C1 and C2 have expertise in 

upper gastrointestinal radiotherapy. The algorithm GTV results were also compared to 

GTV outlines obtained from C1 and C2. 

 For the evaluation of automatic throat segmentation results, outline of the 

throat regions obtained from one experienced CO was used as a reference standard. 

4.4 Synthetic dataset  

Synthetic MRI data is generated analytically from k-space coordinates using the Shepp 

and Logan head phantom [146] function as described in [147]. From this raw data, 

MRI slice is reconstructed using FFT. This synthetic MRI slice (Fig. 4.3(a)) is 

superposition of five ellipses. Large ellipse represents head and small ellipses inside 

this large ellipse represent features likes tumour region, salivary glands and throat 

region. The resolution of the slice is 256x256 pixels.  

 Further, to validate the robustness of the algorithm in presence of MRI 

artefacts, the generated MRI slice is corrupted with an increasing level of Rician noise 

(with standard deviation of 5-10-15), decreasing level of tumour-to-background 
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contrast ratio (0.5-0.3-0.2) and increasing level of IIH (sin-cos-sincos). An example of 

a bias field generated using sin, cos and sincos function is shown in Fig 4.4. A total of 

27 synthetic MRI slices were created to test the system (Fig. 4.3(b) and (c)). The 

reference slice for this evaluation is the reconstructed MRI slice without the addition 

of any artefacts (Fig 4.3(a)).   

              

                             (a)                                  (b)                                         (c)      

Fig. 4.3: Examples of synthetic MRI slice (a) ground truth (b) MRI slice with noise of standard 

deviation: 5, contrast ratio: 0.5, and IIH: cos (c) MRI slice with noise of standard deviation: 

15, contrast ratio: 0.2, and IIH: sin (black arrow indicate cancer region ellipse) 

                        

                        (a)                                             (b)                                           (c) 

Fig. 4.4: Example of IIH used in synthetic MRI data set (a) sin (b) cos (c) sincos function 

Synthetic volume 

To validate the 3D throat region segmentation algorithm, synthetic MRI volume was 

also generated similar to synthetic MRI slice data that include simulated throat region. 

The throat region was constructed as low intensity ellipses of varying sizes, 

approximating the shape of a conical sphere (Fig. 4.5). In total 32 slices were 

reconstructed with varying size of the throat region with in-plane resolution of 

256x256 pixels, thus creating volume of 256x256x32 voxels. The generated MRI 

volume was corrupted with similar artefact as synthetic MRI slice. Thus, a total of 27 

synthetic MRI volumes were created to test 3D throat region segmentation algorithm.  
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Fig. 4.5: Example of MRI slices from synthetic MRI volumes with addition of MRI artefacts 

(black arrow indicate the throat region as low intensity ellipses of varying sizes) 

4.5 Evaluation parameters 

The performance of the developed algorithms in this work is evaluated, by comparing, 

for a given MRI slice; the segmentation results obtained from developed algorithms 

and manual (reference) segmentation results, using a number of region and distance-

based quantitative (evaluation) measures. The important purpose of an automatic 

framework in this context is to separate the desired region from the rest of anatomical 

structures and obtain the accurate outline of the separated region. Therefore, we study 

the dice similarity coefficient (DSC), F-measure, modified Hausdorff distance (MHD), 

and correlation analysis which are common metrics to assess the segmented area and 

outline of the segmented region [2], [77], [117].   
 

Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) 

DSC [148] is chosen as one of the evaluation parameter in this work as it is one of the 

best metric [3] to measure the spatial overlap (alignment) of the two segmented areas. 

DSC normalises the number of true positives to the average size of the segmented 

areas. For a given automatic binary segmentation mask autoK  and a reference mask

refK , DSC is given as: 

refauto

refauto

KK

)KK(2
)B,A(DSC

+


=

                                    
4.2 

where   is intersection and +  is addition operator. A  DSC value of 1 indicates perfect 

spatial agreement between segmentation and reference segmentation mask, while 0 

indicates no agreement. A DSC value of  ≥ 0.7 was indicated as an acceptable 
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agreement in [2], [30], [114] for a cancer region. A drawback a DSC metric is that, it 

does not capture shape variations in the outline of the segmentation results.  
 

Modified Hausdorff Distance (MHD) 

In RTP, CO is interested in the accuracy of the segmentation outline of the tumour. 

Any over-inclusion will result in healthy tissue being attacked with radiation; any 

under-inclusion will lead to that part of the tumour not being treated as it should. Thus, 

a surface distance measure like MHD metric, which capture shape variation in the 

segmentation outline, is used in this work to evaluate the accuracy of the segmentation 

outline.  

 The Hausdorff distance [149] measure the maximum of the minimum distance 

between two sets of points of segmentation outlines. MHD [149] reduces impact of 

outliers and noise compared to original Hausdorff distance. MHD between two point 

sets, )k,...k,k{P Nauto21auto = and )k,...k,k{P Nref21ref =  
is given as:  
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where )P,k(d ref is minimum Euclidean distance between point k  in set autoP  to all 

points in refP . Low variation in segmentation outlines yield low MHD values (< 1mm) 

[130].  
 

F-measure  

Precision (positive predictive value) and recall (true positive rate) (sensitivity) are 

useful measures of segmentation quality in terms of over and under segmentation 

[150]. Precision measures the percentage of pixels in the automatic segmentation that 

correspond to pixels in the reference segmentation and is sensitive to over-

segmentation. A low precision indicate large false positive pixels (over segmentation). 

Recall measures the percentage of pixels in the reference segmentation that were 

detected in the automatic segmentation and is sensitive to under-segmentation. F-

measure [77] is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.  

 Precision, recall and F-measure, using true positive (TP), true negative (TN), 

false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) pixels (Fig. 4.6), are calculated as:  
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Similar to DSC, F-measure value of 1 indicate perfect agreement, while 0 indicates no 

agreement.  

 

                    

 

 

                                                                                                                  True Negative (TN) 

Fig. 4.6: An illustration of true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP) and 

false negatives (FN) pixels used to calculate precision and recall.  

Correlation analysis  

The Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) r  measure the strength of a linear 

association between two variables [117] (for instance, association between segmented 

cancer areas by automatic and manual method). The r  value ranges from -1 to 1 with 

sign indicating the direction of linear relationship between two variables. The r  value 

of -1 indicates perfect negative correlation, 0 indicates no correlation and 1 indicates 

perfect positive correlation. A value of >0.6 indicates a strong positive correlation and 

>0.8 very strong [117].   
  

 

                                 (a)                                                                        (b) 

Fig. 4.7: Linear correlation analysis (a) positive (b) negative (Correlation coefficient (r) 

indicates the strength of correlation, red line indicate direction of the data) 
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Box plot 

Box plot [151] is a graphical tool used to show the general distribution of a dataset 

(Fig. 4.8). The bottom dash line in the graph is data minimum: the bottom of the box 

is the estimated 25% point; the middle line (red line) in the box is data median; the top 

of the box is the estimated 75% point and the top dash line is the data maximum. The 

red plus represent the outliers of the sample data. Boxplot can provide information 

about the shape of a data set. This can be interpreted by looking at the position of the 

median in the box. If the median line within the box is not equidistant from the hinges 

then the data is skewed. 

 

 

Fig. 4.8: Example of Box plot showing range of Hausdorff distance (mm) values with general 

indication of their distribution. The centre red line in the box shows median value, the ends of 

the box shows one and three quarters of the way through dataset, and end of whiskers show 

minimum and maximum values of data, red plus are the outliers of the data.  

Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis of the segmentation results are performed using Minitab Statistical 

Software (version 17.0). Each data set is first given an Anderson-Darling (AD) test in 

order to ascertain if the data were normally distributed. If the data were not normally 

distributed, the normality was assumed as t-test and linear regression are robust to the 

assumption of normality for large sample size (N>=80) [152]. After normality test, the 

comparison dataset used a two tail (paired) independent t-test to test the statistical 

significance. The alpha level was set at 0.05. The null hypothesis was H0: no difference 

between the two segmentation results, and this hypothesis was rejected only when 

-value <0.05. 
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  For PCC, the correlation was assumed to statistically significant when  -

value <0.05.  Further, to verify if correlation coefficient is statistically significant for 

given sample size, sample size was calculated based on level of significance  (Type 

I error), a power value (Type II error) and effect size. Effect size in this case is 

measured as r and represents the strength of the relationship. These effect sizes for the 

PCC are 0.10 for a small effect size, 0.30 for a medium effect size, and 0.50 for a large 

effect size [153]. Thus, for a  of 0.05, a power of 0.80, and a medium effect size, 

sample size of 85 is required [153].  

 

4.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter the real T1+Gd MRI data collection of oropharynx and larynx cancer 

patients was presented. The synthetic MRI data generated to validate the robustness of 

the developed algorithms in presence of MRI artefacts was also described. Some 

evaluation metrics were introduced to assess the performance of the proposed 

algorithms. In the following chapters (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6) the novel techniques 

developed for the segmentation and quantification oropharynx and larynx tumours 

(GTV) will be discussed and implemented on MRI dataset discussed in this Chapter.
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Chapter 5                                                       

Novel oropharynx and larynx tumours 

segmentation and quantification framework 

 

5.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 4, the collection and analysis of real (clinical) and generation of synthetic 

MRI data used in this thesis was described. The evaluation parameters used to 

investigate the performance of the proposed algorithms were also introduced in 

Chapter 4. The objective of this work is to develop an automatic, reliable and 

quantitative assessment system for oropharynx and larynx tumours from MRI datasets 

described in Chapter 4. Few systems discussed in Section 3.7 developed for the 

segmentation of tongue (oropharynx) [103], [110] or larynx tumours [154] from MRI 

are either semi-automatic [103] which require user input from an expert or require 

multi-modality MRI [110]. Further, these systems [103], [110], [154] lack through 

validation with manual approach used in a current clinical practice. Thus, this chapter 

presents the framework (PLCSF) which includes the automatic extraction and 

segmentation of oropharyngeal and laryngeal tumour regions in 2D with 3D 

reconstruction and volume calculation from T1+Gd MRI slices.  

 The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 describes the 

reason to develop 2D segmentation framework. Section 5.3 presents the proposed 

framework (PLCSF). Section 5.4 describes the 3D reconstruction and volume 

calculation algorithm for segmented tumour outlines with conclusion of this chapter 

in Section 5.5.  

5.2 Why 2D segmentation framework? 

In the proposed framework, the tumour regions from each axial MRI slice are 

segmented separately (2D segmentation Section 3.2) and then reconstructed in 3D for 

further visualisation and quantification as oppose to direct 3D segmentation (Section 

3.2). A major difficultly of the dataset used in this work is that the sequential MRI 

slices obtained using same imaging protocols from a single MRI scanner for one 
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patient show dissimilar intensity values for the same tissue types (tumourous tissue) 

(Fig. 4.2) with no predictable pattern. Thus, to consider all MRI slices in one volume 

for 3D cancer segmentation, intensity standardisation that reduces intra-intensity 

variation across MRI slices need to be employed. However, intensity standardisation 

in presence of large pathologies (tumours) remains a very challenging problem [34]. 

Further, MRI data in this study is highly anisotropic with large spacing in between 

consecutive slices (maximum spacing 6 mm), which may provide inaccurate results if 

using initial 3D segmentation. For instance, 3D level set segmentation with large slice 

spacing may cause collapsing of level set function and missing the desired region in 

the slice.  Moreover, the 3D segmentation approaches use global parameter values 

(such as a single threshold value for all MRI slices) which may not be suitable for 

slices with non-standardised intensity range. Thus, using a 2D approach in this work, 

we aim is to obtain segmentation results in close agreement with the manual outlines 

in the limited time frame.   

 

5.3 Pharyngeal and laryngeal cancer segmentation framework 

(PLCSF)  

The flowchart in Fig. 5.1 illustrates the steps of the proposed framework (PLCSF) for 

oropharynx and larynx tumours (GTV) segmentation from axial T1+Gd MRI slices. 

The proposed PLCSF takes a single axial MRI slice as input and produce the outline 

of the expected cancer region as output. For this, initially the selected region of interest 

(ROI) from MRI slice is processed to increase the contrast (intensity difference) 

between different tissues and to reduce background noise and IIH. Anatomical 

(Throat) regions close to the expected tumour location are detected from the ROI. 

MFCM clustering [11] which includes a squared Euclidean distance measure created 

from the average point of the throat region is used to separate different tissue types in 

different clusters. Further, SUSAN technique [61] and morphological filtering [60] are 

applied to the selected cluster to reduce noise and wherever appropriate concavity 

checks are utilised for labelling of the expected tumour regions. Finally, the labelled 

region is used as an initialisation for the localised region based level set evolution 

[122] which converges to obtain the final segmentation boundary.   

 

                         

Region of interest selection 

Contrast enhancement and noise reduction 

Bias field (IIH) reduction using bicubic spline 

with adaptive spline distance 
 

 

   Pre-processing 

Fuzzy rules based throat region detection 
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Fig.  5.1: PLCSF flowchart for oropharynx and larynx tumours segmentation from T1+Gd 

MRI slices. 

5.3.1 Pre-processing 

The ROI )y,x(R [11] is obtained automatically from a MRI slice )y,x(I  (Fig. 5.2(a)) 

to reduce the computational complexity and processing time of the algorithm using an 

Otsu threshold value Th [155] and knowledge that tumour is present in the upper part 

of a slice. To obtain ROI, first the binary mask )y,x(K is calculated as: 



 

=
otherwise,0

Th)y,x(Iif,1
)y,x(K

                                          

5.1 

Then, the height )k(BBd  of the bounding box [156] of each connected component in 

)y,x(K  is obtained as: 

N...1k}BB{height)k(BB kd =                                  5.2 

where kBB  represents a bounding box of the 
thk connected component and M

represents the number of connected components in )y,x(K . The active area )y,x(A  

(Fig. 5.2(a) white box) is selected as the region from )y,x(I corresponding to the 

connected component in )y,x(K  with the bounding box of the largest height.  
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)y,x(Imaxarg)y,x(A
)k(BBd

=                                             5.3 

The ROI )y,x(R (Fig. 5.2(b)) is obtained as 1 to 70 percent (%) of height and entire 

width of the active area )y,x(A .  

yx N*7.0..1yandN..1x)y,x(A)y,x(R =           5.4                                    

where xN  the number of columns (width) and yN  represents the number of rows 

(height) of the )y,x(A . 

          

                          (a)                                         (b)                                   (c) 

Fig.  5.2: (a) Original MRI slice (white box: active area) (b) original ROI (c) pre-processed 

ROI which is further employed for segmentation of a tumour (ROI: region of interest). 

 The obtained ROI (Fig. 5.2(b)) have poor contrast (intensity difference) 

between different tissue types. Thus the contrast among different tissue types present 

in a ROI is increased using background brightness preserving histogram equalisation 

(BBPHE) [57]. In BBPHE, ROI is divided into background and foreground regions. 

HE is applied separately to these regions and then they are combined to get the final 

output ROI. Unlike traditional HE [54], BBPHE avoid enhancement of background 

noise while increasing the contrast among different tissue types in the foreground. For 

BBPHE, in this work the ROI is divided into foreground and background using the 

first local minima of the ROI histogram. The background noise is further reduced from 

ROI )y,x(R  using the log-exponential transform [54] as: 

))y,x(Rexp(log()y,x(R =                                      5.5 

In this transform, ROI is log transformed and then corresponding exponential 

transformed of the log transformed ROI is obtained. The purpose of this transform is 

to compress low intensity pixels and enhance high intensity pixels thus, to increase the 

contrast and reduce the background noise. 
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 Finally, IIH observed in a contrast-enhanced noise removed ROI is estimated 

using bicubic spline where the placement of knots is determined using derivative and 

filtering technique (Section 6.2). The estimated IIH is reduced using local entropy 

minimisation technique. A detail description of IIH estimation and reduction technique 

is presented in Section 6.2 of this thesis. A typical pre-processed ROI is illustrated in 

Fig. 5.2(c).  

5.3.2 Expected tumour region extraction from pre-processed ROI 

From a pre-processed ROI, spatial and intensity information of the expected tumour 

region is utilised to extract the region. Initially, the throat region (anatomical structure) 

close to the expected tumour location is detected from the ROI using thresholding and 

fuzzy rules based system (Section 6.3). The distance measure created from the average 

throat region pixel is embedded in FCM clustering to assign high membership values 

to the pixels close to the throat region. Using this modified FCM (MFCM) (Section 

6.4) ROI is divided into five clusters to separate different tissue types in different 

clusters. Then, the expected tumour pixels (Fig. 5.3(a)) are labelled from the selected 

cluster using the membership values of the pixels. Detection of the throat region and 

MFCM clustering with extraction of a tumour region has been described in detail in 

Section 6.3 and Section 6.4 respectively of this thesis.  

5.3.3 Labelled tumour region boundary refinement 

Noise and isolated speckles from the labelled tumour pixels are reduced using SUSAN 

technique and morphological filtering. The SUSAN algorithm uses a non-linear 

filtering to reduce noise while preserving edges. A mask of 3x3 and brightness 

threshold of 10 is used to discriminate noise and underlying image features. Then the 

morphological filtering is applied to remove small regions and to preserve topology of 

the large regions. Morphological filtering here is a closing operation followed by an 

opening process with disk shape structuring element of radius 5.  

 For some MRI slices, the labelled tumour region is around the throat region. 

To decide the throat region inclusion in a detected region, a concavity measure [54] of 

the detected region is computed. Concavity measure is obtained by dividing the area 

of region with its convex area. If the concavity of the detected region is less than certain 
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value (0.7), the throat region is included in the labelled tumour region, otherwise it is 

excluded.   

 

            

                               (a)                                    (b)                               (c)          

Fig.  5.3: (a) labelled pixels for the candidate as the tumour pixels (b) initialisation (zero level 

set) for LSM obtained after filtering (a) (c) final boundary of the labelled tumour region 

obtained using PLCSF (black outline) and manual outline (white) 

 Finally, the localised region based LSM where zero (initial) level set (Fig. 

5.3(b)) represents the boundary of the noise removed labelled tumour pixels is evolved 

to obtain the final smooth boundary. In this work, the signed distance function is 

utilised as a level set function and the region statistics such as mean and area of the 

local interior and exterior region around each point (Fig. 5.4) on the zero level set is 

considered as a force V  (Eq. 3.14) for the level set evolution. This localised region 

based model successfully segments the heterogeneous region with weak edges, where 

both global region-based and local edge based methods (Section 3.5.3) fail.  

 Thus the evolution equation for local region based LSM, similar to Eq. 3.14, is 

given as [122]: 
 

)
)x(

)x(
(div))x((wV))x(()x(

t 









+−=





                        

5.6 

 

where ))x((  is Dirac delta function which specify the area just around the curve. 

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. 6.6 is the external force term V which 

drives level set to the desired boundary and second term )
)x(

)x(
(div









 

is the curvature 

of the level set function   which keeps   smooth and is penalised by parameter w .  

 The external term is given as: 
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where inx  is the mean and 
in

A is the area of interior and outx
 
and 

out
A of the 

exterior local region )y,x(M .  

 
                                                     (a)                                     (b) 

Fig.  5.4:  Area used in level set evolution (a) Local interior is shaded part of the mask and in 

(b) local exterior is shaded part of the mask along the contour C [122] © 2013 IEEE. 

 In this work, the radius of local region )y,x(Kmask  (Fig. 5.4) is 1% of the 

number of elements (foreground pixels) in the initialisation of LSM (Fig. 5.3(b)). The 

mean separation energy where optimisation of energy occurs when foreground and 

background have maximally separate mean intensities is used to stop the evolution 

[157]. When the surface evolution converges after 500 iterations, the final tumour 

segmentation boundary is obtained. Obtaining the smooth boundary of the tumour 

region is important in radiation oncology as clinical expert outlines the cancer borders 

using contouring for radiotherapy planning as opposed to pixel by pixel labelling as 

done in clustering algorithms. This smoothing process is expected to obtain a tumour 

boundary close to the expert’s manual outline. The qualitative result of level set 

evolution is shown in Fig. 5.3(c). 

5.4 3D reconstruction, smoothing and volume calculation of 

segmented tumour outlines 

The process of reconstructing the tumour in 3D, for visualisation, from 2D contours 

(outlines) is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. The individual tumour contours (Fig. 5.5(a) blue 

outlines) obtained from a sequential MRI slices are stacked to produce a 3D dataset 
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(Fig. 5.5(b)). The slice location and spacing between slices are determined from the 

DICOM image header to stack the contours (Fig. 5.5(b)). 

 
(a)  

  

                              (b) 

    
                      

                                 (c)  

 
 

(e) 

 

(d) 

 

Fig.  5.5: 3D reconstruction of a tumour from 2D contours (a) tumour contours (blue outlines) 

obtained using PLCSF on 2D axial MRI slices from a patient (b) tumour contours in 3D dataset 

(blue outlines) with indices indicated by red dots (c) interpolation between contours (d) 

rectangular mesh generation (e) 3D reconstructed tumour region.  

 

The indices (red dot on blue outlines in (Fig. 5.5(b)) of the contour pixels along with 

slice location allow converting the contour data into a set of points in 3-dimensions. 

As there is a large spacing (3.5-6 mm) in between the contours, in our implementation 

the information between the indices of pair of contours (outlines) is interpolated (Fig. 
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5.5(c)) to obtain a smooth 3D structure. The interpolation is performed using cubic 

spline technique [158]. Cubic spline interpolation is a piecewise interpolation process 

that relies on constructing a polynomial of third degree between each pair of indices. 

This interpolation obtains a smoother curve compared to first and second degree 

polynomial and avoids overshoot observed in higher degree polynomial. Further, a 

mesh (Fig. 5.5(d) red patch) is produced between a pair of contours using indices of 

the contours. The mesh process joins two contours by creating a strip of rectangles 

using the correspondences between indices. Mesh generation is repeated for each pair 

of contours to reconstruct a region. The reconstructed tumour region is illustrated in 

Fig. 5.5(e).  

 As tumour region on each axial slice is segmented separately without 

considering spatial information from neighbouring slices, the irregularities in terms of 

slight over and under segmentation of tumour regions are observed in sequential 2D 

contours which are reflected in a 3D reconstructed tumour (Fig. 5.6(a) black arrows). 

In this work, these irregularities in 2D contours are reduced by automatic smoothing 

of the 3D reconstructed volume (Fig. 5.6(b)). The smoothing is performed using a two-

step Gaussian algorithm described in [159]. In this two-step approach, alternating 

smoothing and un-smoothing process is implemented to preserve the shape more 

realistically than the conventional Gaussian smoothing filter. Thus, 3D smoothing 

removes high frequency variations (such as sharp spikes and tail regions) that may be 

present on 2D tumour outline and produce smooth 3D structure of a tumour region. 

However, the limitation of this 3D smoothing is that it sometimes over smooth the 

region which results in the inclusion of other anatomical structure in the tumour outline 

(Fig. 5.6(d)). This is because, the 3D smoothing does not utilise any underlying grey-

level information from the slices as it is only based on positional information.   

 Finally, the volume of the reconstructed region is calculated in cubic 

centimetres (cm3) by the summation of all 2D tumour areas in each slice and 

multiplication by the slice profile (slice thickness plus spacing in between slices 

(mm)). The 2D tumour area is obtained by summing the number of pixels inside 

tumour contour multiplied by the pixel spacing (mm).  
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                                     (a)                                                                 (b) 

                           

  (c)                                                         (d) 

Fig.  5.6: Improvement and limitation of 3D smoothing  

Improvement - 3D reconstructed tumour region (a) before smoothing (irregularities indicated 

by black arrows) (b) after smoothing (irregularities are reduced).  

Limitation - Tumour outline (c) before smoothing (throat region is not included in the tumour 

(yellow) outline (d) after smoothing (throat region (white arrow) is included in the tumour 

(yellow) outline).  

5.5 Discussion  

Segmentation of oropharynx and larynx tumours is particularly difficult due to the 

presence of MRI artefacts, noise, enhancements of other non-tumours regions (blood 

vessels, salivary glands), geometric variability and weak edges of the tumour regions 

across the patients. An unsupervised segmentation framework (PLCSF) was presented 

in this Chapter for this task that does not require any manual intervention or training 

data. This framework makes no assumption about the shape or size of the tumour 

regions, thus can successfully segment the tumour regions with geometric variability. 

The cases used in this study are representative of everyday clinical challenges. PLCSF 

can also perform robustly against the variations caused by different MRI protocols 

with different manufacturer and scanner models. To our knowledge, this is the first 
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study that validates the use of an MRI-based automatic segmentation tool for tumour 

(GTV) segmentation (delineation) and 3D visualisation in oropharyngeal and 

laryngeal cases. 

In this framework (PLCSF), a novel adaptive determination of parameter spline 

distance (knot spacing) allowed the correction of complex bias field (IIH) present in 

MRI slices used in this work. Detection of the throat region using fuzzy rules based 

technique allowed the knowledge of the approximate tumourous position to be 

embedded in the system, particularly in MFCM, thus reducing further processing steps 

to eliminate healthy tissues from tumour detected clusters that are away from the throat 

region. The continuity and spatial smoothness of the tumour boundary was ensured by 

evolving the level set surface on the detected region.  

This proposed system enables 3D reconstruction of a tumour (GTV) which can 

provide clinicians with additional information not easily available from 2D MRI slices. 

Automatic tumour volume measurement could contribute to further tumour staging 

and prognostication. It has been shown in previous studies [38], [103] that tumour 

volume is a significant factor in determining the outcome following primary 

radiotherapy in HNC. 

Further, using a single modality (T1+Gd) in RTP can reduce scanning and 

processing time of MRI slices and increase the computational efficiency. Thus this 

tool that integrates novel image processing technique can segment the cancer region 

with substantial variation in intensity, size and shape from 2D MRI slices.  

 

5.6 Conclusion  

This chapter presented a new automatic, reliable system (framework) for MRI 

oropharynx and larynx tumours. The system can effectively reduce artefacts, extract 

the expected tumour region using prior knowledge and obtain smooth outline of the 

tumour boundary by integrating image processing techniques such as FCM clustering 

and LSM from 2D axial T1+Gd MRI slices. Further, system reconstruct tumour in 3D 

to obtain additional information not available from 2D slices. The novel methodologies 

incorporated in this framework for IIH reduction, throat region detection and 

extraction of tumour region are explained in next Chapter (Chapter 6). 
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Chapter 6                                                        

Novel oropharynx and larynx tumours 

extraction algorithm                                                                                 

 

6.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter introduced the framework for the assessment of oropharyngeal 

and laryngeal tumour regions (GTV) from axial T1+Gd MRI slices. This chapter 

presents the novel algorithms included in the framework to correct IIH (Section 5.3.1) 

and for the tumour region (GTV) extraction (Section 5.3.2) from T1+Gd MRI slices 

using FCM clustering with the additional distance measure.  

 As mentioned in Section 5.3.1, the IIH (bias field) (Section 2.6) from MRI 

slices is estimated using bicubic spline with adaptive spline distance and reduced using 

entropy minimisation technique. In Section 3.3.2 it was mentioned that for IIH 

reduction using spline techniques [10], [71], [72], parameter spline distance is 

important for the correct estimation of a bias field. However, in literature [10], [71], 

[72] this parameter is set to a constant value for all MRI slices which limits it 

applicability in intra-intensity variations between slices and presence of tumour 

regions. Thus, a novel technique to determine spline distance for IIH estimation from 

each MRI slice is proposed in this chapter.  

 Further, to embed spatial information in the extraction of tumour regions, the 

throat region (anatomical structure) close to the expected tumour location is detected. 

The throat segmentation methods described in Section 3.6 either assume shape 

information [91]–[93], [95] which is violated in presence of pathology near the region 

or require manual interaction [12], [94], [97]. Thus, a new method for the throat region 

detection (ThDA) based on fuzzy rules is presented in this chapter.  Finally, a MRI 

slice is divided into different tissue types (clusters) using novel MFCM clustering and 

tumour region is extracted automatically from the selected cluster. In MFCM 

clustering, spatial information of the expected tumour region is integrated in FCM 

clustering [13] to extract the tumour regions. Tumour segmentation techniques using 

FCM [106]–[111] described in Section 3.7 does not  
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utilise any spatial information of the expected tumour region.  

 The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 describes the 

IIH reduction technique with adaptive spline distance and its comparison with constant 

spline distance. Section 6.3 presents novel throat detection algorithm (ThDA) and its 

experimental results. Novel MFCM clustering technique employed for tumour (GTV) 

region extraction and validation of its robustness compared to standard FCM [13] is 

described in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 concludes the chapter.  

6.2 Intensity inhomogeneity (IIH) reduction from a MRI slice 

Bias field (IIH) artefact was observed in the MRI data discussed in Section 4.2. To 

eliminate the effect of this artefact in subsequent analysis of a tumour region, in this 

work the method described in [10] is used as a basis to reduce the IIH from a MRI 

slice (Fig. 6.1(a)). This technique [10] was chosen as this technique is developed 

particularly for the neck region. It considers the challenges faced for IIH (Fig. 6.1(b)) 

correction in a neck region such as pixels (throat region) that are near the tumour region 

are void of signal and it can correct complex bias field which is observed in MRI slices 

in this work.  

            

                         (a)                                             (b)                                         (c) 

Fig.  6.1: (a) MRI slice (b) estimated bias field for Fig 5.1(a) (c) IIH reduced slice (roughly 

obtained by dividing Fig. 5.1(a) by Fig. 5.1(b)) [11] © 2014 IEEE.   

 Thus, the initial bias field (IIH) from a MRI slice is calculated by fitting a third 

order polynomial function to all tissue pixels excluding background (near zero 

intensity) pixels. The polynomial function is fitted to tissue pixels using the least 

square approximation. This initial estimate of the bias field (IIH) is then refined using 

bicubic spline defined by grid of knots evenly spread out across the slice by taking into 

account the value of the bias field at knot locations. In [10], the spacing between the 

consecutive knots (spline distance) is set to a constant value (21 mm) for all MRI 

slices. In this work, this spacing between knots is determined automatically 
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(adaptively) for each MRI slice based on underlying data [160]. The spline distance is 

determined separately for rows and columns (Fig. 6.2(a)).    

 
 

 (a) Bias field 

  
 

(b) Column-wise mean intensity 

profile of bias field  

 
 

(c) Fourth derivative of (b) 

 
 

(d) Filtered data from (c) 

 
 

  (e) knot location marked with ‘o’ 

 

Fig.  6.2: The procedure to determine spline distance parameter (distance between consecutive 

knots) for bias field estimation from a MRI slice.  

 To calculate this distance, initially the fourth derivative of the data (Fig. 6.2(c)) 

is calculated using central difference method. This data is divided into distinct regions 

after passing it through a maximum filter [60] of window size 20 and merging small 

regions into nearby regions to reduce noise (Fig. 6.2(d)). The value of window size is 

chosen so as to remove undesired high frequency components while avoiding 

excessive smoothing and merging of adjacent regions. The number of knots iN  in 

each distinct region is computed [160] as: 
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between consecutive knots (spline distance) is subsequently calculated, as the number 

of elements in data divided by the total number of knots (Fig. 6.2(e)). 

 All knots have equal spacing between them. With knots spaced evenly across 

the slice, the estimated bias field value at each knot location is used for optimisation. 

The optimisation is carried out by minimising the local entropy of the slice, starting 

with a knot with the highest estimated bias field value, and merging areas of lower 

values in a sequential (iterative) fashion [10]. The process continues until all knots 

have been optimised. Fig. 6.1(c) shows a typical IIH reduced slice. Other example of 

IIH reduction using synthetic MRI slice is shown in Fig. 6.3.  

           

                             (a)                                    (b)                                     (c) 

Fig.  6.3: (a) Synthetic MRI slice (b) estimated bias field for Fig. 6.3(a) (c) IIH reduced slice.  

6.2.1 Spline distance comparison: constant vs. adaptive  

For synthetic MRI data, the spline distance ranged from 28 to 36 pixels for 27 slices. 

However, it was observed from the experiments that bias field estimation was not 

overly sensitive to the spline distance; a value of 30 pixels worked well for all synthetic 

MRI slices.  

 For real MRI dataset, the spline distances ranged from 11mm to 38mm for 102 

axial slices obtained from three different MRI scanners. Experiments were performed 

by comparing set of constant spline distances (21mm [10], 30mm [72], and 60mm) 

against adaptive distance for each MRI axial slice for 10 patients. For quantitative 

measure of IIH reduction performance, we used a commonly accepted coefficient of 

variation (CoV) [46], [71], [72] of the tumour region segmented using manual 

consensus outline from corrected MRI slice. CoV is calculated as: 

corrected

correctedCoV



=                                                      6.2 

where   and   are standard deviation and mean of a tumour region from IIH  
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corrected slice respectively. The underlying assumption of CoV is that increasing IIH 

leads to increase in standard deviation of image intensity within a desired region. 

Hence, a larger reduction in CoV would correspond to better IIH reduction. The 

advantage of using adaptive spline distance compared to the default setting of 21mm 

is illustrated in Fig. 6.4.  

          

                       (a)                                       (b)                                         (c) 

Fig.  6.4: (a) Original MRI slice (b) corrected slice with spline distance 21mm (c) corrected 

slice with spline distance 16mm (determined using technique described in Section 6.2.) 

Average intensity values of selected ROIs (white box) are indicated below each slice.  

 Further, from Fig. 6.5 it can be noticed that CoV value for adaptive distance is 

less compared to other constant values except for one patient (Patient 2). For Patient 

2, due to large tumour region (Fig. 4.2), large knot spacing (60 mm) was required to 

correctly estimate the IIH compared to 38 mm obtained using proposed technique.  

  

Fig. 6.6.5: Coefficient of variation (CoV) for different knot spacing (spline distance) 

parameter used to estimate the bias field. Adaptive knot spacing reduces intensity variation 

(CoV) in a region of interest (ROI) compared to constant knot spacing.  
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 These results (Fig. 6.5) suggest that using adaptive spline distance produces 

better IIH reduction, which will translate into more accurate segmentation of a tumour 

region. The requirement for adaptive spline distance for the MRI dataset in this work 

can be attributed to different range of imaging parameters, variability in tumour areas 

(range: 89.97-3361.46 mm2) and significant inter- and intra- intensity variations in 

MRI data across the patients.   

6.3 Fuzzy rules-based throat region detection 

In this work it is known that the oropharyngeal and laryngeal tumour regions will be 

adjacent to the throat region, as illustrated in Fig. 2.15 and Fig. 6.6(a). To utilise this 

spatial information of the expected tumour regions, to robustly extract the tumours, the 

throat region is detected. Detection of the throat region from each MRI slice is 

challenging as the size and intensities of the throat region varies for each slice and 

topology of the region changes frequently. Thus here, we use a combination of 

thresholding and fuzzy rule-based methods for the throat region detection. We refer 

this automatic throat detection algorithm as ‘ThDA’.  

 In ThDA, at first the MRI slice )y,x(I   (Fig. 6.6(a)) is converted to a binary 

image )y,x(K  (Fig. 6.6(b)) using a threshold value obtained by Otsu method [155] 

as:

 

 



 

=
otherwise,0

Th)y,x(Iif,1
)y,x(K

 

6.3 

         
                      (a)                                       (b)                                               (c) 

Fig.  6.6: Initial steps for a throat region detection (a) MRI slice )y,x(I  (b) binary image 

)y,x(K  (c) binary image )y,x(K after removal of connected components with maximum 

signature radius greater than a certain value.   

 Further, a signature [54] of each connected component is calculated from the 

binary image. A signature is a 1-D representation of the boundary of an object, 

Throat region 
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calculated as distance between pixels on the boundary of an object and its centroid. 

Any connected component with a maximum signature radius greater than 10 percent 

(%) of number of rows of the binary image is removed from upper half of the image 

to reduce false positives (Fig. 6.6(c)). The value of 10% is decided based on empirical 

tests in which a range of values were systematically tested in turn to assess the effect 

on detection results.  

 Furthermore, the knowledge of the throat position in a binary image is 

incorporated in two fuzzy rules to classify pixels as the candidates for the throat region. 

These rules are created from the observation of a typical axial MRI slice. From the 

MRI slice, two typical characteristics of the throat region are observed: 

1. The throat region is present in the central part of the binary image plane. Thus, pixels 

are associated with the throat region using a fuzzy vertical line membership 

function VLF . VLF
 
is calculated from the column (Fig. 6.7(a)) centre ( vc ) and it is 

given as: 

yxVLVL N...1y,N...1x)}y,x(),y,x{(F ===                           6.4                                                                                                                                                                    

with  
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In this work for all MRI slices, uTh is set to 5 and lTh  to 20. Thus, the highest 

membership value of 1 is given to vc  and its immediate neighbours gradually 

decreasing the membership values on either side as distance increases from the 

centre (Fig. 6.7(a)).  

2. The throat region is close to the first row compared to the other connected 

components in the middle part of the binary image. Thus, fuzzy height membership 

rule HF  is used to associate the closeness of pixels to the first row of the binary 

image.  

 Therefore, HF  is given as: 

yxHH N...1y,N...1x)}y,x(),y,x{(F ===                          6.5                                                                                                                         

with  
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where 1uTh  is set to 1 and 1lTh  to nr . Thus, in this the highest membership value of 

1 is given to the first row of the binary image and gradually decreasing the 

membership values to other rows as distance increases from the first row (Fig. 

6.7(b)).  

          
 

                      (a)                                        (b)                                     (c)  

Fig.  6.7: Fuzzy rules for throat region detection (a) Fuzzy vertical line membership function

VLF
 
(b) Fuzzy height membership function HF  (c) VLHF : Intersection of VLF

 
and HF  

 The fuzzy ‘min’ operator is used to select the minimum of these two 

membership values for each element. It is given by: 

HVLVLH FFF =                                                    6.6  

yx

H1VL1F

N...1y,N...1x

))y,x()w1(),y,x(wmin()y,x(
VLH

==

−= 
 

The weights 1w  and 11 w−  are assigned to the membership values to vary the relative 

importance between )y,x(H and )y,x(VL . VLHF  obtained from these two fuzzy 

rules is demonstrated in Fig. 6.7(c). Finally, candidate pixels for the throat region are 

chosen as: 

KFF VLHtsecInter =                                               6.7 

))y,x(K),y,x(min()y,x( VLHF tsecInter
 =

 

 From tsecInterF  (Fig. 6.8(a)), pixels with highest membership values are chosen 

as pixels belonging to the throat region. The detected throat region from representative 

MRI slice is illustrated in Fig. 6.8(b).  
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                                          (a)                                                      (b) 

Fig.  6.8: (a) tsecInterF  : Intersection of VLF
 
and IB  (b) detected throat region pixels (in 

red)  as highest membership of tsecInterF  from a MRI slice. 

6.3.1 Experimental results 

This section presents the performance analysis of the ThDA algorithm. It consists of 

two parts: in the first part the qualitative and quantitative results of the ThDA are 

assessed on real and synthetic MRI slices and in second part; the ThDA is compared 

with two existing algorithms [11], [12]. The reference segmentation for the throat 

region from the synthetic MRI slices is obtained by applying the threshold and 

selecting the smallest low intensity region.  

 For real MRI data, manual outlines from the expert are used as reference 

segmentation. For quantitative assessment, F-measure (Section 4.5) is used as an 

evaluation metric on slice-by-slice basis. 

 Qualitative and quantitative evaluation of ThDA on real MRI dataset 

The ThDA successfully detected the desired (throat) region on all 27 synthetic and 102 

real MRI slices. For comparison with reference segmentation, Canny edge detector 

[54] was applied to the detected region to obtain the outline of the region. The visual 

results of the algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 6.9. In all slices in Fig. 6.9, white outline 

is the reference outline and red outline is obtained from the ThDA. It can be seen that 

algorithm can correctly identify the throat region of any shape and size. The 

underestimation of detected region can be observed in some real MRI slices (Fig. 

6.9(a), (b) and (c)) compared to the reference outline. This is because of the variation 

in image intensity from slice to slice and hence the variation in the threshold value and 

presence of high intensity tumour close to the region. Further, it can be observed that, 

if throat is split in two or more regions in the same slice (Fig. 6.9(d) and (e)), ThDA 

R
o

w
 

Column 
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can detect only one region which is close to the central part of the image. However, it 

can be noted that the aim of the (ThDA) algorithm development was the detection of 

the region (as a part or entire region), so that it can be used as a supplementary 

information in a tumour region extraction and not the segmentation or obtaining 

accurate outline of the throat region.    

                 

           
                                                                                     

                
                      (a)                                          (b)                                          (c) 

                 
                       (d)                                           (e)                                         (f)       

Fig.  6.9: Qualitative results of automatic throat detection algorithm (ThDA) on MRI slices 

from different patients (red outline: ThDA, white outline: reference outline) (first row- 

synthetic data). ThDA algorithm can successfully detect the throat region of various shapes, 

sizes and intensities from MRI images obtained using different imaging protocols. 
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 The graph in Fig. 6.10 shows F-measure value for real MRI dataset. The F-

measure value for a particular patient was obtained by averaging the F-measure values 

for all the slices in that patient. From Fig. 6.10, it can be seen that this value is greater 

than 0.6 for all patients with mean of 0.77 and standard deviation of 0.07 indicating 

acceptable agreement with manual results. The maximum value of F-measure 

observed was 0.94 for the slice shown in Fig. 5.9(f) and minimum value was 0.32 for 

the slice where throat was split into four regions and algorithm was able to detect only 

one region. Further, the low values of F-measure in some slices are due to large number 

of false negative pixels as ThDA underestimates the throat area. 

 

Fig.  6.10: Quantitative results of ThDA from real MRI dataset. The proposed ThDA 

successfully detected throat region from all MRI slices with mean F-measure of 0.77. 

 Comparison of ThDA with Hessian analysis and fuzzy connectedness  

The first comparison algorithm was proposed in our paper [11]. In this algorithm, the 

low intensity pixels were analysed based on Hessian matrix to classify pixels as 

belonging to the throat region. The second comparison algorithm was proposed by Liu 

et al. in [12]. This algorithm employs fuzzy connectedness (FC) approach for upper 

airway segmentation from MRI. In this work, the seed for initialisation of fuzzy 

connectedness was provided manually by clicking inside the throat region on each 

MRI slice. All algorithms were tested on real MRI slices using manual outline as 

reference segmentation. 

 The comparison of the ThDA with other two algorithms can be seen in Fig. 

6.11. It can be observed that although Hessian analysis method is able to detect more 

than one region of a throat on same slice compared to ThDA and FC (Fig. 6.11(a)), in 

other MRI slice (Fig. 6.11(b)), it was not able to detect the region correctly. This was 

observed for 3 MRI slices from 102. Compared to ThDA and Hessian analysis 
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algorithms, FC algorithm was sensitive to noise (Fig. 6.11(c)) and also manual 

initialisation. Further, FC is a segmentation method where throat region detection was 

performed manually.  

 

          

                           (a)                                    (b)                                   (c)         

Fig.  6.11: Qualitative comparison of algorithms for throat region detection (white outline: 

manual, red: ThDA, yellow: Hessian analysis, green: fuzzy connectedness (FC)).  

  F-measure graph in Fig. 6.12 demonstrates that the ThDA performed similar 

to manual outline compared to other two algorithms. The mean F-measure value for 

ThDA, Hessian analysis and FC are 0.77, 0.70 and 0.69 respectively and standard 

deviation values are 0.07, 0.10 and 0.09 respectively. The lowest value of F-measure 

(0.57) for Hessian analysis can be observed for Patient 4 where the algorithm fails to 

detect the desired region for two slices and thus F-measure value is zero for both slices 

which ultimately reduce the average value. The low values (between 0.6-0.65) of FC 

can be observed for some patients (Patient 1, 3, 4, 8 and 10), as due to noise FC 

algorithm was not able to segment the entire region. 

 

Fig.  6.12: Quantitative comparison of algorithms for throat region detection. ThDA performs 

better with mean F-measure of 0.77 on given MRI dataset compared to Hessian analysis (mean 

F-measure: 0.70) and fuzzy connectedness (FC) (mean F-measure: 0.69). 
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6.4  Modified fuzzy c-means (MFCM) clustering for a tumour region 

extraction 

In this work, intensity and positional (spatial) information of the expected tumour 

region is utilised to separate the tumour region from rest of the anatomical structures 

present on a MRI slice. As discussed in Section 3.5.2, standard FCM [13] clustering is 

a widely used technique to segment a region of interest using pixel intensity (gray-

value) information. Based on pixel intensity, FCM categorise pixels into different 

clusters. However, this technique does not use any other information of a pixel such 

as spatial or textural to assign a pixel to different clusters. Thus, to improve the 

capability of this method in order to extract the tumour region, information about the 

spatial location of the expected tumour is added in its objective function (Eq. 3.7).  

   As the expected tumour region is adjacent to the throat region, to embed this 

information in FCM, the average pixel of the throat region is calculated and it’s x  and 

y  coordinates are saved as xt  and yt   respectively. Further, the squared Euclidean 

distance from the average pixel )t,t( yx of the throat region (Fig. 6.13) is calculated as 

follows: 
 

yx
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s N..1y,N..1x)ty()tx()y,x(d ==−+−=          6.8 

This distance matrix is converted into one dimensional column-wise vector )k(ds . 

This vector is normalised and replicated number of cluster times and saved as )k,i(ds

. Thus, dimension of )k,i(ds  isCxN .  
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Fig.  6.13: Distance measure created from the average point (co-ordinate) of the throat region 

as additional information in MFCM clustering (a) 2D profile (b) 3D surface.  

The rationale for using this additional distance measure is that the probability of being 

a tumour pixel is proportional to its distance to the throat region pixels. Thus, addition 

of this distance measure in the objective function of standard FCM leads to assigning 

a high membership values to the pixels when the distance to the throat region pixels is 

small and vice versa. Thus )k,i(ds is added to objective function  

(Eq. 3.7) to form a new objective function of MFCM clustering [11] as follows:  
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Here, membership function 
ik is subject to same constraints as in Eq. 3.8.  

  The optimisation of this function (Eq. 6.9) is basically minimising this distance 

function as: 

STJ
}v{,U
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C
ii 1=

                                                  6.10 

The objective function STJ  can be minimised in a fashion similar to the standard FCM 

algorithm [13]. Thus, taking the first derivatives of  STJ  with respect to ik
 
and iv  

and setting them to zero, results in two necessary but not sufficient conditions for STJ  

to be at local exterma. These two necessary conditions are derived as follows. 

For each term (pixel) the optimisation will be solved using one Lagrange multiplier: 
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So taking the derivative of L  with respect to ik  and setting the result equal to zero, 

we get for m > 1: 
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Solving for ik  we have: 
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Substituting this value of     in Eq. 6.13, the membership function ik  can be 

rewritten as: 
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In similar fashion, taking the derivative of L  with respect to iv  and setting the result 

equal to zero and solving for iv  we get: 
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                                                     6.17 

Thus membership functions ik  and cluster centres iv  are updated iteratively using 

Eq. 6.16 and Eq. 6.17 respectively in MFCM clustering until termination. 

  One disadvantage of this MFCM clustering is that is does not take into account 

local spatial information of the pixel and is therefore sensitive to noise. In [161] a 

spatial FCM algorithm which incorporates local spatial information directly into fuzzy 

membership functions was proposed as: 
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where p  and q  are the control parameters. The spatial function ikh
 

which 

compensates membership value of noisy pixel by adding membership values of its 

neighbouring pixel; is defined as  = Wnl ilik   where Wn is local window (5x5) 

centred at pixel k . More importance was given to spatial function ik to reduce the 

effect of noisy pixels and to get better smoothing effect. Thus, for each iteration after 

calculating the membership functions using Eq. 6.16, the membership functions are 

updated using Eq. 6.18 to reduce noisy pixels.  

  Thus, MFCM algorithm [11] for segmenting the MRI slice into different 

clusters can be summarised in the following steps: 

1. Randomly initialise membership matrix U  that satisfies the constraints in Eq. 3.8. 

2. Compute the centroids of the clusters using Eq. 6.17. 

3. Compute the objective function as in Eq. 6.9. 

4. Update the membership matrix U  using Eq. 6.16 and then Eq. 6.18. 

Repeat Steps 2 to 4 till termination. The termination criterion is, −
+ t

ST
)t(

ST JJ
1  or 

the maximum number of iterations exceeds T .  
 

 

Fig.  6.14: Histogram of representative MRI slice from 10 patients showing 5 peaks (red stars) 

demonstrating five clusters for each slice.  
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 Using this MFCM clustering technique, the MRI slice is divided into five 

clusters. The choice for five clusters as described in Section 2.7 and shown in Fig. 6.14 

is due to the presence of five main tissue types on axial MRI slice with oropharynx or 

larynx tumour. The MRI slice and its five clusters are shown in Fig. 6.15. The Cluster 

2 in Fig. 6.15 is the cluster with the tumour region and it can be verified that the tumour 

region have high membership values compared to other tissue type with similar 

intensities in the same cluster. Other clusters (Cluster 1, 3, 4 and 5) in Fig. 6.15 

correspond to other tissue types (like fatty tissues, normal tissues, background) present 

in the slice. It is known that gadolinium-enhanced tumour pixels occupy the higher 

end of the histogram [114]. This is utilised to select the cluster with the expected 

tumour regions. To select cluster with expected tumour region, these five clusters are 

arranged in the descending order of cluster centres (intensities) and the second cluster 

is selected as the cluster with tumour region. From selected cluster, pixels with 

membership value ≥ 0.8 are considered (labelled) as the candidates for the tumour 

pixels.     

 

                        

                             MRI slice                           Cluster 1 (0.88)                        Cluster 2 (0.64) 

                   

                   Cluster 3 (0.44)                          Cluster 4 (0.25)                       Cluster 5 (0.04)           
 

Fig.  6.15: Five clusters (with cluster centres) of MRI slice with visible tumour in Cluster 2. 

Different tissue types are included in different clusters based on grey-level values. 
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Fig.  6.16: Clusters demonstrated using different grey levels obtained using MFCM from axial 

MRI slices (first slice: synthetic MRI slice) (red outline: tumour outline). Entire tumour 

region/s (red outline) is included in a one cluster. 

Additional examples of the clusters (represented using different grey levels) obtained 

using MFCM from synthetic and real MRI slices are shown in Fig. 6.16. From Fig. 

6.16, it is clear that MFCM clustering algorithm efficiently divided the slice into 

appropriate clusters. Further, it can be observed that entire tumour region/s (red 

outline) is included in a one cluster, thus, selecting that appropriate cluster for tumour 

region extraction is sufficient. Other clusters can be discarded from further processing 

for computational efficiency.  

6.4.1 Comparison of MFCM clustering with standard FCM clustering 

The proposed MFCM clustering technique was compared with standard FCM [13] 

clustering. For comparison on real MRI data, manual consensus tumour outline was 

used as reference for MFCM and FCM extracted tumour outline and for quantitative 

assessment, DSC (Section 4.5) was used as an evaluation metric. For FCM, all the 

parameters such as the number of clusters, selection of cluster with expected tumour 

region, or termination criteria were similar to those used in the MFCM. Further, the 

membership values of noisy pixels in FCM were compensated using Eq. 6.18 as in 

MFCM. Fig. 6.17 show the cluster with tumour region obtained using MFCM (first 

column) and standard FCM (second column) clustering techniques.  

 

                

Non tumorous 

tissues 

Tumorous tissues 
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Fig.  6.17: Cluster with tumour region obtained using (a) MFCM (b) standard FCM. High 

membership values for the pixels near the throat region can be observed in MFCM clustering 

compared to pixels away from the throat region.  

  In standard FCM, non-tumorous tissues (or pixels) away from the throat region 

are assigned high membership values similar to the expected tumorous tissues (pixels) 

near the throat region as they have similar intensity range. Thus, it is difficult to 

separate the candidate pixels for the tumour regions from the cluster using simple 

technique like thresholding. However, in MFCM technique, due to the additional 

distance measure, non-tumorous tissues away from throat region are assigned low 

membership values. Thus, candidate pixels for the tumour regions can be obtained 

using a single threshold value. 

 The outlines of the expected tumour regions obtained from MFCM and FCM 

clustering is shown in Fig. 6.18. It can be noted that no post-processing steps such as 

morphological filtering or noise removal techniques were applied to the selected 

cluster. The candidate for the tumour pixels from the selected cluster were obtained 

only by considering pixels with membership values greater than certain threshold. 

From Fig. 6.18, in general MFCM extracted tumour outline, appear comparable to the 

manual outline than FCM extracted tumour outline. In particular, it was observed that 

if the contrast (intensity difference) between expected tumour region and background 

was good (>0.15), MFCM and FCM gave similar results (Fig. 6.18(a)). However, for 

the region with poor contrast (Fig. 6.18(b)) or where the region is fused into nearby 

normal structures (Fig. 6.18(c)), MFCM performed better than FCM, though, highly 

heterogeneous intensity distribution of the expected tumour region can be influence 

the accuracy of MFCM results. 

Non tumorous 

tissues 

Tumorous tissues 
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Fig.  6.18: Tumour extraction results on real MRI slices (black outline: reference (manual), 

red: MFCM, blue: standard FCM). MFCM clustering extracted results close to manual outline 

compared to standard FCM clustering. 

 Further analysis in terms of DSC between MFCM, FCM and manual tumour 

outline is shown in Fig. 6.19. The box plot in Fig. 6.19 demonstrates the distribution 

of DSC for MFCM with minimum value of 0.61, maximum of 0.79 and median of 

0.69 and for FCM with minimum value of 0.57, maximum of 0.75 and median of 0.66 

for 10 patients (102 axial slices). Thus, it was found that FCM clustering technique 

has demonstrated the ability to the extract the tumour region from all slices with mean 

DSC of 0.66. However, additional spatial information in terms of distance measure of 

the expected tumour region further increases the capability of FCM method to extract 

the tumour region and thus, increases the mean DSC to 0.70.  

 

Fig.  6.19: Box plot showing distribution of DSC values for tumour extraction results 

comparing MFCM and standard FCM clustering techniques with manual tumour outlines. 

6.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter novel techniques, that are incorporated in the segmentation framework 

described in Chapter 5 have been presented to reduce IIH and to efficiently extract the 
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tumour/s (GTV) from T1+Gd axial MRI slice. Initially, a new technique has been 

presented to determine the placement of knots using derivative and filtering technique 

for the bias field (IIH) estimation using bicubic spline. This method allowed the 

reduction of complex bias field (IIH) present in MRI slices used in this work. Then a 

novel algorithm (ThDA) has been proposed that combines the spatial information in 

terms of fuzzy rules to detect the throat region with complex geometry and presence 

of pathology near the region. Finally, FCM clustering has been implemented with an 

additional spatial constraint (MFCM) to extract the tumour region. The performance 

of these algorithms has been demonstrated on the synthetic and real MRI dataset and 

efficiency of these algorithms is validated by comparing it with currently existing 

techniques. The next chapter (Chapter 7) presents the results of segmentation and 

quantification framework on real and synthetic MRI dataset.   
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Chapter 7                                                        

Qualitative and quantitative analyses of 

segmentation and quantification framework 

 

7.1 Introduction  

In the previous two chapters, the framework (PLCSF) and novel methodologies for 

obtaining the outlines of oropharynx and larynx tumours from MRI data were 

presented. In this chapter an empirical evaluation of the developed PLCSF on MRI 

data (Chapter 4) is described. This includes assessment of PLCSF on synthetic MRI 

data in presence of artefacts to validate the robustness of the algorithm; comparison of 

automatic results with manual outlines from different experts to evaluate the accuracy 

and reproducibility of the framework; and comparison of PLCSF outlines with MS and 

spectral clustering on real MRI dataset. These comparison algorithms were chosen 

because they are representative of current methods in tumour analysis [112]-[114], and 

implementations of the algorithms have been made available by their authors.  

 The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 7.2 describes 

PLCSF results on synthetic dataset with results on real dataset in Section 7.3 and 3D 

reconstruction and volume measurements results in Section 7.4. The discussion of the 

results in turn is presented in Section 7.5. Section 7.6 concludes the chapter.   

7.2 PLCSF results on synthetic MRI dataset   

The performance of the PLCSF was evaluated on 27 synthetic (Section 4.4) MRI 

slices. For synthetic data, the reference region of the tumour was obtained by applying 

the Otsu threshold [155] to the reference slice with no artefacts (Fig. 4.4(a)) and 

selecting the brightest intensity region near the throat. Canny edge detector [54]  was 

employed to obtain the outline of the selected reference region. Variations in reference 

tumour outline and PLCSF tumour outlines were quantified using DSC and MHD 

(Section 4.5).                                     

The visual results of the segmented tumour region (red outline) using PLCSF  
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on three synthetic MRI slices is illustrated in Fig. 7.1. It can be noticed that the PLCSF 

obtains accurate results for synthetic data and does not include healthy salivary glands 

(vertical ellipses near the tumour region ellipse) in the segmentation results even if 

they have similar intensities and are close to the tumour region (Fig. 7.1(a), (b) and 

(c)). However with increase in high noise ( :15), PLCSF deviates from obtaining the 

smooth tumour boundary (Fig. 7.1(c)), thus under segmenting the tumour region. 

            

                           (a)                                     (b)                                  (c) 

Fig.  7.1: PLCSF results on synthetic MRI slices (red outline).  Notice that even in presence 

of noise, IIH and low contrast between tumour and background, the PLCSF obtained accurate 

outline of a tumour region.   

Table 7.1: Modified Hausdorff distance (MHD) values in mm for 27 synthetic MRI slices. 

Low values of MHD (mean: 0.16 mm) indicate high accuracy of PLCSF in terms of shape of 

the outline when compared with reference outline in presence of artefacts.  
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 Table 7.1 shows MHD values comparing PLCSF and reference outlines for all 

synthetic slices. This comparison yields a mean MHD value of 0.16mm that indicates 

high accuracy of PLCSF in terms of shape of the tumour outlines. Further high value 

of DSC (minimum: 0.96) demonstrates high spatial agreement of the PLCSF with 
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reference outline for low contrast (0.2), high noise ( :15) and high IIH (sin+cos) 

synthetic MRI slices.  

7.3 PLCSF results on real MRI dataset   

The PLCSF tumour outlines obtained from real MRI data were compared to the 

manual outlines obtained from two CO (C1 and C2) and the consensus manual outlines 

(Section 4.3). For comparison, tumour outlines obtained using PLCSF was referred as 

C-auto. The consensus manual outline was used as a gold standard. The gold standard 

manual set of tumour outlines was referred as C-gold. The first manual set of tumour 

outlines contoured by C1 and C2 was referred as C1-A and C2-A respectively. The 

second set of outlines was referred as C1-B and C2-B respectively. The inter-

variability was assessed between C1 and C2 and intra-variability between C1-A and 

C1-B and between C2-A and C2-B. The PLCSF were also compared to two other 

algorithms (MS clustering [82] and N-cut [83]) on real MRI data using C-gold as 

reference segmentation for all three algorithms.  

7.3.1 Time comparison 

The PLCSF was implemented in Matlab 2014a (Mathworks, Natick, MA), on 

Windows 7 system. The Matlab software was executed on a Dell U2412M machine 

with 8GB RAM. The average tumour segmenting time using PLCSF in one patient 

was 8 minutes (range 6-13 minutes, mean 45 seconds per slice) compared to 15 

minutes (range 6-23mins; mean 88 seconds per axial slice) for C1 contours. It was 

observed that it takes less time to obtain C1 for the laryngeal tumours (mean 80 

seconds per slice) than for the oropharyngeal tumours (mean 96 seconds per slice).  

7.3.2 Inter- and Intra- variability calculations between manual outlines 

Inter- and Intra- variability was calculated between the segmentations from experts 

(C1 and C2) in order to quantify the difficulty of the segmentation task. Further, results 

of this evaluation also serve as a baseline to compare PLCSF result against in the next 

section (Section 7.3.3). Inter-operator variation between C1 and C2 demonstrated the 

mean DSC of 0.80 and mean MHD of 2.24mm (Table 7.2). The maximum agreement 

(DSC: 0.87) between C1 and C2 was observed for Patient 8 (Fig. 4.1) where tumour 

region was clear and distinct and the minimum agreement for Patient 10 (DSC: 0.69) 
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as C1 included a throat region in the tumour outlines, while C2 avoided the inclusion 

of a throat region in tumour outlines. There is no particular guideline as to include or 

exclude the throat region from tumour outlines.   

Table 7.2:  Inter- and Intra- variability in manual (C1 and C2) tumour outlines (mean (standard 

deviation)). Inter- variability in manual DSC (mean: 0.80) indicate difficultly of a 

segmentation task.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Further, a PCC (Section 4.5) was obtained to assess the strength of linear 

relationship between the tumour areas obtained by C1 and C2. A PCC indicate a strong 

positive linear correlation between C1 and C2 tumour areas with r (100): 0.86 and 

-value < 0.05. This  -value suggests that there is no significant difference in C1 and 

C2 tumour areas. However, C1 over-estimates the tumour region compared to C2 due 

the practice to draw the tumour border just outside the observed edges rather than 

drawing them on the edge.  

The intra-variability between C1-A and C2-B in terms of mean DSC and MHD 

is 0.85 and 1.67mm respectively and between C2-A and C2-B, DSC is 0.86 and MHD 

is 1.39mm.  

7.3.3 Comparison of PLCSF results with manual segmentations 

The visual comparison of the segmentation results between C-auto and C-gold 

(consensus manual outline) for each patient for a single axial MRI slice is 

demonstrated in Fig. 7.2. More qualitative results between C-auto and C-gold tumour 

outlines (for 30 axial slices) are demonstrated in Appendix B.1. Further, visual 

comparison of C-auto with all five manual outlines (C-gold, C1-A, C1-B, C2-A and 

C2-B) for a single axial MRI slice from each of 10 patients is demonstrated in 

Appendix B.2.  

Inter- and Intra- 

variability calculations 

DSC  MHD  (mm) 

C1 vs. C2 0.80 (0.06) 2.24 (0.80) 

C1-A vs. C1-B 0.85 (0.04) 1.68 (0.70) 

C2-A vs. C2-B 0.86 (0.03) 1.39 (0.32) 
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 In Fig. 7.2: Patients 2 and 3 demonstrate that the PLCSF system can effectively 

segment small tumour regions (area: 89.97-246.67mm2), although slight over 

segmentation can be observed. Other examples in Fig. 7.2 such as Patients 1, 6 to 10 

demonstrate variability in C-gold and C-auto outlines. For some MRI slices (Fig. 7.2: 

Patients 1 and 7), where the tumour region depicts intensity range close to the 

surrounding tissues and the non-distinct boundary between surrounding and 

tumourous tissues leads to a slight over segmentation by PLCSF. Inclusion or 

exclusion of the throat region in the outline may also influence the segmentation results 

as illustrated in Fig. 7.2: Patient 8. A variation in the segmentation results (DSC: 0.65) 

between C-gold and C-auto outline is shown in Fig. 7.2: Patient 6. This variation is 

mostly observed in MRI slices where the tumour region is small and often fused into 

nearby normal structures, thus exhibit low contrast between tumour and surrounding 

tissues (Table 4.1, Patient 6). For example in Fig. 7.2: Patient 6, PLCSF overestimated 

tumour region by including normal palatine tonsils in the outline. This low 

performance result obtained on the non-enhancing (low contrast) case, reveals the 

limitation of the framework by application to the tumours that are enhanced with the 

contrast agent. 

 

 

     1 (BoT cancer)           2   (BoT cancer)           3 (BoT cancer)             4 (BoT cancer)            5 (BoT cancer)                             

 

    6 (BoT cancer)           7 (larynx cancer)         8 (larynx cancer)         9 (larynx cancer)         10 (larynx cancer)                      

Fig.  7.2: Examples of C-auto (PLCSF) (black outline) on small tumour regions or challenging 

cases, superimposed with the C-gold (white outline) from real MRI dataset (Table 4.1 and Fig. 
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4.2) from each of 10 patients. PLCSF can effectively segment small and challenging tumour 

regions.  

 The results for laryngeal tumours, Fig. 7.2: Patients 9 and 10, demonstrate less 

agreement (DSC: 0.7-0.8) between C-gold and C-auto results as compared to BoT 

tumour, Fig. 7.2: Patient 4 and 5, which has a DSC: >0.9. The possible reason for this 

bias is the distinct characteristics of tumour tissues as compared to surrounding tissues 

in BoT tumours than laryngeal tumours. Additionally, large pixel spacing and thus low 

resolution (Table 4.1, Patient 7 and 9) can increase partial volume pixels and affect the 

segmentation (over-segment) of the tumour regions.    

 

Table 7.3: Quantitative measures between manual outlines (C-gold, C1 and C2) and PLCSF 

outlines (C-auto) (mean (standard deviation)) 

 

 

 

 The performance measures calculated between the manual outlines from 

different experts and PLCSF are shown in Table 7.2. The mean DSC of 0.79(0.04) and 

MHD of 2.20(0.66) mm for all 10 patients indicate acceptable (Section 4.5) agreement 

between manual segmentation results and PLCSF. The standard deviations show the 

extent of performance of PLCSF for different patients. In some MRI slices, small DSC 

and large MHD values are due to the shape variation between manual and automatic 

results, as the PLCSF segments concavity region in detail than manual results (Fig. 

7.2: Patient 10). These values are consistent with comparison of manual (C1 and C2) 

segmentation results (Section 7.3.2).  

 Further, a one-sample t-test was run to determine whether a mean DSC (0.79) 

obtained from comparison of C-gold-C-auto was different to a mean DSC obtained 

from C-gold-manual comparison defined as a reference DSC of 0.79 (Appendix B.3) 

to assess if PLCSF and manual segmentation from expert obtained similar results. The 

test reveal that mean C-auto-C-gold DSC (0.79, 95% CI: 0.75 to 0.82) was not different 

from the reference DSC of 0.79 with t (101): -0.23,  -value: 0.82. 

Comparison DSC  MHD  (mm) 

C-gold vs. C-auto 0.79 (0.05) 2.15 (0.64) 

C1 vs. C-auto 0.77 (0.05) 2.48 (0.90) 

C2 vs. C-auto 0.81 (0.03) 1.97 (0.46) 
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 The box plots demonstrating distribution (range) of DSC (Fig. 7.3(a)) and 

MHD (Fig. 7.3(b)) comparing C-auto and C-gold, C1 and C2 respectively shown in 

Fig. 7.3 indicate that there are no outliers in region and distance based evaluation 

metrics. Moreover, from Fig. 7.3 it also clear that C-auto performed worst compared 

to C1 than C-gold and C2 with long whiskers at the bottom of DSC and at the top of 

MHD indicating low DSC and high MHD values.  

    

                                   (a)                                                                            (b) 

Fig.  7.3: Box plots showing distribution range of (a) DSC (b) MHD between manual (C-gold, 

C1 and C2) and PLCSF (C-auto) results.  

 The PCC between C-auto and the C-gold, is 0.89 with  -value <0.05 (Fig. 

7.4) verifying statistically significant results in terms of tumour areas. Similarly, PCC 

between C-auto tumour areas and C1 and C2 tumour areas is 0.81 and 0.90 respectively 

with  -value <0.05. The PCC between C-auto and C-gold for BoT tumours is 0.95 as 

compared to 0.83 for laryngeal tumours indicating that PLCSF performs better for BoT 

tumours than for larynx tumours. 
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Fig.  7.4: Correlation analysis between PLCSF and C-gold cancer areas shows strong positive 

correlation for a given dataset 

 A one-sample t-test revealed that there was no statistical significant difference 

between mean C-auto tumour area (1633.22mm2, 95% CI, 1444.3 to 1822.1 mm2) and 

the mean reference (C-gold) area of 1507.37 mm2 with t (101): 1.32,  -value 0.189. 

7.3.4 Comparison of PLCSF with MS clustering and Ncut 

The PLCSF was compared to two other algorithms in the literature used for tumour 

segmentation. One was mean-shift (MS) clustering [82] and other was spectral 

clustering (Ncut) [83] technique. Overview of MS clustering and NCut technique is 

provided in Section 3.5.2. These clustering (unsupervised) algorithms were chosen for 

comparison as they are recently used to segment contrast-enhanced tumour region 

from MRI data [112]-[114]. The hypothesis for this comparison was that FCM 

clustering is better compared to MS and spectral clustering for the dataset used in this 

work.  Thus, to verify this hypothesis for both algorithms (MS and Ncut), other steps 

of the algorithm were similar to PLCSF (Fig. 5.1), only MFCM clustering was replaced 

by MS or Ncut clustering technique. Thus, the input for both algorithms was the pre-

processed MRI slice obtained from Section 5.3.1. From the clusters (partition) 

obtained from both algorithms only the bright (intensity-wise) cluster near the throat 

region was further processed using the techniques described in Section 5.3.3. 

Parameters for both algorithms were chosen so as to give the best performances across 

the MRI dataset. For implementation of MS clustering and Ncut, we used publicly 

available Matlab codes [162], [163].  

 Qualitative results in Fig. 7.5 show comparable performance of PLCSF (C-

auto) with C-gold (Fig. 7.5(e), (f)) compared to Ncut and MS clustering algorithms. 

For Ncut algorithm, it is well known that this clustering is biased towards partitioning 

the image into equal segments. This bias affects the segmentation results specifically 

in case of small tumour regions (Fig. 7.5(a)). For MRI cases with low variation 

between tumour and surrounding tissues, Ncut shows low performance due to 

segmentation leakage (Fig. 7.5(b)). Furthermore, this algorithm is computationally 

intensive. The average time required to obtain a tumour outline per axial slice using 

Ncut is 82 seconds compared to mean of 45 seconds for the PLCSF. 
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 The results we observed with MS clustering shows that it tends to over-segment 

the MRI slice giving large number of clusters rather than finding the right object (Fig. 

7.5(c), (d)). Furthermore, the varied number of clusters obtained by MS clustering for 

each MRI slice makes it challenging to select cluster with candidate tumour pixels. 

The MFCM clustering used in this work lack this issue as the number of clusters was 

fixed.  

                                      

(a)                              (c)                                (e) 

     

                                        (b)                            (d)                         (f) 

                                      Ncut                     MeanShift                PLCSF 

Fig.  7.5: Qualitative comparison of segmentation results. Results of proposed PLCSF 

framework (column 3 – black outline) are qualitatively more similar to the C-gold (consensus 

manual segmentation) (white outline) as compared to Ncut (column 1 – black outline), and 

mean-shift clustering (column 2 – black outline). 
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Fig.  7.6: Comparison of DSC for Ncut, Mean-shift and the proposed method (PLCSF) on real 

MRI data set, demonstrates improved spatial overlap with the PLCSF over this relatively more 

challenging tumour data. Black vertical bar indicates ± standard deviation for MRI slices for 

each patient for PLCSF.  

  DSC comparison results for these three methods for all 10 patients to the C-

gold (consensus manual outline) as a reference are shown in Fig. 7.6. This comparison 

yielded mean DSC of 0.71 for Ncut, 0.75 for Mean Shift and 0.79 for proposed PLCSF 

algorithm. The PLCSF algorithm exhibits a lower CoV (0.07) on average for DSC 

compared to Ncut (0.11) and MS (0.09) clustering. Paired t-test comparison of MS 

clustering and PLCSF demonstrates statistically significant improvement in DSC (  -

value: 1.44 x 10-3) with the PLCSF method.   

7.4 3D reconstruction and volume calculation results  

All tumour (GTV) outlines (C1-A, C1-B, C2-A, C2-B, C-gold and C-auto) were 

reconstructed into 3D and smoothing was applied to each reconstructed region. 

Further, volume (in cm3) was calculated for each reconstructed tumour and volume 

concordance (agreement) volC  was calculated between C-gold and C-auto, between 

C1 and C-auto and between C2 and C-auto as: 

 100*)
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1((%)C

volref

volrefvolauto
vol

−
−=                                7.1 

where volautoT was C-auto volume volrefT , was the reference (manual) volume either 

from C-gold, C1 and C2. 
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axial slice 9 

 

axial slice 10 

 

axial slice 11 

 

axial slice 12 

 

 
                                                  (a)                                                                             (b) 

Fig.  7.7:  (a) Sequential axial MRI slices with C-auto (yellow) and C-gold (blue) tumour 

outline for one patient; (b) 3D reconstructed volume from tumour (GTV) outlines shown in 

Fig. 6.13(a) (C-auto reconstructed volume - yellow; C-gold reconstructed volume - blue).   

An example of tumour outlines for the axial slices for one patient comparing C-gold 

and C-auto is shown in Fig. 7.7(a). Spatial discontinuity in between tumour outlines 

from neighbouring slices (for instance between axial slice 1 and axial slice 2) can be 

noticed from this sequential slices from a single patient. This limitation of PLCSF is 

due to the 2D approach employed in segmentation. This discontinuity is reduced to 

some extent by automatic smoothing of the 3D reconstructed volume shown in Fig. 

7.7(b). A yellow colour in Fig. 7.7(b) represents a volume greater in C-auto than C-

gold. It can be observed that automatic system underestimated the tumour region in 

initial slices (axial slice 1 and 2 Fig. 7.7 (a)) and overestimated in end slices (axial 

slices 10and 12 in Fig. 7.7(a)). This can be predicated from reconstructed volume (Fig. 

7.7(b)) than verifying all 12 axial slices. Another example of 3D reconstructed tumour 

from C-gold and C-auto outlines are demonstrated in Appendix B.4. 
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Fig.  7.8: Volume of reconstructed tumour (in cm3) for all 10 patients. C-auto over estimated 

volume (mean: 60.15 cm3) compared to C-auto (mean: 58.79 cm3) 

The volume (in cm3) for each 3D reconstructed tumour is demonstrated in Fig. 

7.8. Volumes ranged from 16.48 cm3 to 136.93 cm3. The mean volume concordance 

between C-gold (mean: 60.15 cm3) and C-auto (mean: 58.79 cm3) was 86.51%, however, 

C-auto slightly overestimated the tumour volume as C-auto over segmented the tumour 

region on 2D slices in case of non-enhancing tumour regions. The mean volume 

concordance between C1 and C-auto was 83.63% and between C2 and C-auto was 

87.51%. This indicates that automatic volumes are comparable to the manual volumes. 

7.5 Discussion  

The validation of automatic segmentation results is a difficult task as there is no ground 

truth data available either due to variability in manual (reference) segmentation or no 

common database to test the algorithms. This chapter presented empirical evaluation 

of developed automatic framework (PLCSF) on MRI data with regard to time saving, 

robustness, accuracy and reproducibility by comparing the results to the different 

experts from the clinic and state of the art algorithms.  

  The synthetic data was segmented very well by the algorithm (PLCSF) 

(Section 7.3.1), with DSC values (mean: 0.99) that were much higher than those for 

real data (mean DSC: 0.79). As the synthetic datasets have a high variability in 

artefacts, but are less variable in tumour shape and location, the results suggest that 

the PLCSF is robust in the presence of artefacts provided the tumour location is 

consistent through the dataset.  

  On the real data the segmentation of a tumour region using PLCSF demonstrate 

time saving of 46% for a single patient compared to manual segmentation from C1 

(Section 7.3.1). This time saving is comparable to the literature [6], [7], [30] that 

demonstrate the range of 30% to 40%. Further, quantitative comparison with the gold 

standard  (C-gold) on 102 T1+Gd MRI axial slices from 10 patients, the PLCSF (C-

auto) shows no significant difference in performance (r: 0.89,  -value <0.05) with the 

method used in a current clinical practice with regard to segmented tumour areas. Also, 

comparison with other experts (C1 and C2) indicate that DSC (C1-C-auto: 0.77 and 

C2-C-auto: 0.81) are within acceptable range. There is some discrepancy between the 
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values of DSC and MHD when comparing C-auto and C-gold outlines. This 

discrepancy can be contributed to the manual bias of including areas of high risk in the 

tumour outline (Fig. 7.7(a) axial slice 1-2) or processing each axial slice in a 2D 

approach by the PLCSF (Fig. 7.7(a) axial slice 6). Despite differences in the axial 

slices between the C-auto and C-gold results, there was a very strong volume 

concordance was observed. The limitation of the PLCSF is over-segmentation of a 

tumour region in case of similar characteristics of tumourous tissues as compared to 

surrounding tissues. However, this is also the same area where there is greatest clinical 

and radiological variability. 

 Using PLCSF, a mean DSC of 0.79, MHD of 2.2mm and volume concordance 

of 86.51% were obtained. The PLCSF result also demonstrated improved performance 

when compared to other algorithms (MS clustering (DSC: 0.75) and Ncut (DSC: 

0.71)). A semi-automatic approach [103] validated on 16 patients (78 axial slices) with 

tongue tumours demonstrated a mean percentage match of 87.07% and a mean volume 

concordance of 92.74%. This technique [103] required manual-placing of seed points 

in the tumour region or drawing of close loop outside the tumour from expert and have 

no results to prove any validation on laryngeal tumours. 

 One of the main purposes of the automatic tumour region segmentation from 

T1+Gd MRI slices is the reproducibility of the segmentation results that contain intra- 

and inter- variability from manual segmentation results. For this framework, if the 

parameters values are unchanged, the system obtains similar results for repeated 

number of times, indicating the reproducibility of the system. Although our primary 

results are encouraging, before the PLCSF with 3D reconstruction and volume 

calculation can be established in clinical setting, further validation with more subjects 

and rigorous testing would be required. Clinical judgement, using all clinical and 

diagnostic information, will however always remain vital.   

7.6 Conclusion  

This chapter presented a validation of newly-developed framework for the analysis of 

MRI oropharynx and larynx tumours. This framework shows initial acceptable 

statistically-validated results for tumour segmentation and reconstruction. This 
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framework may help reduce inter- and intra- variability and can assist CO with time-

consuming, complex radiotherapy planning procedure. 
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Chapter 8                                                              

Novel 3D throat region segmentation algorithm 

based on FI and 3D LSM 

 

8.1 Introduction 

The PLCSF discussed in Chapter 5 for the automatic segmentation for oropharynx and 

larynx tumours is a 2D segmentation (Section 3.2) framework where the tumour region 

on each MRI slice is segmented separately and then reconstructed in 3D for 

quantification. However, to utilise more spatial information about a region of interest 

and to assess the feasibility of 3D segmentation for MRI dataset used in this work, a 

new 3D segmentation technique (Section 3.2), where all slices are considered together 

as a one volume for segmentation, is proposed in this chapter. In this chapter the region 

of interest is a throat region.  

 Automatic 3D segmentation of a throat region from a T1+Gd MRI volume 

involves addressing numerous challenges such as presence of artefacts, large spacing 

in between slices (anisotropic volume) (Fig. 8.1(a)), high variability in the shape due 

to presence of pathology near the region (Fig. 8.1(b)) and the connectivity of the region 

to other channels of air. Thus, a new robust technique (I+3DLSM) that reduces 

inherent MRI artefacts, reconstructs isotropic volume and obtains a smooth 3D 

structure of the throat region is proposed [77]. The novelty of this work lies in a more 

generalised approach that performs FI prior to the 3D LSM segmentation. This 

coupling of interpolation with LSM makes segmentation more reliable and accurate 

[164]. Furthermore, the automatic initialisation for LSM eliminates the need for 

manual interaction and utilises a simple data term in LSM due to high contrast between 

the intensity range of the throat region and its surrounding tissues. 

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 8.2 and Section 

8.3 provide the overview of N-dimensional FI and 3D LSM respectively. 3D throat 

region segmentation algorithm (I+3DLSM) is discussed in Section 8.4, while Section 

8.5 demonstrates the experimental results of I+3DLSM on synthetic and real MRI 

volumes. Finally, discussion is reported in Section 8.6 and conclusion in Section 8.7. 
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                      (a)                                                                  (b)    

Fig.  8.1: Axial slices from a MRI volume (a) demonstrating anisotropic voxel size in x-, y-, 

and z- dimensions (b) demonstrating change in topology (splitting and merging) of the throat 

region (white arrows) [164] © 2016 The Institution of Engineering and Technology. 

8.2 m-dimensional (m-D) Fourier interpolation (I) 

Section 3.4 discussed the FI in one dimension. This section describes FI in desired 

dimension/s for an DN − array. As discussed in Section 3.4, FI [79] effectively 

employs the FFT version of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to interpolate data 

in spatial domain through sinc basis functions. The DFT and inverse DFT operations 

are separable meaning that a multi-dimensional transform can be decomposed into 

multiple one-dimensional transforms allowing the interpolation technique to be 

applied along specific dimension/s. Thus, the method for FI across specified 

dimension/s of DN −  array g  of size m21 xN...xxNN  can be explained in three steps. 

Following are the steps to perform FI along the third dimension while no changes are 

made in first and second dimensions. 

1. 3M -point FFT of input array g , given as G , is computed along the third dimension. 

The DFT across the third dimension of 3-D data ( 3m = ) is calculated as:  

33
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where

 

1NK0,1Nn0,1Nn0 332211 −−− . 

2. Zeros are appended to the centre of the data (G ), to give 0G , with the Nyquist 

criterion being satisfied in the case of an even sized dimension, across FFT 

calculated dimension/s as: 
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where 1Nn0,1Nn0 2211 −− , 3L is the interpolation factor along the  

third dimension. 

3.
 33LN -point inverse FFT of zero-appended array )K,n,n(G 0321 is calculated as: 
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where 1LNn0 3303 −  and  0g  is the interpolated version of g  by factor 3L  in 

third dimension. The 31 L/  amplitude loss made by interpolation is compensated 

by multiplying it with 3L  [79]. Defining )K,n,n(G 0321 as in Eq. 8.2 maintains the 

complex-conjugate circular symmetry which characterises the FFT of real valued 

signals. 

  FI further allows one to increase the resolution in one particular dimension 

while decreasing it in another, preserving the original information content, and 

therefore allowing one to easily control the data size for segmentation. Down-sampling 

(decrease in resolution) in a particular dimension is attained by first increasing the 

resolution to integer multiple of the desired resolution and then extracting the relevant 

components for the preferred resolution.  

8.3 3D Level set method (3DLSM) 

3D LSM [88] is widely used for the segmentation of anatomical structures from 

medical imaging volumes with promising results [74], [76], [77]. 3D LSM compared 

to other segmentation techniques such as region growing [94] is particularly appealing 

due to the advantages of flexible framework and free topology change in higher 

dimension space.  

 Similar to 2D LSM described in Section 3.5.3, in 3D LSM, a closed 3D surface 

)(tv  is embedded as a zero level set of the 4D implicit function ,
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 0)t,X(|X)t( 3 ==   and   is evolved according to Eq. 3.14. The desirable 

feature of LSM is that numerical computations can be performed on a fixed Cartesian 

grid, where elements are unit cubes, without having to parameterise the points on a 

surface as in parametric active contour models [87]. Therefore, to be able to apply 3D 

LSM to anisotropic (non-cubic) medical imaging volumes, where the distance between 

consecutive slices along the z-dimension is significantly greater than the in-plane (x-

y) pixel size (Fig. 8.1), and interpolation is performed in [74], [76], [77] to reconstruct 

isotropic (cubic) volumes before segmentation using 3D LSM. 

8.4 3D throat region segmentation using I+3DLSM 

The proposed 3D throat region segmentation process (I+3DLSM) as shown in Fig. 8.2 

comprises three steps: 1. pre-processing of MRI slices, 2. Fourier interpolation (FI) of 

pre-processed slices to produce isotropic voxels and 3. 3D LSM segmentation of the 

throat region from a MRI volume.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.2: 3D throat region segmentation algorithm flowchart (I+3DLSM) [77] © 2015 IEEE. 

8.4.1 Pre-processing 

Prior to segmentation, the MRI data is pre-processed to reduce the data size, 

background noise and imaging artefacts and to enhance the contrast between a throat 

region and its neighbouring tissues. Initially, a morphological opening [54] and a 

majority operation [54] are applied for the removal of a significant proportion of 

background noise. After background noise removal, the overall size of the volume is 

reduced through detecting the first non-zero intensity value along each dimension and 

then performing cropping. In order to increase the contrast (intensity difference) a 
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background brightness preserving contrast enhancement technique [57] is applied. 

This technique improves contrast while preserving the throat region brightness. 

Finally, IIH observed in the MRI data used is reduced by using the technique described 

in Section 6.2. These pre-processing techniques, applied separately to each axial (2D) 

slices (Fig. 8.3(a) and (b)), shows considerable improvement in MRI slices while 

preserving the primary features of the slices (Fig.8.3(c) and (f)). 

8.4.2 Fourier Interpolation (FI) 

With imaging parameters of the real MRI dataset discussed in Section 4.2, it can be 

observed that the voxel size is highly anisotropic with a range of 0.43x0.43x3.3mm3 

to 0.94x0.94x6mm3 (Table 4.1). However, LSM (Section 8.3) require a regular square 

mesh for evolution. Thus, N-D FI discussed in Section 8.2 is performed on pre-

processed MRI slices along the required dimension/s to produce high resolution 

isotropic voxel of approximately size 0.47x0.47x0.47 mm3. For example, for a dataset 

with voxel size 0.94x0.94x6mm3, interpolation is performed along x- and y- 

dimensions by a factor of 2 to reduce pixel spacing from 0.94mm to 0.47mm and along 

z-dimension by a factor 13 to reduce slice spacing of 6mm to approximately 0.47mm. 

This means 12 additional MRI slices are added along z-dimension in between a pair 

of a real MRI slices. The visual result of FI along z-dimension is shown in Fig. 8.3. 

The Fig. 8.3(c) and (f) shows 7th and 8th slices from 11 real MRI slices respectively. 

Fig. 8.3(d) and (e) shows two interpolated slices obtained using FI technique between 

7th and 8th slices which reduces the spacing in z-dimension from 3.5mm to 

approximately 1.17mm. Further, smooth expected change of topology across the throat 

region due to this interpolation is shown in Fig. 8.3(g).  

 However, a prominent drawback of the FI is the manifestation of Gibbs 

phenomenon, causing a ringing artefact (Section 2.6 and Section 3.3). In this work, to 

reduce a ringing artefact, extra slices of zero (null) intensity was appended at the end 

of real sequential MRI slices in the spatial domain before interpolation to increase the 

resolution in Fourier domain. These zero (null) intensity slices were discarded after 

interpolation. After interpolation and Gibbs ringing reduction, the volume is 

reconstructed in 3D using both the real and interpolated slices and throat region is 

segmented from the reconstructed volume using 3D LSM.  
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                (a)                                                                                                             (b) 

 

                  (c)                                (d)                               (e)                              (f) 

 

(g) 

Fig.  8.3: (a) and (b) MRI slices before pre-processing, (c) and (f) MRI slices after pre-

processing, (d) and (e) interpolated MRI slices using Fourier interpolation, (g) zoom-in version 

of MRI slices near the throat region (red region) to demonstrate expected change of topology 

(splitting) across the throat region. [77] © 2015 IEEE 
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Fig.  8.4: (a) detected throat region (red region) in 2D (b) Initialisation (cube) for 3D LSM (c) 

segmented throat region in 3D using I+3DLSM. Smooth 3D structure of the throat region can 

be observed in Fig. 8.4(c). 

8.4.3 Throat volume segmentation with level sets 

The initialisation of 3D LSM (Fig. 3.6) is obtained by automatically selecting the 

central slice from a MRI volume and detecting the throat region on this central 2D 

slice using the ThDA described in Section 6.3 (Fig. 8.4(a)). Further, the cube (Fig. 

8.4(b)), of size approximately 10% of the total reconstructed volume encompassing all 

the slices in a volume, from the centre of the detected throat region is defined.  

This cube is evolved using 3D LSM.  In this work, the speed function V  (Eq. 

3.14) used for level set evolution was given as [165] (Fig. 8.5): 









−+−−= .)w1())z,y,x(I(wV RR                          8.4 

where 







.  is the mean curvature of the surface and serves as a smoothness 

regulator term. In Eq. 8.4, ]10[w  is a free parameter that controls the weighting 

between data term and smoothing term. In this work, a signed distance function, based 

on Euclidean distance, is utilised as the level set function  , and a simple data term 

depending solely on the input intensity I at a point )z,y,x( is considered.  This data 

term is suitable because there is high intensity contrast between the throat region and 

surrounding tissues. In Eq. 8.4, R controls the intensity of the region to be segmented, 

R  controls the intensity (grey level) range around R  that could be considered 

inside the object (Fig. 8.5(a)).  
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Fig. 8.5: (a) definition of parameters used in data term of speed function (F) in LSM (b) MRI 

slice with a throat region (c) data term of slice in (b). High values of data term for a throat 

region can be observed in Fig. 8.5(c). 

 In this work, R  is calculated as the mean and R  as the standard deviation 

of the detected throat region from the 2D central slice and is employed for the evolution 

of level set. The data term used in speed function V  for the throat region (Fig. 8.5(b)) 

is shown in Fig. 8.5(c). It can be noted that value of data term is high for the throat 

region compared to the surrounding regions.  

 This integration of interpolation and 3D LSM (I+3DLSM) robustly handles 

splitting and merging and computes a smooth 3D structure of the throat region. The 

isolated noisy voxels segmented by the LSM technique are reduced only by 

considering the largest segmented volume as the throat region (Fig. 8.4(c)). 

8.5 Experimental results 

The proposed I+3DLSM algorithm was tested on 27 synthetic and 12 real MRI 

volumes to validate its robustness and accuracy. For quantitative comparison, manual 

segmentation of the throat regions on real MRI slices from a medical expert was used 

as reference segmentation. DSC and F-measure was calculated on slice-by-slice basis 

between reference and I+3DLSM segmentation results. F-measure was denoted as

DLSMImeasureF 3+− . 

8.5.1 Time comparison 

The I+3DLSM algorithm was implemented in Matlab 2014a (Mathworks, Natick, 

MA), on Windows 7 system. The Matlab software was executed on a Dell U2412M 

machine with 8GB RAM. I+3DLSM utilised parallel computing toolbox of Matlab 

(par for-Loops) to reduce the computational speed. The average time for a throat region 

segmentation from a MRI volume using I+3DLSM (including interpolated slices) per 

patient was 7 minutes (range 4 to 10 minutes) compared to 5 minutes (range 2 to 9 

minutes) for manual segmentation on only real MRI slices (throat region on 

interpolated slices were not manually segmented). This time comparison demonstrates 

that automatic time for segmentation using real and interpolated slices is comparable 

to the manual time using only real MRI slices. 
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8.5.2 Synthetic dataset 

For 27 synthetic volumes of size 256x256x32 (Section 4.4),  the number of slices in 

each volume was interpolated to equal in-plane resolution, essentially creating a 

volume of 256x256x256 voxels. The ground truth volume for this evaluation was the 

reconstructed MRI volume without the addition of any artefacts. The initialisation for 

LSM for this dataset was determined using the technique described in Section 8.4.3 

which acquired a cube of size 78x78x256 voxels. Fig. 8.6 (a) illustrates a number of 

individual slices with the throat section highlighted in red; despite some small rippling 

at the edges of each ellipse, the segmented volume (Fig. 8.6(b)) is predominantly 

representing a conical sphere. The LSM model for this data employed a low magnitude 

of 𝛼 (0.02) for smoothness; however, instead of issuing a strict number of iterations 

for the LSM to be performed, a stopping criterion based on differences between the 

previous zero-order level set and the current one was given.  

     

                                                  (a)                                                                       (b) 

Fig.  8.6: Synthetic MRI dataset (a) throat region boundary (red outline) from 3 slices (b) 

segmented throat volume from 256x256x256 voxels. 

Table 8.1: F-measure values for I+3DLSM on 27 synthetic volumes 
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 Table 8.1 shows F-measure values comparing I+3DLSM and ground truth 

results for all synthetic volumes. This comparison yields an average F-measure value 

of 0.97. Further, it can be observed that F-measure value is ≥0.95 for all volumes. The 

low value of F-measure (lowest 0.95) can be attributed to the rippling that occurs at 

the edges of ellipse. An increase in resolution would decrease the rippling effect and 

increase the algorithm accuracy, at the expense of additional computational time. For 

example, for 512x512x512 voxels data lowest F-measure was 0.97. However, for 

512x512x512 algorithm execution time was approximately 26 minutes compared to 

approximately 4 minutes for 256x256x256 voxels. From Fig. 8.6 and Tabl6 8.1 it can 

be observed that even in presence of MRI artefacts, I+3DLSM can segment the throat 

region with high accuracy. 

8.5.3 Real dataset 

All real MRI volumes were reconstructed to create approximately isotropic voxel of 

size 0.47x0.47x0.47mm3. Thus, the number of slices in volume after interpolation 

ranged from 70-259 with 5-12 interpolated slices in between consecutive real slices. 

Fig. 8.7(a) illustrates a number of slices with the throat section highlighted (red- 

automatic, white-manual) from a single volume with the individual segments being 

visibly accurate compared to the reference segmentation.  

     

(a)                                                                         (b) 

Fig.  8.7: Real MRI dataset (a) representative 2D slices with throat region segmentation results 

(red outline) (b) final 3D structure of the throat region using I+3DLSM.  

 Further it can be noted that I+3DLSM was able to segment the entire throat 

region even when the change in topology of the region is observed on the MRI slice 

(Fig. 8.7(a)). In addition, Fig. 8.7(b) demonstrates the final automatic segmented 

volume. From Fig. 8.7(b) it is clear that the segmented volume is smooth and no further 

x 
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processing is required. Furthermore the smooth transitions between all slices validate 

performing the segmentation in 3D.  

Table 8.2: Quantitative values of I+3DLSM for throat region segmentation on real dataset 

Dataset 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

DSC 

 

0.92 
 

0.81 
 

0.87 
 

0.87 
 

0.88 
 

0.84 
 

0.82 
 

0.87 
 

0.89 
 

0.82 
 

0.94 
 

0.90 

The LSM algorithm which produced this segmentation employed a low magnitude for 

α (0.02) ensuring a smooth result, but with a slightly higher number of iterations (600) 

for convergence.  

 The quantitative result (DSC) comparing I+3DLSM and manual outlines is 

shown in Table 8.2. This comparison yielded a mean DSC of 0.87 with minimum of 

0.81 and maximum of 0.94. These DSC values suggest that the obtained outlines are 

in agreement with the manual outlines. The high DSC values (0.96 and 0.93) belong 

to Fig. 8.8(a) and Fig. 8.8(b), where the throat is very accurately segmented, with 

minimal penetrations to the surrounding regions and the lowest DSC value (0.45) to 

Fig. 8.8(c) where due to high intensity range of the throat region, compared to other 

slices in a volume, I+3DLSM significantly underestimated the throat area.  

             

                         (a)                                          (b)                               (c) 

Fig.  8.8: DSC analysis (a) (DSC: 0.96) and (b) (DSC: 0.93) excellent (c) poor (DSC: 0.45) 

agreement between manual (white outline) and I+3DLSM (red outline) outlines.  

8.5.4 Comparison of I+3DLSM with region growing  

The results obtained from I+3DLSM for the throat region segmentation from real MRI 

dataset were compared to the 3D region growing algorithm [94] employed for upper 

airway or pharynx region segmentation. Region growing (Section 3.5.1) algorithm is 

an iterative process that merges nearby voxels based on connectivity and homogeneity 

properties among the voxels starting from initial points (seeds). For 3D region 
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growing, segmentation was performed using publicly available Matlab code of the 

algorithm [166]. For comparison, pre-processing (Section 8.4.1) and interpolation 

techniques (Section 8.4.2) developed in I+3DLSM were applied before segmenting 

the throat region using region growing technique [166]. The seed point for the region 

growing algorithm was considered as the centre of the throat region obtained from the 

central slice of the MRI volume as described in Section 8.4.3. The stopping criterion 

for the region growing is fulfilled if no voxels in the region's 8-neighbourhood have 

an intensity difference smaller than certain value to the region's mean intensity. For 

this dataset the stopping value was set to the variance of detected 2D throat region 

from a central MRI slice.  

 For most of the slices, both algorithms demonstrated results similar to the 

manual outlines. Further, like LSM, region growing algorithm was able to handle 

topological changes (Fig. 8.9(a)). However, for some slices (Fig. 8.9) where the 

variance of the throat region is larger than the set value, region growing algorithm was 

not able to segment the entire throat region (Fig. 7.9(b)) or underestimated the region 

(Fig. 8.9(c)) compared to I+3DLSM and manual region. 

          

                       (a)                                         (b)                                    (c) 

Fig.  8.9: Qualitative throat segmentation results comparing I+3DLSM (red outline) and 3D 

region growing (yellow outline) with manual outlines (white outline)   
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Fig.  8.10: F-measure values comparing I+3DLSM and 3D region growing  

 The quantitative (F-measure) comparison of both algorithms is shown in Fig. 

8.10 and it can be seen that I+3DLSM performed better with average F-measure value 

of 0.87±0.05 compared to region growing (average F-measure: 0.83±0.05) in most of 

the patients except patient 3 and 5. For patient 3 and 5, noise was observed in the throat 

region. Thus, region growing performed better compared to I+3DLSM. 

8.5.5 Comparison of I+3DLSM with 3DLSM and 3DLSM+I 

To demonstrate the significance of interpolation before 3D LSM in I+3DLSM to 

accurately segment the throat regions from anisotropic volumes, comparisons between 

Matlab implementations of 3D LSM with and without interpolation on 12 MRI 

volumes are reported in this section. For comparison, the technique of using only 3D 

LSM is referred as ‘3DLSM’ and technique of using interpolation after 3D LSM is 

referred as ‘3DLSM+I’. 

Similar to DLSMImeasureF 3+− , F-measure were also calculated between the 

reference and 3DLSM segmentation results denoted as DLSMmeasureF 3− . The F-

measure values for 3D LSM+I are similar to DLSMmeasureF 3−  on real MRI slices. 

This is because in 3DLSM+I, the interpolation is carried out to add outlines in between 

the segmentation outlines obtained from real MRI slices. Thus, there is no change in 

the segmentation outlines on real MRI slices.  The change in accuracy ( accuracy ) 

between DLSMImeasureF 3+−  and DLSMmeasureF 3−  was calculated in  

percentage (%) as:  
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                                 (a)                                                                  (b)                 

Fig.  8.11: Illustration of segmented throat region (yellow outline) using (a) 3DLSM (b) 

I+3DLSM [164] © 2016 The Institution of Engineering and Technology. 

 Fig. 8.11 shows the segmented throat region (yellow outline) on an MRI slice, 

obtained using 3DLSM (Fig. 8.11 (a)) and the corresponding segmented throat regions 

(yellow outlines) from I+3DLSM (Fig. 8.11(b)). The outline obtained by 3DLSM+I is 

similar to the outline obtained by 3DLSM. Thus, 3DLSM+I outline is not included in 

Fig. 8.11. Visually comparing the results, it can be observed that I+3DLSM was able 

to segment both regions of the throat (yellow outlines Fig. 8.11 (b)) whereas the 

3DLSM segmented only one part of the throat region (yellow outline Fig. 8.11(a)). 

This missing region (black arrow in Fig. 8.11(a)) can be attributed to the large spacing 

(6 mm) in between real MRI slices. The throat region in the previous slice to the slice 

in Fig. 8.11(a) and missing region in Fig. 8.11(a) are not connected components. This 

non-connectivity contributes to the collapsing of the level set function and missing the 

region in the slice in Fig. 8.11(a) and in subsequent slices. However, due to 

interpolation, the smooth variation in the throat region in I+3DLSM allowed 

segmentation of both regions which is comparable to the reference segmentation 

(white* outline) and increased accuracy for that particular slice by 81.84%. 
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               (a)                                                    (b)                                        (c) 

Fig.  8.12: Illustration of throat volume (yellow outline) obtained using (a) 3DLSM (b) 

I+3DLSM (c) 3DLSM+I  [164] © 2016 The Institution of Engineering and Technology. 

Fig. 8.12 shows segmented throat volumes obtained using 3DLSM (Fig. 8.12 

(a)), I+3DLSM (Fig. 8.12(b)) and 3DSLM+I (Fig. 8.12(c)). It can be seen that all three 

volumes appear visually similar; however, I+3DLSM eliminates the need for further 

smoothing of the throat volume and remove the stair-case effect observed (indicated 

by black open arrow in Fig. 8.12) in throat volumes segmented by 3DLSM and 

3DLSM+I. Further, Fig. 8.12 also illustrates the performance accuracy in the 

segmented region (black box) using I+3DLSM, particularly in the concave regions 

(black arrows on 2D slice) as interpolation step extend the capture range of the 3DLSM 

and provide good convergence to boundary concavities. Thus, interpolation step 

before 3DLSM increased overall accuracy by 2.78% for this particular dataset with 

6.86% increase for the slice shown in Fig. 8.12 compared to 3DLSM and 3DLSM+I. 

The quantitative (F-measure) values for 3DLSM, I+3DLSM and 3DLSM+I in 

Fig. 8.13 show increase in F-measure values and thus, increase in accuracy, with the 

range from minimum of 0.27% to maximum of 14.86% and average of 4.80%, for all 

12 MRI volumes due to interpolation before 3DLSM.  
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Fig.  8.13: F-measure values for 3DLSM, I+3DLSM and 3DLSM+I with accuracy (%) 

values (data labels on each patient) [164] © 2016 The Institution of Engineering and 

Technology. 

It was observed that the maximum increase in accuracy (14.86%) for 

I+3DLSM was observed for the dataset with maximum slice spacing (6mm). Further, 

low F-measure values for 3DLSM and 3DLSM+I compared to the reference 

segmentation is due to the large number of false negative pixels (e.g.: 353 pixels for 

particular slice) as uncertainties in between slices underestimate the throat area. The 

interpolation step before LSM segmentation reduced these uncertainties thus; reducing 

false negative pixels (to 76 pixels). The limitation of I+3DLSM, however, is that in 

some MRI slices it slightly overestimate (maximum false positive pixels: 59) the throat 

area when compared to reference segmentation, particularly on the slices where the 

throat region is small. From a clinical view point this overestimation, however, is 

preferable to an underestimation due to the dangers of recurrence of disease from 

undertreating the target. Overall, quantitative results agree with visual results that 

I+3DLSM segmentation results provide comparable result to the reference 

segmentation compared to 3DLSM and 3DLSM+I. 

8.6 Discussion 

A new method (I+3DLSM) for volumetrically segmenting the throat region from a 

number of MRI slices is proposed. The I+3DLSM method performs the segmentation 

in 3D, eliminating the need for post-processing reconstruction and smoothing 

algorithms that is required when performing the segmentation on a slice by slice basis 

as in Chapter 5. The pre-processing methods (Section 8.4.1) implemented in this work 
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allow reduction of false positives. The FI helps to increase the resolution along desired 

dimension/s, thus increasing the accuracy in the throat region segmentation. The LSM 

model discussed in this Chapter possesses a relatively simplistic data function in LSM, 

but the results demonstrate that it is sufficient for performing the segmentation process 

for relatively high contrasting regions.  

 The main advantage of the I+3DLSM method is that it makes no assumption 

regarding the individual shapes, size or areas. Furthermore using the method it 

becomes unnecessary to smooth the initial volume with Gaussian filters prior to 

segmentation, preserving data fidelity. The proposed algorithm is generally applicable 

in a number of areas and can be employed to segment object with good contrast 

between desired object and its neighbours (Fig. 8.14).  

                                 

                                  (a)                                                                      (b) 

Fig.  8.14: Application of I+3DLSM for the segmentation of different regions of interest (a) 

brain region (b) synthetic tumour region (representative slice with segmented region (red 

outline) and segmented volume is shown in the Figure) 

 The results of the proposed algorithm (I+3DLMS) on 12 real MRI datasets 

acquired using standard imaging protocols (average F-measure: 0.87) and 27 synthetic 

volumes generated with presence of MRI artefacts (average F-measure: 0.97) obtain 

consistent results when compared to the reference segmentation results. The proposed 

I+3DLSM algorithm performed better compared to 3D region growing algorithm 

(average F-measure: 0.83) and ThDA algorithm (average F-measure: 0.77) (Section 

6.3.1). The DSC obtained for I+3DLSM with range 0.81 to 0.94 (average: 0.87) is also 

comparable to the DSC values in [94] with the range of 0.84 to 0.94. Experimental 

results also demonstrate that an interpolation before 3D LSM (I+3DLSM) produce 

more accurate results compared to 3DLSM and an interpolation after 3DLSM 
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(3DLSM+I). This was particularly observed in the presence of change of topology and 

concave regions of the throat region. 

 The segmented throat region volume can be employed as additional 

information for the segmentation of oropharynx and larynx tumours [10] or for the 

study or further analysis of pharyngeal airway in the patients with sleep related 

disorder as it can enable visualisation and detection of the obstructive region.  

 However, there are several areas in I+3DLSM algorithm which warrant further 

development. Computationally, the narrowband LSM algorithm has been constructed 

in a sequential manner and a performance boost could be obtained if the procedure 

were carried out in parallel. The current model requires thorough testing with large 

and varied datasets, particularly in cases where models exhibit weak-edges, to 

investigate how successfully the data function performs; however it certainly exhibits 

promise in the dataset used in this work. Further, algorithm can be improved to correct 

over or under segmentation by automatically tuning the parameters based on the 

underlying data.  

8.7 Conclusion 

This chapter presented a new automatic method (I+3DLSM) for segmenting the throat 

region from a MRI volume which reduces data size and MRI artefacts and combines 

Fourier interpolation with 3DLSM. The present results are encouraging with good 

overlap between automatic and manual results and demonstrate that proposed 

I+3DLSM have potential for clinical application.  
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Chapter 9                                                        

Discussion 

 

9.1 Introduction 

Accurate analysis and quantification of tumours from MRI data assist clinicians in 

appropriate tumour staging and precise RTP, successively eradicating tumourous 

tissues while reducing damage to the healthy tissues. The segmentation of tumour 

regions from MRI slices is essential, which must be accurate, reliable and 

reproducible, for subsequent quantitative measurements. However, obtaining such 

segmentation results for oropharynx and larynx tumours from MRI are difficult 

because of tumours pattern (such as overlapping intensities with nearby anatomical 

structures, no distinct edges, different shapes and sizes) and imaging challenges (such 

as variation in imaging protocols, low tissue contrast and IIH) (Chapter 4).  

 This thesis has presented novel algorithms and framework developed for 

automatic analysis of oropharynx and larynx tumours from MRI data. The qualitative 

and quantitative analyses with the current practice used in clinic and state-of-the art 

algorithms have also been discussed in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 presented the algorithm 

developed for 3D segmentation of throat regions from anisotropic MRI volumes. This 

chapter reviews key findings and limitations of these developed algorithms and 

framework.   

 The rest of chapter is organised as follows. Section 9.2 reviews and discuss 

contributions (Section 1.4) along with key findings of this work. Section 9.3 discuss 

generalisation of the developed framework and its sub-parts. Limitations of the work 

are presented in Section 9.4 and conclusion in Section 9.5. 

9.2 Key contributions and findings 

The main contribution of this work is the development of the framework that 

demonstrates the clinical feasibility of the automatic segmentation and quantification 

of the oropharynx and larynx tumours from MRI data. To the best of our knowledge, 

this is the first framework developed for automatic analysis of such tumours from 

contrast-enhanced MRI data. The framework (PLCSF) was developed by integrating 
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novel image processing techniques for IIH reduction, throat region detection (ThDA), 

extraction and segmentation of a tumour region using MFCM clustering and LSM 

from 2D MRI slices with 3D reconstruction and volume calculation of a tumour region. 

The clinical feasibility of the framework was demonstrated by comparing obtained 

tumour outlines to the outlines from different CO and consensus manual outlines. 

Finally, the possibility of 3D segmentation for MRI dataset used in this work was 

verified by developing algorithm for 3D segmentation of a throat region from a MRI 

volume (minor contribution). 

The key findings of the main contribution are: 

1. Unsupervised 2D segmentation framework (PLCSF) (Section 5.3) can effectively 

segment geometrically variable tumour regions from T1+Gd MRI slices obtained 

using different scanners with different imaging protocols (Fig. 7.2) and in presence 

of artefacts. However, PLCSF (C-auto) over segments small and low contrast 

tumour regions compared to the manual (C-gold) approach (For example, Fig. 7.2: 

Patient 2,3 and 6). Further, PLCSF yield spatial discontinuity in between tumour 

outlines from neighbouring slices due to the 2D approach (Fig. 7.7).    

2. The PLCSF (C-auto) obtained satisfactory quantitative results when compared to 

manual outlines from C-gold (mean DSC: 0.79), C1 (mean DSC: 0.77) and C2 

(mean DSC: 0.81) with regard to spatial agreement. Further, there is no statistical 

significant difference (  -value: 0.82) between automatic-manual (C-auto-C-gold) 

and manual-manual (C1-C-gold and C2-C-gold) comparison indicating clinical 

acceptability of PLCSF results. Further, a strong positive correlation was observed 

between PLCSF and C-gold tumour areas  (r: 0:89;  -value< 0.05) with better PCC 

for oropharynx (BoT) (r: 0.95) compared to larynx (r: 0.83) as tumours of 

oropharynx tumours are well-defined.    

3. Automatic (PLCSF) segmentation of tumours allowed time saving (of 46%) 

compared to segmentation from an expert (C1) which would be favourable for 

potential clinical utility.  

4. No significant variation was observed between manual segmentations (between C1 

and C2) of a tumour region from different experts (inter-variability) in terms of 

tumour areas (  -value <0.05). However, C1 over segment tumour region in case 
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of weak edges. If parameters values of PLCSF are unchanged, PLCSF can obtain 

objective results, (without any manual bias) with the advantage of being fully 

reproducible. 

5. PLCSF performed better than MS clustering [112] and N-cut algorithm [113]-[114]  

in terms of spatial agreement as MS clustering under-segment tumour regions by 

producing large number of clusters and N-cut over-segment tumour region as leaks 

through weak edges.  

6. 3D reconstructed tumour can provide additional morphological information that can 

assist CO further in tumour stating. However, PLCSF over-estimates tumour 

volumes compared to manual (C-gold) as it over-segments the low contrast tumour 

region.  

The key findings of the minor contributions are: 

1. A new method developed to determine spacing between two consecutive knots for 

IIH estimation using bicubic spline (Section 6.2) proved to be effective in presence 

of cancer regions on MRI slice. The results indicate that IIH reduction with 

automatic knot spacing decrease intensity variation of a region better compared to 

constant knot spacing [10], [72] (mean decrease in CoV: 0.18). However in 

presence large tumour region, large knot spacing (60 mm) achieved better reduction 

in CoV than spacing determined by proposed method (38 mm) (Fig. 6.3: Patient 2) 

2. Fuzzy rules based technique (ThDA), due to no statistical assumptions, was able to 

successfully detect the throat of different shapes and sizes (Fig. 6.9). ThDA also 

(mean F-measure: 0.77) outperformed Hessian analysis [11] (mean F-measure: 

0.70) for the detection of small throat regions and FC [12] (mean F-measure: 0.69) 

in presence of noise. However, as Hessian analysis does not assume spatial location 

of the desired region performed better than ThDA in case of multiple throat regions 

on single MRI slice (Fig. 6.11).  

3. Integration of additional information, in terms of spatial distance (MFCM 

clustering) in FCM clustering [13] increased the robustness of FCM for extraction 

of a tumour region from similar intensity surrounding tissues (Fig. 6.17). The results 

demonstrate that there was improvement in MFCM (mean DSC: 0.70) compared to 

FCM (mean DSC: 0.66) clustering with regard to spatial agreement.  
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4. 3D segmentation (I+3DLSM) of a throat region, due to spatial continuity, achieved 

(mean F-measure: 0.87) better results compared to 2D algorithm (ThDA) (mean F-

measure: 0.77). Interpolation before segmentation increases accuracy of the results 

(by 14.86%) compared to segmentation only and segmentation followed by 

interpolation for highly anisotropic MRI data.  

9.3 Generalised application of the framework (PLCSF) 

Although the general image processing techniques such as fuzzy-rules, FCM 

clustering and LSM are modified in this work to make them appropriate for 

segmentation of a desired region, due to variability in the dataset (Table 4.1), the 

proposed techniques should be applicable to other imaging modalities such CT or 

dataset from other imaging domains. The robustness of the framework in presence of 

artefacts and capability of this framework to segment cancer region from other type of 

data was demonstrated using synthetic dataset (Fig. 7.1).  

 The technique developed as a part of this framework such as IIH reduction does 

not use any information from MRI scanner such as the geometry of the head and neck 

coil or require a reference slice with no IIH. The technique [10] used as basis in this 

work for IIH reduction was applied to different MRI images. Thus, further 

improvement in this technique with respect to the automatic calculation of knot 

spacing make this technique applicable for varied dataset. Further, other technique 

developed for the throat region detection (ThDA) does not assume any morphological 

or appearance information, as is assumed in ASM or AAM technique, or statistics from 

underlying data. The only information used in the ThDA is the location (spatial 

position) and intensity of the region, thus ThDA can detect any region present in the 

middle of the slice with low intensity range. The general application of IIH reduction 

technique and ThDA is demonstrated in Fig. 9.1. 

 The final technique developed as a part of this framework, that integrates the 

spatial distance measure in FCM clustering can also be applied to other dataset. For 

instance, distance measure created from trachea (Fig. 9.1) can be included in FCM 

clustering to assign high membership value to the vocal cords region, so that vocal 

cords can be easily extracted or separated from other anatomical structures for further 

processing such as texture analysis.  
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                  (a)                                (b)                           (c)                          (d) 

Fig.  9.1: Endoscopic image (a) before and (b) after IIH reduction and detection of a trachea. 

CT image (c) before and (d) after IIH reduction and detection of a throat region This Figure 

shows application of IIH reduction algorithm and ThDA for dataset other than MRI. 

 Finally for the 3D segmentation algorithm (I+3DLSM) developed, the main 

advantage is that it makes no assumption regarding the shapes, size or areas of the 

desired region. The interpolation technique (FI) used in this algorithm is general spatial 

interpolation (similar to linear or cubic interpolation techniques). Further, the external 

energy (data term) used in the level set segmentation only depend the intensity of the 

desired region. Thus, I+3DLSM algorithm can be employed to segment any object 

with good contrast between desired object and its neighbours. Examples of this 

algorithm employed to segment brain and cancer region from toy data is shown in Fig. 

8.14.   

9.4 Limitations of the proposed framework (PLCSF) 

The developed framework has several limitations: 

1. The proposed framework was developed for T1+Gd (contrast-enhanced) MRI 

slices with ‘bright’ tumour region compared to surrounding tissues. For other MR 

sequences such as T1W and T2W, where tumour region appears ‘dark’ or ‘similar’ 

to surrounding tissues, framework need to be further evaluated with certain 

adjustments to the segmentation algorithms. 

2. The framework, in particular MFCM clustering, utilises spatial and intensity 

information to extract the expected tumour region, thus over segments the region in 

case of low contrast between tumour and neighbouring tissues (Fig. 7.3 Patient 6). 

Incorporating knowledge of morphology or texture in MFCM clustering would 

obtain more accurate results.  

3. Algorithms developed in this thesis, in particular ThDA, MFCM and LSM, have 

parameters whose values were determined empirically. These include a threshold 
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on fuzzy membership values, number of clusters and number of iterations. While 

these empirical parameters worked on MRI dataset obtained from three different 

vendor’s scanners (Table 4.1) and other dataset (Fig. 9.1), it does limit the 

applicability of the algorithm to new data sets without re-tuning of parameters. 

Thus, there is the potential that better results could be achieved with additional 

retuning. 

4. Validation of framework results in terms of accuracy and reliability were obtained 

using different region based (DSC, F-measure) and surface based metrics (MHD). 

However, validation with metrics such as specificity, receiver operating curve 

(ROC) would provide different insight about the behaviour of the algorithms.  

5. Although, the current framework (mean 8 minutes/patient) allowed time saving of 

46 % when compared with a manual segmentation (mean: 15 minutes/patient) of a 

tumour region, no time required for manual correction of the obtained automatic 

results was considered. Thus, time comparison of automatic results plus manual 

correction with manual segmentation would be better to understand the time gain 

from clinical viewpoint.     

6. Because of the time limit, 2D segmentation approach was employed to obtain 

segmentation results from MRI data with large variations in intensity and imaging 

protocols. While this 2D segmentation obtained comparable results with manual 

outlines (mean DSC: 0.79), standardising data or utilising information from 

neighbouring slices would increase consistency in the segmentation results. 

9.5 Conclusion  
This chapter discussed the key contributions, findings and limitations of this work. A 

framework developed for the analysis of oropharynx and larynx tumours from MRI 

data, using image processing techniques, can provide assistance to CO in RTP. Further 

the algorithms developed as sub-part of this framework can be applied to other dataset 

that satisfy assumptions made in the algorithms. However, framework need to be 

further evaluated in terms of prior information used, parameter values, and validation 

metrics. Higher level conclusions on the whole thesis are presented in the next chapter 

(Chapter 10). 
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Chapter 10                                               

Conclusions and future work  

 

10.1 Conclusions 

This thesis investigated the various stages involved in the HNC analysis from MRI 

data. The main focus of this research was to develop an automatic (computer-aided) 

oropharynx and larynx tumours (GTV) segmentation and quantification system. The 

motivation for such work is due to the development in radiotherapy techniques 

(IMRT), that require accurate segmentation of tumour volumes from medical imaging 

in timely manner. Although the current manual method for a tumour analysis is used 

as the gold standard in RTP, limitations of this method lie in the subjectivity and time-

demanding process. Thus, a new method that can improve the efficiency in terms of 

time and reproducibility of a tumor definition is essential. This thesis demonstrated 

that a new integrated system (framework) using image processing techniques is a 

viable solution to obtain objective and time efficient tumour segmentation and 

quantification results. This new automatic framework (PLCSF) (Chapter 5) includes 

techniques for artefacts reduction, the throat region detection, extraction and 

segmentation of a oropharynx or larynx tumour region with 3D reconstruction and 

volume calculation from T1+Gd MRI slices.  

 The initial artefacts, such noise and IIH, reduction techniques in the PLCSF 

simplified subsequent detection and segmentation of a tumour region. Further, the 

additional spatial information (in terms of distance measure created from the detected 

throat region) in clustering techniques such as FCM (Chapter 6) increased the 

capability of the clustering method to extract the expected tumour region of inherent 

geometric variations. Moreover, using local region statistics in the level set 

segmentation obtained smooth tumour outlines in case of weak edges and 

heterogeneous regions. Finally, automatic 3D reconstruction and tumour volume 

measurement provided additional morphological information that can contribute to 

further tumour staging and analysis. Thus, this proposed 2D automatic segmentation 

framework (PLCSF) with use of no training data, successfully handled intrinsically 
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geometric variations of the tumour region without biasing the solution towards a 

particular size or shape and obtained continuous outline of the tumour region even in 

the case of broken boundaries. Further, this 2D segmentation approach with 3D 

reconstruction achieved acceptable results (DSC: 0.79) even with large intra-intensity 

variations and spatial separation among MRI slices. Additionally, the techniques 

developed as a part of the framework have shown to be applicable to the images from 

other domains; given that region of interest in the image fulfil the assumptions made 

in the proposed techniques (Section 9.3).   

 The limitation of the PLCSF is the use of a single modality (T1+Gd MRI) that 

restricts the application of the PLCSF to the tumours that are enhanced with the 

contrast agent. However, for the clinical application such as RTP, using a single 

modality is an advantage due to the computational efficiency and ease of use. Other 

limitation of the current PLCSF is over segmentation of the tumour regions present at 

the end slices or small tumours that are geographically close and of similar intensity 

to healthy tissues. However, there is no statistically significant variation between 

PLCSF and expert outline in terms of tumour areas. Further the automatic 

segmentations results will be available to the experts and can be corrected (modified) 

if necessary by an expert (for example using “Modify GTV outline” push button from 

the GUI explained in Appendix A) before treatment planning.  

 The preliminary evaluation of the proposed PLCSF with 3D reconstruction and 

quantification system on real MRI datasets, obtained from MRI scanners from 

different manufacturers, using different quantitative metrics demonstrated that the 

system results are comparable to the manual results (average DSC: 0.79 and average 

volume concordance of 86.51% on real 102 axial MRI slices) across the cohort. 

Calculation of inter-variability demonstrated no significant variation between manual 

segmentation from 2 experts (C1 and C2), but there was subjective in the manual 

outlines from C1 to include a throat region or to over segment region in case non-

distinct boundary. However, PLCSF demonstrated no such bias and obtained objective 

results which are clinically useful. Further, the clinical usefulness of this framework 

come from reduction in the time needed for segmentation, as the auto-segmented 

tumour may merely have to be modified, if needed, and validated, rather than 

segmented from scratch. Thus, this framework for oropharynx and larynx tumours 
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segmentation and quantification can assist clinician and increase the capability to 

analyse a tumour by not only providing spatial position and extent of tumour but also 

a quantitative value in an effort to improve RTP. This framework can be implemented 

to the software platform of MR systems for clinical utility without the use of any 

special equipment.  

 Finally, a novel automatic 3D throat region segmentation technique 

demonstrated the feasibility of 3D segmentation for a region with less intra-intensity 

variation from a MRI volume. Experimental results demonstrated that interpolation 

before 3D LSM improves the segmentation accuracy of the 3D LSM, by allowing it to 

successfully segment the concave boundaries and multiple regions of the throat on the 

same MRI slice. The 3D segmented throat region can be utilised as additional 

information for the 3D segmentation of the oropharynx and larynx tumours.  

10.2 Future work  

The following are the possible extensions for the work in this thesis: 

1. Evaluation of PLCSF on larger dataset: The proposed PLCSF was evaluated on 

 102 axial MRI slices from 10 patients (Table 4.1). This current dataset is 

 representative of the real clinical cases. However, it is desirable to re-evaluate the 

 work with larger dataset that contain more challenging cases such as multiple 

 primary tumour regions and diffusely infiltrating tumour regions. Also, the larger 

 dataset can include tumour regions from different TNM stages (I to IV). Further, 

 a through testing in a clinical environment will be required before the system can 

 be used in the clinical settings.  

2. 3D tumour segmentation: The proposed PLCSF segment the tumour regions 

 separately on each axial MRI slice for a patient and then reconstructs into 3D for 

 further quantification. In future, it would be desirable to perform a 3D 

 segmentation of a tumour region from a MRI volume to utilise more spatial 

 information from the neighbouring slices. 3D segmentation will also eliminate the 

 need for the post-processing reconstruction and smoothing. 

3. Initial step for oropharyngeal and laryngeal CTV and PTV segmentation: Current 

 practice in RT requires segmentation of three different target volumes (GTV, 

 CTV, and PTV) (Section 2.4) so that all affected regions (such as tumour 
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 and lymph nodes) can receive some amount of radiation in RT treatment. 

 The GTV includes primary tumour regions while CTV include GTV plus affected 

 lymph nodes. PTV includes CTV plus margin for any motion or setup errors. This 

 thesis considers the automatic segmentation of oropharyngeal and laryngeal 

 GTV. Thus, the novel techniques developed in the PLCSF framework can be 

 utilised as an initial steps for oropharyngeal and laryngeal CTV and PTV 

 segmentation from  T1+Gd MRI.  
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Appendix A                                               

A.1 Graphical User Interface (GUI) for manual tumour (GTV) 

segmentation  

As discussed in Section 4.3, a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI) was developed 

using Matlab “GUIDE” user interface tool to allow CO to draw an oropharynx or 

larynx tumour outline/s. A GUI is a set of techniques and mechanisms, used to create 

interactive communication between a program and a user. Fig. A.1 illustrates the 

screen shot of the built-in GUI.  

   

Fig.  A.1: Simple Matlab GUI for CO to draw a tumour (GTV) outline 

This GUI (Fig. A.1) consists of four push buttons. 

1. ‘Load previous MRI slice’ push button permits to view a slice from ‘Previous MRI 

 slice’ window in a ‘Current MRI slice’ window. 

2. ‘Load next MRI slice’ push button permits to view a slice from ‘Next MRI slice’ 

 window in a ‘Current MRI slice’ window. 

3. ‘Draw GTV outline’ push button provides a freehand tool to draw a tumour outline 

 on a MRI slice in a ‘Current MRI slice’ window. The freehand tool allows user to 

 draw outline by holding a right mouse click button. Releasing the button 
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 terminates the outline. User can draw more than one outline in case of splitting of 

 a tumour is observed by pressing a ‘Draw GTV outline’ push button as many 

 number of times as number of outlines a user wish to draw.  

4. ‘Modify GTV outline’ push button allows a user to edit the tumour outline (Fig. 

 A.2(a) blue outline) on a slice in a ‘Current MRI slice’ window. This button 

 provides a freehand tool to draw an open segment (Fig.  A.2(b) red segment 

 (outline)). Further, the tool delete the smallest segment from the blue outline and 

 joins the remaining segment of the blue outline to the red outline to form a new 

 tumour outline (Fig.  A.2(c) blue outline). User can modify the outline number of 

 times until user is content with the tumour outline.    

 

   

(a)                                          (b)                                      (c) 

Fig.  A.2: Process to modify tumour outline (a) Manual tumour outline (blue) (b) open segment 

(red) drawn near the outline in (a) (c) modified tumour outline. 

 

Other options in GUI (Fig. A.1) in menu toolbar include zoom in, zoom out, pan 

buttons to aid user to observe clear outline of the tumour. While using this GUI, users 

(CO) were allowed to access any other clincial or radiological information to aid in 

manual segmentation if required.  
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Appendix B  

B.1 Visual comparison of C-auto with C-gold tumour outlines 

This section demonstrates 10 axial MRI slices comparing C-auto and C-gold tumour 

outlines for each excellent (DSC: >0.85), acceptable (DSC: 0.7-0.85) and worst (DSC: 

0.6-0.7) cases. 

 

 

Fig.  B.1: 10 axial MRI slices from different patients demonstrating excellent agreement 

(DSC: >0.85) between C-auto (black outline) and C-gold (white outline) tumour outlines 

 

 

 

 

Fig.  B.2: 10 axial MRI slices from different patients demonstrating acceptable agreement 

(DSC: 0.7-0.85) between C-auto (black outline) and C-gold (white outline) tumour outlines 
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Fig.  B.3: 10 axial MRI slices from different patients demonstrating worst agreement (DSC: 

0.6-0.7) between C-auto (black outline) and C-gold (white outline) outlines 

 

B.2 Visual comparison of C-auto with manual tumour outlines  

 

 

 

Fig.  B.4: 10 axial MRI slices from 10 different patients comparing C-auto with manual (C-

gold, C1-A, C2-A, C1-B and C2-B) tumour outlines 

Patient 1, 3, 5, 8, 10 : examples of very strong correlation (>0.8).  

Patient 2, 4, 6, 7, 9 : examples of variability between outlines (correlation 0.6-0.8). 

 

Patient 1 

 

Patient 2 

 

Patient 3 

 

Patient 4 

 

Patient 5 
 

Patient 6 

 

Patient 7 

 

Patient 8 

 

Patient 9 

 

Patient 10 
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B.3 Quantitative comparison of C1 and C2 with C-gold tumour 

outlines 

Table B.1: Quantitative measures of C1 and C2 with C-gold outlines (mean (standard 

deviations)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The performance measures calculated between the manual outlines from different 

experts and gold standard (C-gold) are shown in Table B.1. The mean DSC of 0.79 

(0.07) and MHD of 2.27 (0.72) mm for all 10 patients indicate the results are similar 

with C-gold and C-auto comparison (Table 7.3). Further, an average area (C-manual) 

was calculated using C1-A, C1-B, C2-A and C2-B tumour areas and PCC was obtained 

between C-manual and C-gold area (mm2) (Fig.  B.5) which yielded a mean PCC of 

0.88 with  -value<0.05. 

 

Fig.  B.5: Correlation analysis between C-gold and C-manual area (mm2)  
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r = 0.88, p-value<0.05

Comparison DSC MHD  (mm) 

C-gold vs. C1-A 0.78 (0.08) 2.32 (0.75) 

C-gold vs. C1-B 0.78 (0.08) 2.42 (0.84) 

C-gold vs. C2-A 0.79 (0.06) 2.20 (0.63) 

C-gold vs. C2-B 0.80 (0.05) 2.12 (0.64) 
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B.4 Reconstructed volume comparison of C-auto with C-gold 
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(a)                                                                (b) 

Fig.  B.6: (a) Sequential axial MRI slices with C-auto (yellow) and C-gold (blue) tumour 

outlines for one patient; (b) 3D reconstructed volume from the tumour outlines shown in Fig. 

B.6(a) (C-auto reconstructed volume - yellow; C-gold reconstructed volume - blue)  
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